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A B S T R A C T
This thesis uses hyperbolic geom etry to study various classes of both  
real and com plex continued fractions. This intuitive approach gives 
insight into the theory of continued fractions that is not so easy to ob­
tain from traditional algebraic m ethods. Using it, w e provide a more 
extensive study of both Rosen continued fractions and even-integer 
continued fractions than in any previous works, yield ing new  results, 
and revisiting classical theorems. We also study two types of com plex 
continued fractions, nam ely Gaussian integer continued fractions and 
Bianchi continued fractions. A s w ell as providing a more elegant and 
sim ple theory of continued fractions, our approach leads to a natu­
ral generalisation of continued fractions that has not been explored  
before.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
It is w ell-known that a continued fraction can be studied using se­
quences of M obius transformations, and that by using the action of 
M obius transformations on hyperbolic space, continued fractions can 
be represented geom etrically in a number of ways. However, little 
attempt has been m ade to use these geometric representations to de­
velop a theory of continued fractions, and there are m any classes of 
continued fractions for which no such geometric treatment has been  
explored.
This thesis uses hyperbolic geom etry to study various classes of 
both real and com plex continued fractions. Our intuitive approach  
gives us insight into the theory of continued fractions that is not so _ 
easy to obtain from traditional algebraic methods. It allow s us to pro­
vide a more extensive study of Rosen continued fractions and even- 
integer continued fractions than in any previous works, yielding new  
results, and revisiting classical theorems. We also use it to study two  
types of com plex continued fractions. A s w ell as providing a more 
sim ple and elegant theory of continued fractions, our approach leads 
to a natural generalisation of continued fractions that has not been  
explored before.
The remainder of this chapter introduces the background material 
upon w hich this thesis is built.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1 . 1  P R E L I M I N A R I E S
We begin by introducing the preliminary material on continued frac­
tions, hyperbolic geom etry and graph theory that is used  throughout 
this thesis.
1 . 1 .1  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S
A  continued fraction is an expression of the form
ai




where the coefficients at and bt may be any real or com plex numbers
w ith  at 7^  0 for i  =  1, 2,  This thesis concerns continued fractions
of the form
1
bi + --------------------------------, (1.1)
where the coefficients bt belong to som e set of real or com plex num ­
bers. Such a continued fraction may be infinite or finite, .depending 
on whether the sequence bt is infinite or finite respectively. We de­
note the continued fraction by [bi , b 2 , . . .  ] in the former case, and by 
[b i , . . . ,  bn ] in the latter.
A  regular continued fraction is a continued fraction in w hich all the 
coefficients bt are positive integers, except bi w hich may be zero or a 
negative integer. A lthough regular continued fractions are the focus 
of the classical theory of continued fractions, m any other classes of 
continued fractions have been studied extensively; several of these
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are discussed in this thesis, as w ell as som e other classes of continued  
fractions that have received relatively little attention.
The value of a finite continued fraction [ b i , . . .  ,brJ is the number 
obtained by evaluating that expression. Sometim es w e abuse notation  
and use [b i , . . . ,  bn ] to represent the value of [b i , . . . ,  bn ]. This is quite 
natural; the distinction betw een continued fractions and their values 
is blurred in m ost works on continued fractions. The convergents of a 
finite or infinite continued fraction are the continued fractions
ck =  [ b i , . . . , b k],
for k =  1, 2,  Again, w e w ill som etim es use the term 'convergent'
to refer to the value of a convergent. If the sequence of convergents of 
an infinite continued fraction converges to a point x  in C U {oo}, then  
w e say that the continued fraction converges and has value x. If the 
continued fraction [bi, b 2 , . . .  ] has value x, then w e also say that it is 
a continued fraction expansion ofx.
We w ill often find it more convenient to work w ith  'minus' contin­
ued fractions of the form
1
b i ---------------------- . (1.2)
1
rather than the 'plus' continued fractions of the form show n in  Equa­
tion (i . i) .  In a sense, the two types of continued fractions are equiva­
lent, because w e can m ove from one to the other by changing the sign  
of the coefficients b i w hen  i  is even. We use the sam e notation and  
term inology for m inus continued fractions (such as [bi , b2 , . . . ]  and  
so forth) as w e do for plus continued fractions.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
y
1 . 1 . 2  H Y P E R B O L I C  G E O M E T R Y
Throughout this thesis w e w ill, unless otherwise specified, use the 
upper half-plane m odel of two-dim ensional hyperbolic space, H , which  
is the set
H  =  {z =  x +  y i e C  | y > 0},
equipped w ith  the infinitesimal metric
, 2 dx2 +  dy2
ds  ------- = -^ -.
y
We w ill often consider H  along w ith its ideal boundary IR =  IR U {oo}, 
the extended real line. G eodesics in H  are either segm ents of lines 
x =  c, w here c is a real number, or are arcs of semicircles that are 
perpendicular to IR.
The group of conformal isometries of H , Isom+ (H ), is the group 
of M obius, transformations
which also acts as a group of conformal automorphisms of the ex­
tended com plex plane € = C U  {oo}. Non-trivial elem ents of Isom + (H ) 
are elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic depending on whether the square of
We are particularly interested in discrete subgroups of Isom + (H ), 
known as Fuchsian groups. A  Fuchsian group G acts properly discon- 
tinuously on H , arid hence the orbit Gz of a point z e  H  under the 
action of G has no accumulation points in  H . It may, however, have 
accumulation points in  IR. We define the limit set of G, A(G),  to be
a, b, c, d G ]R, ad  — be =  1 > =  PSL(2, IR),
the trace (a  +  d)2 is less than 4, equal to 4, or greater than 4 respec­
tively.
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the set of accumulation points of the orbit Gz of a point z  €  H  in  
]R; the definition is independent of the choice of z. The limit set may 
be empty, consist of one or two points, or consist of infinitely m any  
points. It is this latter case, in which G is non-elementary, that w e are in­
terested in, and such a group G can be classified either as a Fuchsian 
group of the first kind, if A(G) =  IR, or of the second kind otherwise. In 
the latter case, A(G) is perfect and nowhere dense, or, in  other words, 
A(G) is a Cantor set. For a Fuchsian group G, w e call the set of all 
fixed points of elliptic (parabolic, hyperbolic) elem ents of G the set of 
elliptic (parabolic, hyperbolic) fixed points of G. The lim it set A(G)  
of G can also be characterised as the closure of the set of non-elliptic 
fixed points of G.
In Chapter 4 w e w ill work in three-dimensional hyperbolic space. 
We w ill use the upper half-space m odel of three-dimensional hyper­
bolic space, H 3, w hich is the set
H 3 =  {z +  tj | z  G C ,t  6 IR,t >  0}, 
equipped w ith  the infinitesimal metric
2 dz 2 +  dtds = -------=------t2
We w ill often consider H  along w ith its ideal boundary € = C U  {00}, 
the extended com plex plane. We identity C w ith the Euclidean plane  
t  =  0 in the obvious way. Geodesics in H 3 are either segm ents of lines 
z  =  c, where c is a com plex number, or are arcs of semicircles that are 
perpendicular to C.
The action of any M obius transformation 
az +  b
m  = c z + d '
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w ith  a, b, c, and d com plex numbers and ad — be ^  0, on C has a 
natural extension to a Mobius transformation acting on H 3, called 
the Poincare extension. The group of conformal isometries of H 3, 
Isom + (H 3) is the group of M obius transformations
a, b, c, d G C, ad — be =  1 > =  PSL(2, C ) , ^ az  +  bf  1ZJ =  — n rc z +  d
which is also the group of all conformal automorphisms of C. A  
discrete subgroup of Isom + (H 3) is know n as a Kleinian group. A  
Kleinian group G acts properly discontinuously on H 3, and hence 
the orbit Gz of a point z  G H  under the action of G has no accumula­
tion points in H . We define the limit set A(G) C C o f a  Kleinian group 
G in the same w ay that w e defined the limit set of a Fuchsian group. 
Again, w e say that G is non-elementary if |A(G)| is infinite, and w e say 
that G is of the first kind if A(G) =  C and of the second kind otherwise.
1 . 1 .3  G R A P H  T H E O R Y
Later on, w e w ill often v iew  continued fractions as paths in graphs 
em bedded in hyperbolic space. Here w e introduce som e relevant no­
tation and term inology from graph theory.
We consider a graph G to be a set V, w hose elem ents are called 
vertices, together w ith  a collection E of ordered pairs of vertices called 
edges. We are concerned w ith graphs em bedded in either H u R  or 
H 3 U <C, in which vertices are points in the ideal boundary R  or C 
respectively, and edges are represented by hyperbolic geodesics. Two 
vertices u  and v that are connected by an edge in a graph G are said  
to be adjacent or neighbours, and w e write u  ~ v. We denote the edge 
incident to u  and v by {u,v} (or {v,u}). A  path in G is a sequence of 
vertices v q , v  1 , . . .  ,v n , where vt_i  ~ vi  for i  =  1, . . .  , n .  We represent
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this path by (vq, Vi , . . . ,  vn ). The edges { v i _ i , v j  are called the edges of
'i ■
the path. We define the length of the path to be n  (this is one less than  
the number of vertices; it corresponds to the number of edges of the 
path). A  subpath of (vo/Vi , . .  . , v n ) is a path of the form (vt, . . . , v j ) ,  
where 0 <  i  <  j <  n . We consider an automorphism of G to be a 
bijective map f  on the vertices of G such that two vertices u  and v are 
adjacent if and only if f  (u) and f  (v) are adjacent.
Generally, the graph G that w e are interested in w ill have infinitely  
m any vertices. In such a case, w e define an infinite path in G to be 
an infinite sequence of vertices v o , v i , . . .  such that vt_i  ~ v \  for all
i  =  1, 2,  We write such a path as ( v o , v i , . . . ) .  If the vertices
converge in IR, say to a number x, then w e say that the path converges 
to x  and is a path from  vo tox.
Often, w e w ill consider a graph G that is the skeleton of a tessella­
tion of H  U IR by hyperbolic polygons. In this case, w e define the faces 
of G to be polygons in the tessellation.
1 . 2  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S  A N D  H Y P E R B O L I C  G E O M E T R Y
The classical approach to the theory of continued fractions relies heav­
ily  on the recurrence relations
P l = b lr P2 = b 2b 1 + 1, p n = b TVp Tl_ i - + P n - 2/
and
qi — 1/ q2 =  b2, qn — bn qn _i  -1- qn—2/
where Pk/qk are the convergents of the continued fraction [bi, b2, . . .  ]• 
This algebraic approach is used by m ost textbooks on regular contin­
ued fractions (see, for exam ple, [19, 23, 27, 39]), and it is also used to
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study a w ide variety of other classes of continued fractions. Despite 
this approach being elementary, it lacks a certain intuition. A s said by 
the mathematician M. C. Irwin [25],
"The proofs are not difficult, but they are usually 
algebraic, and I find that when I read them I have 
a tendency to lose sight of where they are leading."
In this thesis, w e study continued fractions using hyperbolic geom ­
etry, which is an approach that is both intuitive and powerful. Here 
w e outline the connection betw een continued fractions and hyper­
bolic geometry, and introduce the three key geometrical representa­
tions of continued fractions that w e w ill use: Farey graphs, Ford cir­
cles, and cutting sequences. Each approach w ill be illustrated using  
integer continued fractions as a concrete example.
1 . 2 .1  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S  A N D  M O B I U S  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S
In this section w e describe how  continued fractions can be view ed as 
sequences of M5bius transformations. We begin by considering the 
exam ple of integer continued fractions. A n integer continued fraction is 
a m inus continued fraction [bi , t>2, • • •] where each bi e  Z . We w ill 
show  that any integer continued fraction, either finite or infinite, can 
be view ed as a sequence of M obius transformations belonging to the 
modular group. The modular group F is the Fuchsian group generated  
by the maps
t ( z ) = z + 1  and u(z) =  — .
z
Elements of V are precisely those M obius transformations
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where a, b, c, and d are integers and ad  —be =  1, and so F =PSL(2, Z) .  
The group V is a Fuchsian group of the first kind, and the generators t  
and a  of T satisfy the relations a2 =  ( t c t ) 3 =  I, where I is the identity  
transformation, and all other relations in t  and a  are consequences of 
these two. It follow s that the group V is isomorphic as a group to the 
free product of cyclic groups C2 * C3.
Consider an integer continued fraction [b i , b2 , • • •], w hich m ay be 
either finite or infinite. For each i, define the M obius transformation
that is, f t  =  Txcr using the generators t  and cr of V. Then for each k, 
w e can express the convergent Ck as
Ck =  [ b i , . . . , b k] = f i f 2 * - - f k ( o o ) ,
where f  1 • • • fk represents the com position of the functions f  1 , . . . ,  fk.  
Writing
Fk = fi • • - Fk/
w e see that [bi , b2 , . . . ] ,  whether finite or infinite, can be view ed as 
a sequence of M obius transformations Fk belonging to the modular 
group T.
More generally, given a class of continued fractions of the form
1
\bif . . . / bn] = b ] -------------------- ,
1
where each bi belongs to som e set B, w e may define functions
f bl (z) =  b t - l / z ,
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for each b i £ B. We may then v iew  each continued fraction [bi , . . . ,  bn] 
as a sequence of M obius transformations belonging to the group gen­
erated by the maps fb for b G B.
The idea that continued fractions can be view ed as sequences of 
M obius transformations can be traced back to the late 19th century, 
although they were not consistently view ed in this w ay until the sec­
ond half of the 20th century [2, 57]. M any of the works that view  
continued fractions as sequences of M obius transformations proceed  
by applying techniques from com plex analysis. There are som e, how ­
ever, that make use of the connection between M obius transforma­
tions and hyperbolic geometry. These works lead, in  particular, to the 
three representations of regular continued fractions using hyperbolic 
geom etry that follow.
1 . 2 . 2  F A REY G R A P H S
The action of the modular group on H  gives rise to a graph in which  
certain paths represent integer continued fractions. This graph, which  
w e call the Farey graph and denote by IT, may be described as follows. 
Let 6 be the hyperbolic geodesic between 0 and 00 in H , along w ith  
its endpoints 0 and 00. Then the im age of 6 under elem ents of the 
modular groupT  gives rise to a tessellation of H  by ideal hyperbolic 
triangles. The Farey graph IT is the skeleton of this tessellation, which  
forms a connected plane graph em bedded in H  U IR. The vertices of 
IT are the vertices of the tessellation, w hich is the set of all reduced  
rational numbers, along w ith  the point 00, w hich w e identify w ith  1/0.  
The edges of IT are the sides of the ideal triangles in  the tessellation; 
two vertices a /b  and c /d  of IT are joined by an edge in IT if and only if 
| ad  — bc| =  1. The faces of IT are the ideal triangles in the tessellation. 
A  part of IT is show n in Figure 1.1.
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Figure l.i: The Farey graph 5F
The Farey graph is so called because of its connection to Farey 
sequences. The Farey sequence of order n  is the sequence of reduced  
rationals betw een 0 and 1 w ith  denominator at m ost rt, arranged in 
order of increasing size. Two rational numbers x  and y  are called 
Farey neighbours if they are neighbouring terms in som e Farey se­
quence. It is w ell know n that if x  =  a /b  and y  =  c /d  then x  and 
y  are Farey neighbours if and only if |ad —bc| =  1. It follow s that 
the vertices of T  are elem ents of Farey sequences, and the edges of 
T are precisely those hyperbolic geodesics that connect Farey neigh­
bours. The Farey graph appears in num erous other contexts, such as 
in  [56], where it is show n to be a universal cover for any triangular 
map on a surface, and has been used to study continued fractions in  
works such as [3] and [48]. The follow ing theorem, w hich is proved  
in [3, Theorem 3.1], explains how  integer continued fractions m ay be 
represented by paths in the Farey graph T.
Theorem . Let x  be any rational number. Then c i , . . . ,  cn , with cn =  x, are 
the consecutive convergents of some integer continued fraction expansion of 
x if  and only if  (00, c i , . . . ,  c-n.) is a path in T  from  00 to x.
We call the path (00, c i , . . . ,  cn ) the path of convergents of x. A n ex­
ample of such a path is illustrated in Figure 1.2.
The correspondence betw een integer continued fractions and paths 
in T is not limited to finite regular continued fractions and finite
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1 2
F igure 1.2: A p a th  in  T  co rresp o n d in g  to  the  in teger co n tin u ed  fraction  of 
x =  [1 ,-2 ,1 ,-1 ,1 ]
paths; the above theorem  ho lds for infinite in teger con tinued  fractions 
and  infinite p a ths too.
There is a sim ple w ay to m ove betw een  an  in teger continued  frac­
tion and  its p a th  of convergents; the in tegers b i , . . . ,  b n  of the expan­
sion [b 1 , . . . ,  bn ] of a vertex x encode a set of directions to navigate 
the correspond ing  p a th  (00,01, • • • / cn )- brief, to navigate the p a th  
you  shou ld , u p o n  reaching C i_i, take the 'b^th  righ t tu rn ' to  get to c^ 
(w hich is a left tu rn  if b^ is negative); this can be seen in  F igure 1.2. 
N otice in  particu la r th a t a regular continued  fraction, w hich  is sim ply  
an  in teger con tinued  fraction w hose coefficients b2, ^>3, • • • alternate  
in  sign (w ith  b2 negative), correspond to p a ths th a t a lternate  betw een  
left an d  righ t tu rn s , an d  so 'z ig -zag ' th ro u g h  the g rap h  T.
We shall see in  this thesis th a t g raphs analogous to  the Farey g raph  
T  exist in  w hich  p a th s represen t o ther classes of continued  fractions. 
G enerally  speaking, given a Fuchsian  g roup  G th a t is generated  by 
transfo rm ations fb of the form  fb(z) =  b — 1/ z  w here b G IR, we m ay 
form  a Farey graph Tg as the orbit of the hyperbolic geodesic 6 u n d er 
G. Similarly, a Farey g raph  em bedded  in H 3 m ay be associated to any  
K leinian g roup  th a t is generated  by transform ations fb of the form  
fb (z) =  b — 1 / z  w here  b G C. In all cases, we obtain  a g raph  in  w hich
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pa th s  w ith  initial vertex oo rep resen t con tinued  fractions, a lth o u g h  
it is n o t alw ays clear w h a t the struc tu re  of this g rap h  w ill be. Som e 
such  tessellations ap p ear in  w orks such  as [17] an d  [61], b u t no  s tu d y  
in to  the co rresponding  con tinued  fractions has been  undertaken .
1.2.3 F OR D  C I RC L E S
In  the early  1900s, Lester Ford discovered th a t regu lar con tinued  frac­
tions can be v iew ed as certain  chains of tangen tial horocycles, w hich  
we now  call Ford circles, in the u p p er half-p lane H . A horocycle is a 
E uclidean circle in H  U IR. th a t is tangen t to IR. We say th a t a horocy­
cle is based a t an  elem ent x of IR if the horocycle is tangen t to IR a t 
x. G iven a reduced  ra tional x =  a /b ,  the Ford circle Cx is the h o ro ­
cycle based  at x w ith  E uclidean rad iu s  rad[C x] =  1 / (2b 2). T here is 
one other Ford circle, Coo, w hich  is the line Im (z) =  1 in  C together 
w ith  the p o in t 00. A  p a rt of the collection of Ford circles is show n  in  
Figure 1.3.
F igure 1.3: Ford  circles b ased  a t the  ra tio n a l n u m b ers
Two Ford circles are either tan g en t to one ano ther or com pletely  
disjoint. In  fact, g iven x =  a /b  an d  y  =  c /d , the Ford circles Cx 
an d  Cy are tangen t if an d  only if |ad  —bc|  =  1. It follows th a t the 
full collection of Ford circles form s a m odel for the abstract g rap h  
u n derly ing  the Farey g rap h  T; Ford circles rep resen t the vertices of 
the graph , an d  tw o Ford circles are tan g en t if an d  only  if their base
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poin ts are joined by an  edge of J .  The collection of Ford circles show n 
in  Figure 1.3 is show n again  in  Figure 1.4 w ith  the Farey g rap h  T 
superim posed .
F igure 1.4: Ford circles b ased  a t the ra tiona l nu m b ers; the  Farey g rap h  T  is 
su p e rim p o sed
It follows th a t the Ford circles based  a t the convergents of an  in te­
ger continued  fraction expansion  of a real n u m b er x form  a chain  of 
tangential Ford circles starting  a t Cqo- We call this the integer contin­
ued fraction chain of x. A n exam ple of a p a r t of an  in teger continued  
fraction chain  is illu stra ted  in  Figure 1.5. N ote th a t we m ay define the 
regular continued fraction chain co rrespond ing  to the regu lar continued  
fraction expansion  of a real n um ber sim ilarly; it is this con tinued  frac­
tion  chain  th a t Ford s tu d ied  in  his original papers.
Figure 1.5: The in teger co n tin u ed  fraction  chain  of x =  [2, 2, —2, —2]
The integer, or regular, continued  fraction chain of a real num b er x 
encodes the in fo rm ation  given by the correspond ing  p a th  of conver­
gents of x in  T. In  add ition  to this, however, the d istance betw een 
tw o convergents, an d  the d istance betw een  a convergent an d  another 
ra tional num ber, can be com puted  from  the rad ii of the Ford circles.
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This makes Ford circles a useful tool for studying the approximation  
of irrational numbers by rationals; see, for exam ple, works such as 
[13]/ [51] and [53].
In [15], Ford introduced a three-dimensional analogue of Ford cir­
cles for com plex rational numbers; here, chains of horoballs corre­
spond to continued fractions w hose coefficients are Gaussian integers. 
In [14], Ford uses this collection of horoballs again to study the ap­
proximation of com plex num bers by com plex rationals. In Chapter 3, 
w e introduce a collection of Ford circles that allow us to study the 
approximation of irrational num bers by numbers lying in a certain 
subset of the rationals. We also consider a new  generalisation of Ford 
circles.
I.2.4 C U T T I N G  S E Q U E N C E S
We now  introduce an entirely different connection between hyper­
bolic geom etry and continued fractions. Taking the quotient of the 
hyperbolic plane by the modular group gives a surface know n as the 
modular surface, w hich w e denote by M. In the 1980s, Richard M oeckel 
[35] and Caroline Series [52] independently discovered a connection  
between the sym bolic description of the geodesic flow  on the m odu­
lar surface and the theory of regular continued fractions. This connec­
tion allows regular continued fractions to be used in the study of the 
geodesic flow  on the modular surface, but it also allows new  results 
on regular continued fractions to be obtained, and classical theorems 
to be proved in new  ways.
Crucial to the connection between the geodesic flow  on the m od­
ular surface and regular continued fractions is the Farey graph, T. 
A  directed geodesic V  on the modular surface M. lifts to a directed  
geodesic t  in the upper half-plane H , say w ith end points x + and x~
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such th a t £ is d irected  tow ards x+ . N ote th a t unless £ is an  edge of 
the Farey g rap h  3, we can alw ays choose a lift of £' such  th a t x~ <  0 
an d  x+ >  0 . Such a geodesic intersects a bi-infinite sequence of faces 
of 3, as show n in  Figure 1.6; we say th a t £ cuts these faces.
1
F igure 1.6: A geodesic in  H  cu ts a b i-infin ite sequence of faces of 3
W henever £ cuts a face P of 3, w e call that cut a left cut (or a right cut) 
if the vertex incident to  the tw o edges of P th a t £ intersects lies to  the 
left (or right) of £. We consider only the sequence of faces P i , P 2 ,..  • 
of 3 th a t £ cuts once it passes th ro u g h  the geodesic 6 betw een 0 and 
oo, m oving tow ards x + . We m ay associate to  each face Pi the sym bol 
L or R d ep en d in g  on w hether it is a left cut or a righ t cut respectively. 
W riting LLL as L3 and  so on, w e m ay associate to £ the cutting sequence
Lb1R- b 2Lb3R- b 4
for som e sequence of integers b i , b 2 ,  The cu tting  sequence is
un iquely  de term ined  by x+ , an d  it is finite if an d  only if x + is rational. 
F urtherm ore , the sequence b i , b 2 , . . .  is the sequence of coefficients 
of the regu lar continued  fraction expansion  of x + . As an  exam ple, 
the p o in t x + show n in Figure 1.6 has a cu tting  sequence th a t begins 
LR2LR • ■ •. This show s that its regu lar continued  fraction expansion 
begins [ 1 , - 2 ,1 , - 1 , . . . ] .
We can define cu tting  sequences of geodesics for Farey g raphs asso­
ciated to Fuchsian  g roups o ther th an  the m o d u lar group  in a sim ilar
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way. The cutting sequence w ith respect to the Farey graphs 3 q de­
scribed in Chapter 2, for exam ple, gives rise to a Rosen continued  
fraction expansion of a real number; this has been studied in the M as­
ter's thesis of L. Maphakela [34]. The cutting sequence approach has 
been further adapted by G. Hayward in his Master's thesis [21] to 
associate to a geodesic in three-dimensional hyperbolic space a con­
tinued fraction w ith  Gaussian integer coefficients. In this thesis w e  
use a similar technique to obtain a continued fraction expansion of a 
com plex number w ith coefficients lying in the set Z [ \ /2i].
1.3 O U T L I N E  O F  T H E S I S
In this section w e briefly outline the content of this thesis, describing 
key results and discussing how  the work fits in w ith  current literature. 
Some of the content of this thesis appears in the follow ing two papers.
[54] Short, I. and Walker, M., Even-integer continued fractions and 
the Farey tree, accepted for publication. ArXiv:i5o8.oi373.
[55] Short, I. and Walker, M., Geodesic Rosen continued fractions, 
submitted for publication. A rX ivii^ io .i^S^vz.
The parts of this thesis that appear in [54] and [55] are specified in  
the follow ing outline.
C H A P T E R  2 : R O S E N  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S
In Chapter 2 w e study a class of continued fractions that are know n  
as Rosen continued fractions. We show  how  Rosen continued fractions 
can be view ed as paths in a class of Farey graphs that arise natu­
rally in hyperbolic geometry. This representation gives insight into 
Rosen's original work about words in H ecke groups, and allows us to 
introduce the new  concept of a geodesic Rosen continued fraction. We
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describe an algorithm that produces a geodesic Rosen continued frac­
tion expansion of a given real number, and prove that this algorithm  
is equivalent to the nearest-integer continued fraction algorithm. We 
provide upper bounds on the number of different geodesic Rosen con­
tinued fraction expansions w ith  a given value, and w e give a complete 
characterisation of geodesic Rosen continued fraction expansions in 
terms of their coefficients.
M uch of this research has been submitted for publication in the 
paper, [55]. Several key results, however, are included in this chapter 
but are beyond the scope of the paper [55]. In particular, the proof of 
Theorem 2.18 and Theorem 2.19, and the contents of Section 2.3.3 are 
unpublished.
C H A P T E R  3 : E V E N - I N T E G E R  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S
In Chapter 3 w e study a class of continued fractions, that w e call 
even-integer continued fractions, and w hich are closely related to Rosen 
continued fractions. We show  that even-integer continued fractions 
can be represented by paths in a Farey graph, and prove that this 
graph is a tree. It follow s that all even-integer continued fraction ex­
pansions are geodesic; w e turn our attention away from the notion of 
geodesic continued fractions and towards expounding the theory of 
even-integer continued fractions.
We prove that almost all real numbers have a unique even-integer 
continued fraction expansion, and describe an algorithm that pro­
duces an even-integer continued fraction expansion of any real num ­
ber. We prove analogues for even-integer continued fraction of several 
classical theorems from the theory of regular continued fractions, in­
cluding Serret's theorem and Lagrange's theorem. We also study Dio- 
phantine approximation, using Ford circles to show  that even-integer
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continued fractions have properties that are analogous to the approx­
im ation properties of regular continued fractions. We also find the 
H urw itz constant for this approximation.
M any of the results in  Chapter 3 are unoriginal. Our m ethod of 
proof using hyperbolic geometry, however, is original, and it is sim ­
ple and elegant. Additionally, the results in Section 3.2.6 and Sec­
tion 3.3.3 are new, as is the discussion in Section 3.4. The proof of 
Theorem 3.13 is also new  in the sense that it is the first proof of the 
theorem not to assum e its counterpart for regular continued fractions. 
M any of the results in Chapter 3 have been accepted for publication  
in  [54], although w e include here the details of m any arguments that 
are omitted from [54], and expand on m uch of the content. A ddition­
ally, the results in  Section 3.2.3, Section 3.2.5, and Section 3.3.3 are 
unpublished, as is the discussion in Section 3.4.
C H A P T E R  4: F U R T H E R  T O P I C S  I N  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S  A N D  
H Y P E R B O L I C  G E O M E T R Y
In Chapter 4 w e look into several topics that extend the work of Chap­
ter 2 and Chapter 3. Much of the research presented in this chapter 
is in its early stages, and, although som e results are obtained, this 
section aims primarily to point to areas for future research.
Section 4.1 investigates the possibility of adapting the techniques 
used in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 to study Gaussian integer continued  
fractions, the natural analogue of integer continued fractions for com ­
plex continued fractions. It is show n that Gaussian integer continued  
fractions can be represented as paths in a graph em bedded in the hy­
perbolic upper half-space IH3. A  new  condition for the convergence 
of Gaussian integer continued fractions is obtained, and potential ar­
eas for further research are presented. In particular, it is discussed
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how  the technique introduced in this section m ight illuminate the re­
cent work of Dani and Nogueira [11] on Gaussian integer continued  
fractions, and m ight lead to improvement of the results in [11].
Section 4.2 focuses on a class of continued fractions that w e call 
Bianchi continued fractions. There has been little study of Bianchi con­
tinued fractions, despite the fact that they are closely related to Gaus­
sian integer continued fractions. Adapting the technique of Moeckel 
[35] and Series [52], w e associate to a directed geodesic in H 3 a 
Bianchi continued fraction. This leads to a new  Bianchi continued  
fraction expansion of a com plex number. The work in this section is 
the result of joint research w ith  Meira Hockman from the University 
of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa.
Section 4.3 takes a very different approach to that taken previ­
ously in the thesis. We show  that regular continued fractions can 
be view ed as sequences of elem ents of a two-generator semigroup  
of Mobius transformations. We propose the idea of studying certain 
two-generator sem igroups of M obius transformations as natural gen­
eralisations of regular continued fractions, w hich leads to the concept 
of S-continued fractions. We find that under certain constraints, ana­
logues of both Farey graphs and Ford circles may be constructed that 
allow the study of S-continued fractions. We discuss several direc­
tions in w hich this research m ight lead. The ideas presented in this 
section are the result of joint research w ith Ian Short and Matthew  
Jacques from The Open University.
R O S E N  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S
In 1954, David Rosen [41] introduced a class of continued fractions, 
now  know n as Rosen continued fractions, in  order to study their asso­
ciated discrete groups of M obius transformations, the Hecke groups. 
Since then a rich literature on Rosen continued fractions has devel­
oped, including works on Diophantine approximation [32, 41], the 
metrical theory of Rosen continued fractions [7], dynam ics and ge­
ometry on surfaces associated to Hecke groups [42], and, m ost re­
cently, on transcendence results for Rosen continued fractions [6]. In 
this chapter w e describe how  Rosen continued fractions can be repre­
sented by paths in a class of graphs em bedded in H  that are natural 
analogues of the Farey graph introduced in Section 1.2.2. This per­
spective gives insight into Rosen's original work, and allows us to 
identify and study Rosen continued fractions of shortest length.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2.1 w e define
- /
Rosen continued fractions and show  how  they can be associated to 
paths in a class of Farey graphs Tq. In Section 2.2 w e introduce the 
idea of geodesic finite Rosen continued fractions -  those finite Rosen  
continued fractions whoise corresponding paths in Tq are geodesic  
in the graph metric -  and show  that such Rosen continued fractions 
can be obtained using the nearest-integer algorithm. In Section 2.2 w e  
study the possible number of geodesic finite Rosen continued fraction 
expansions w ith  a given value, providing sharp upper bounds on this 
quantity. In Section 2.4 w e present a w ay of characterising geodesic  
finite Rosen continued fractions in terms of their coefficients. Finally,
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in Section 2.5 w e briefly study geodesic infinite Rosen continued frac­
tions.
2 .1  R O S E N  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S  A N D  H Y P E R B O L I C  
G E O M E T R Y
A  Rosen continued fraction is a continued fraction of the form
- 1
b-|Aq -1— -------------
l’- A" ' m ;  .
where each b  ^ e  Z , and Aq — 2c o s ^ ^  for som e integer q ^  3 . We de­
note an infinite Rosen continued fraction by [bi, b 2 , ..  • ]q, and a finite 
Rosen continued fraction by [bi, . . . ,  bTl]q; this notation is slightly d if ­
ferent from that introduced in Section 1.1.1, but allows us to omit Aq 
from each coefficient. In this chapter w e are concerned m ostly w ith  
finite Rosen continued fractions, although infinite Rosen continued  
fractions are studied briefly in Section 2.5. Notice that w hen  q =  3, 
w e have Aq =  1, and w e obtain integer continued fractions. We w ill 
often omit this case, as results analogous to those given in this chap­
ter have been obtained for integer continued fractions using similar 
techniques in [3] (this case is also discussed in Section 1.2).
In this section w e w ill show  that Rosen continued fractions can be 
view ed as paths in certain graphs em bedded in H . These graphs arise 
naturally from the action of Hecke groups on H , and so w e begin by  
discussing the Hecke groups and their relation to Rosen continued  
fractions.
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2 . 1 . 1  T H E  H E C K E  G R O U P S
Given a real number A >  0, the Hecke group F(A) is the group of 
M obius transformations generated by
Ta(z) = z +  A and ct(z)  =  — - .z
The Hecke groups were introduced in 1936 by Erich Hecke [22], w ho  
used them  in his study of Dirichlet series. Hecke show ed that F(A) is 
a Fuchsian group if and only if either A =  2c o s ^ ^  for som e integer 
q ^  3 or if A ^  2 . In the first case, and w hen  A =  2, T(A) is a Fuchsian  
group of the first kind; w hen  A >  2, T(A) is a Fuchsian group of the 
second kind. In this chapter w e w ill consider F(A) in the case in which  
A =  Aq =  2c o s ^ ^ ;  the case A =  2 w ill be considered in Chapter 3, 
and the cases A >  2 w ill be discussed briefly in Section 3.4.
Given q ^  3, denote by Vq the group F(Aq), and by r  the transfor­
mation t*  wherever this w ill not cause ambiguity. The generators 
u and t  of Fq satisfy the relations cr2 =  (To)q =  I w here I is the 
identity transformation, and all other relations in  a  and t  are conse­
quences of these two. It follows that Tq is isom orphic as a group to the 
free product of cyclic groups C2 * Cq (see [8]). Of particular impor­
tance am ongst the Hecke groups is T3, w hich is the modular group  
T introduced in Section 1.1. In this sense, the H ecke groups can be 
considered as generalisations of the modular group; indeed, in som e  
literature the Hecke groups are referred to as the H ecke modular 
groups.
Consider a finite Rosen continued fraction [bi, . . . ,  bn]q. As in Sec­
tion 1.2, define a sequence of M obius transformations
fi(z) =btA q - -  ,
M z
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for i  =  1, 2, . . .  ,n ,  that is, ft =  Tbiu using the generators r  and cr of 
Fq. Then the convergents of [bi, . . . ,  bn] q are given by
v k =  f] • • • f k(oo),
for k =  l , . . . , n ,  and a Rosen continued fraction can be view ed as 
a sequence Fk =  fi • • • f k of M obius transformations belonging to 
Hecke groups. The action of the Hecke groups on H  gives rise to a 
geometric representation of Rosen continued fractions.
2.1.2 THE FAREY GRAPHS
The actions of the Hecke groups Fq on H  give rise to a class of graphs 
in w hich paths represent Rosen continued fractions. Before defining 
these graphs, w e first discuss som e geometric properties of the Hecke 
groups. It is more convenient to work w ith  an alternative pair of gen­
erators of rq, nam ely r  and p where
p ( z ) ' =  TO-(z) - Aq -  i  .
In H , the hyperbolic quadrilateral D w ith vertices i ,  e 17t/ q, Aq +  i  
and the ideal vertex oo is a fundamental dom ain for Fq w ith  side- 
pairing transformations t  and p [12, 18]. The quadrilateral D , w ith  
q =  5, is show n in Figure 2.1 (a).
Let 0 q denote the group generated by the involutions pl crp_ t, i  =  
0, . . . ,  q — 1, w hich is a normal subgroup of rq of index q. A  funda­
mental dom ain E for 0 q is given by E =  U?=o Pl (D), as show n in  
Figure 2.1 (b) (see [18]). This fundamental dom ain is an ideal hyper­
bolic q-gon and its images under 0 q tessellate the hyperbolic plane 
by ideal hyperbolic q-gons. The skeleton of this tessellation is a con­
nected plane graph, which w e call a Farey graph, and denote by Tq.
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A5 + i
(b)(a)
F igure 2.1: (a) A fu n d am e n ta l d o m a in  for 1^  (b) A fu n d am en ta l d o m a in  
for ©5
The vertices of T q are the ideal vertices of the tessellation; they  be­
long to the ideal b o u n d ary  JR of H , an d  in  fact form  a countable, 
dense subset of R . They are the full set of parabolic fixed po in ts of Tq . 
The edges of T q are the sides of the ideal q-gons in  the tessellation, 
an d  the faces of T q are the q-gons them selves. P art of T5 is show n  in 
F igure 2.2.
F igure 2.2: The Farey g rap h  T5
N otice th a t the g rap h  T3 is the Farey g rap h  T  described in  Sec­
tion 1.2, w hich  has been  used  in w orks such  as [3] to s tu d y  in teger 
con tinued  fractions. The Farey g raphs T q, for all values of q, arise 
in  o ther subjects involving hyperbolic geom etry  th a t are no t d irectly  
re la ted  to continued  fractions; for exam ple, they  form  a class of u n i­
versal objects in  the theo ry  of m aps on surfaces (see [26]), an d  can 
be used  in  the s tu d y  of D iophantine app rox im ation  on  H ecke g roups 
[18]. The g raphs T q have not, however, been  u sed  p rev iously  to  s tu d y  
Rosen continued  fractions.
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There is an alternative w ay to define 5Fq to that given above. Let 8 
be the hyperbolic geodesic in  the upper half-plane H  between 0 and 
oo. Under iterates of the map p(z) =  Aq — 1/z , this hyperbolic line is 
m apped to each of the q sides of the fundam ental dom ain E of the 
normal subgroup © q of Fq that was described earlier and is show n  
in Figure 2.1. It follow s that EFq is the orbit of 6 under rq, and could  
have been defined in this way. The transformation cr(z) =  —1 /z  maps 
00 to 0, so the set of vertices of Tq is the orbit of 00 under Fq.
U sing this description of !Fq w e can determine the neighbours of 
00 in Tq. Let Stab rq (00) be the stabiliser of 00 in  Fq; this is the cyclic 
group generated by t(z) =  z +  Aq. A  vertex y  is a neighbour of 00 if 
and only if v =  g(0) for som e g £ Stab rq(°°)- Therefore the neigh­
bours of 00 are the integer m ultiples of Aq.
We can also use this alternative description of the Farey graphs to 
determine the automorphism groups of these graphs. Recall that an 
automorphism of a graph G is a bijective map f  of the vertices of G 
such that two vertices u  and v are adjacent if and only if f(u ) and 
f(v) are adjacent. Since 5Fq is the orbit of 8 under T q, it follow s at 
once that each elem ent of Fq induces an automorphism of Tq. The 
map k(z) =  —z also induces an automorphism of 3Fq. It is an anti- 
conformal transformation, so it reverses the cyclic order of vertices 
around faces, whereas the conformal transformations in rq preserve 
the cyclic order of vertices around faces. The group generated by Fq 
and k is the extended Hecke group, denoted Fq, and is in  fact the full 
group of automorphisms of Tq.
Theorem  2.1. The extended Hecke group Fq is the group of automorphisms 
o f3 q.
Proof We have already show n that f q is a subgroup of the group  
AutfTq) of automorphisms of Tq. We provide only, a sketch proof 
that in  fact the tw o groups are equal. Choose an automorphism f  of
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Tq. By post com posing f  w ith  elem ents of Pq w e may assum e that f  
fixes oo, 0, and Aq. A  short argument now  show s that f  m ust fix each  
of the vertices of the face of Tq that is incident to oo, 0, and Aq, and  
then an inductive argument show s that f  m ust fix every vertex of Tq. 
This show s that f  is the identity automorphism, w hich  is induced by  
the identity elem ent of f q. □
The automorphisms of fq not only preserve incidence betw een ver­
tices and edges of Tq, in  fact they also preserve incidence betw een  
vertices, edges, and faces. Elements of Fq preserve the cyclic order of 
vertices around faces, whereas elem ents of f q \  Tq reverse this order.
2.1.3 p a t h s  i n  T q
We are now  in a position to state the theorem that explains the cor­
respondence between Rosen continued fractions and paths in Farey 
graphs. The case q =  3, which is discussed in Section 1.2, has been  
established already, in [3, Theorem 3.1], and in this case the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 reduces to the proof of [3, Theorem 3.1]. For now, w e  
w ill concentrate on finite Rosen continued fractions and finite paths; 
in Section 2.5 w e w ill consider infinite Rosen continued fractions and 
paths. Recall from Section 1.1.’3 that a path in T q is a sequence of 
vertices vo , v i , . . . ,  v n , where V |_ i  ~ Vi for i  =  1 , . . . ,  n ,  and that 
w e represent this path by (v o , v 1 , . . . ,  v n ).
Theorem  2.2. Let y  be a vertex of T q other than 00. Then the vertices 
v i , . . . ,  Vn. 0/  T q, with v n  =  y ,  are the consecutive convergents of some 
Rosen continued fraction expansion o fy  if  and only if ( 00, v-| , . . . ,  v n ) is 
a path in T q from  00 t o y .
Proof Suppose first that v i , . . . ,  v n are the consecutive convergents 
of the Rosen continued fraction expansion [ b i , . . . ,  bn.] q of y .  Let
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f-t(z) =  b t Aq — 1 / z ,  for i  =  1, . . . ,  n , so that Vi =  f  i • • • f | ( o o ) .  
Since f  i • • • f i  belongs to the Hecke group r q, f  i • • • f t  (6) is an edge 
of T q . This edge has one vertex at v^ and the other at
fi • • • fi(0) =  fi  /  • • f i - i  (oo) =  Vi_i
(when i  =  1 the other vertex is oo). Therefore and vt_i  are adjacent, 
so (oo, v i , . . . ,  Vn.) is a path in Tq from oo to y .
Conversely, suppose that ( o o , v i , . . . , v n ) is a path from oo to y . 
We w ill prove, by induction, that there is a Rosen continued fraction 
[bi, . . . , bn ]q w ith  convergentsvi , . . . ,Vn-
Since vi ~ oo, there is an integer bi such that vi =  b iAq, so 
vi =  [bi]q. Suppose now  that integers b i , . .  . , b k have been chosen  
such that [bi, . . . , b i]q =  vt for i  =  1, . . . , k, where k <  n . A s usual, 
let ft(z) =  biAq — 1 /z . Since v k ~ vk+i ,  and since the maps f i  are 
automorphisms of Tq, w e see that 1 • • • Tj-1 (vk) ~ f k 1 • • • Tj"1 (vk+i )• 
Now, f^ 1 • • • Tj-1 (vk) is equal to oo, w hich im plies that fjT1 • • • Tj-1 (vk+i ) 
is given by b k+i Aq, for som e integer bk+i • We then define f k+i (z) =  
bic+i Aq — "\/z, so that
v k+i = f i  —  fic(bic+iAq) = f i  • • • fkf k+i(oo).
Therefore, by induction, v i , . . . ,  vn are the consecutive convergents of 
a Rosen continued fraction expansion of y .  □
As in Section 1.2, w e call (00,v i , . .  . , v n ) the path of convergents of 
[bk, . . .  , b n]q. There is a sim ple w ay to move between a Rosen contin­
ued fraction and its path of convergents, which w e outline here, and 
w hich is illustrated in Figure 2.3. The integers b 2 , . . . ,  bn. of the expan­
sion [bi, . . . ,  bn ]q of a vertex y  encode a set of directions to navigate 
the corresponding path (00,v i , . .  . , v n }. In brief, to navigate the path
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y o u  s h o u ld  u p o n  r e a c h in g  v t_ i  ta k e  th e  'b ^ th  r ig h t  t u r n '  to  g e t  to  
(w h ic h  is  a  le f t  t u r n  if  is  n e g a tiv e ) .
oo
F igure 2.3: The ro u te  of the p a th  tells u s  th a t y =  [1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, — 1 (5
Let us describe this p rocedure  in  m ore detail. Suppose th a t a, b, 
an d  c are vertices of Tq such  th a t a  ~ b an d  b ~ c. We are go­
ing to define an  in teger valued  function  (£)(a, b, c). Suppose first th a t 
b =  00; th en  (£>(<1,00,0) =  (c — a)/A q . N ow  suppose th a t b ^  00. In 
this case we choose an  elem ent f  of Tq such  th a t f  (b) = 0 0  an d  define 
c£>(a,b,c) =  c£>(f(a),f(b),f(c)). The choice of f  does n o t m atter, be­
cause if g is ano ther elem ent of Fq such th a t g(b) =  00, then  g =  T m f  
for som e in teger m , an d  hence
<M g(a),g(b),g(c)) =  (g(c) -  g (a ))/A q
=  ((m  +  f(c )) -  (m  +  f(a )) ) /A q 
=  (f(c) — f(a )) /A q 
=  ct>(f(a),f(b),f(c)).
A  consequence of this defin ition  is that 4> is invarian t u n d e r elem ents 
of Tq, in  the sense that
<J)(f(a),f(b),f(c)) =  (M a,b ,c)
fo r  a n y  m a p  f  in  Fq a n d  th r e e  v e r tic e s  a , b , a n d  c.
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The function cf> has a sim ple geom etric in terp re ta tio n  w h en  b ^  oo, 
w hich  w e obtain  using  the conform al action of the au tom orph ism s 
Tq . Label the edges inciden t to b by the in tegers, w ith  [a, b] (the edge 
betw een  a  and  b) labelled 0, and  the o ther edges labelled in anticlock­
w ise o rder a ro u n d  b. T hen 4>(a, b ,c) is the in teger label for the edge 









F igure 2.4: A n  exam ple in  w h ich  c|>(a, b, c) =  —7
W e f in is h  h e re  w i th  a  le m m a  th a t  e x p la in s  p re c is e ly  h o w  th e  in ­
te g e r s  b i , . . . , b n e n c o d e  a  s e t  o f d ir e c tio n s  fo r  n a v ig a t in g  a  p a t h  in  
3 q.
Lemma 2.3. Let ( v o , v i , . . . , v n ), where vo =  00 and n  ^ 2, be the 
path of convergents of the Rosen continued fraction [ b i , . .  . , b n ]q . Then 
<J>(vi-2,Vi_i,Vi) =  bi for i  =  2, . . . ,  n.
Proof S in ce  (f> is in v a r ia n t  u n d e r  th e  e le m e n t  f  1 • • • f t _ i  o f Tq , w e  se e  
th a t
( t > ( v i _ 2, V i _ i , V i )  =  4> ( f i  • • • f i - 2 ( o o ) , f i  f i —i ( 0 0 ) , f  1 • • • f i ( 0 0 ) )
=  cM frJi (00), 00, f t  (00))
=  4>(0, 00, b iA q )
=  bi.
□
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Each vertex t j  of Tq has infinitely m any Rosen continued fraction 
expansions. In the familiar case q =  3, in which the Rosen continued  
fractions have integer coefficients, there are num erous algorithms that 
give rise to different continued fraction expansions of the rational y . 
The m ost w ell know n of these is Euclid's algorithm, w hich gives the 
regular continued fraction expansion of y . A  similar algorithm is the 
nearest-integer algorithm. It has been known for a long time (see [39, 
page 168]) that am ong all integer continued fraction expansions of a 
rational number y , the one arising from the nearest-integer algorithm  
has the least number of terms.
Rosen observed in [41] that given a vertex y  of Tq, there is a ver­
sion of the nearest-integer algorithm that gives rise to a finite Rosen  
continued fraction expansion of y . It is m uch the sam e as the more 
familiar nearest-integer algorithm that is used w ith integer continued  
fractions, and similar algorithms can be found in, for example, [36]. 
We say that a finite Rosen continued fraction expansion [bi, . . . , bn]q 
of a vertex y  is geodesic if every other Rosen continued fraction expan­
sion of y has at least n  terms. In this section w e show  that applying  
the nearest-integer algorithm to a vetex y of Tq produces a geodesic  
Rosen continued fraction expansion of y .
In this section w e w ill discuss only finite Rosen continued fractions. 
The nearest-integer algorithm only yields a finite continued fraction 
if it is applied to a number y that is a vertex of Tq. Precisely w hich  
real numbers are vertices of Tq (or, equivalently, are parabolic fixed  
points of Tq) has been studied in a number of works, including [38], 
[47] and [63]. It is also the case that w hen  y is not a vertex of Tq, 
the nearest-integer algorithm applied to y gives rise to an infinite
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geodesic Rosen continued fraction; exactly w hat this m eans and w hy  
it is true w ill be discussed in Section 2.5.
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A  geodesic Rosen continued fraction is so called because its corre­
sponding path in Tq is geodesic, that is, a path w ith  the least num ­
ber of edges. We begin by describing an algorithm for constructing a 
geodesic path between two vertices of a Farey graph T q. W hen q =  3, 
our algorithm coincides w ith  that of [3, Section 9]. We w ill then show, 
in Section 2.2.2, that w hen  one of the vertices is 00, the algorithm  
reduces to the nearest-integer algorithm, thereby proving that if y  is 
a vertex of Tq, the nearest-integer algorithm gives rise to geodesic  
Rosen continued fraction expansion of y .
A s w e have seen, the edges of the Farey graph T q lie in the upper 
half-plane H  and the vertices of T q lie on the ideal boundary of H ,  
]R. We can map H  conformally on to the unit disc in  C by a M obius 
transformation, and under such a transformation the ideal boundary  
]R maps to the unit circle. It is often more convenient to think of T q as 
a graph in the unit disc, not least because in that m odel it is obvious 
geom etrically that the ideal boundary is topologically a circle, and w e  
can speak of a finite list of points on the circle occurring in 'clockwise 
order'.
The M obius transformation w e use to transfer 3 q to the unit disc
is
z _ eW q
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because this m aps e 17T// q , one of the centres of ro ta tion  of the gener­
ator p of r q , to 0 . The Farey g rap h  T5 is show n in  the u n it disc in
F ig u re  2.5.
F igure 2.5: The Farey g rap h  T5
V iew ing T q in the u n it disc allow s us to m ore easily describe an  
algorithm  for constructing  a geodesic p a th  in  T q . A t the h eart of this 
algorithm  is the follow ing lem m a.
Lemma 2.4. Let x  and y  be two distinct, non-adjacent vertices of Tq. 
Among the faces o /T q that are incident to x, there is a unique one P such 
that if u  and v are the two vertices o f?  that are adjacent to x, then y belongs 
to the component of R  \  {u, v} that does not contain x.
Proof We prove the lem m a in  H  w here, after app ly ing  an  elem ent of 
Fq, we m ay assum e th a t x =  00 and  y  6  (0, Aq ). W ith this choice of 
x an d  y,  the un ique po lygon P is the fun d am en ta l dom ain  E of the 
n o rm al subgroup  0 q of Tq defined in S e c tio n  2.1, w hich  is show n in
F ig u re  2.1. □
We denote the po lygon P described in  L e m m a  2.4 by Py (x); an  
exam ple is show n in  F ig u re  2.6.
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Ui
F igure 2.6: A po lygon  Py (x) in  T5
We call the tw o vertices u  an d  v described in  L e m m a  2.4 the y- 
parents of x. W hen x an d  y are adjacent or equal, we define the y- 
paren ts  of x to b o th  equal y (so really  there is only one y -p a ren t in 
each of these cases). The im portance of the concept of y -p a ren ts  can 
be seen in  the follow ing sequence of four results.
Lemma 2.5. Let u  and v be distinct vertices of a face P of T q. Suppose 
that y  is a path in Tq that starts at a vertex in one component o /R  \{u ,v }  
and finishes at a vertex in the other component of R  \{u ,v} . Then y  passes 
through one of u  or v.
Proof If the lem m a is false, then  there is an  edge of y  w ith  endpo in ts 
in  each of the com ponents of R \{ u ,v } . This edge intersects the h y ­
perbolic line betw een  u  and  v, w hich  is a contradiction, because this 
hyperbolic line either lies inside the face P or else it is an  edge of 
P. □
Theorem  2.6. A ny path between vertices x and y o f J q must pass through 
one of the y-parents ofx.
Proof. This is certain ly  true  if x an d  y are adjacent, as in  this case the 
y -p aren ts  of x bo th  equal y. O therw ise, the theorem  follows im m edi­
ately from  L e m m a  2.4 and  L e m m a  2.5. □
Corollary 2.7. I f  (vo ,.. • / vn ) is a geodesic path in Tq with vq =  x and 
vn =  y , where n  >  1, then vi is a y-parent ofx.
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Proof. By Theorem 2.6, w e can choose a sm allest integer 1 ^  1 such  
that Vi is a y-parent of x. Then i  m ust be 1, otherwise the path is not a 
geodesic path because (vq, vt+ i , . . . ,  vn ) is a shorter path betw een  
x  and y . □
Corollary 2.7 itself has a corollary that w e w ill need soon.
Corollary 2.8. Each geodesic path between vertices x  and y  of a face P of 
Tq is given by traversing the edges of P. There is a unique geodesic path 
between x  and y  unless q is even and x  and y  are opposite vertices of P, in 
which case there are exactly two geodesic paths between x and y .
Proof This is clearly true if x  and y  are adjacent. Otherwise, notice 
that the y-parents of x  both lie in P. It then follow s from Corollary 2.7 
that any geodesic path between x  and y is confined to the vertices of 
P, and the result follow s immediately. □
We denote the y-parents of x  by ocy (x) and |3y (x) in an order that 
w e now  explain. If x and y are equal or adjacent, then w e m ust define 
cty(x) and |3y (x) to both equal y . For the remaining possibilities, w e  
split our discussion into tw o cases, depending on whether q is even  
or odd.
Suppose first that q is even. In this case there is a vertex w  of the 
q-gon Py (x) defined after Lemma 2.4 that is opposite x. If y =  w , then  
w e define ocy (x) and |3y (x) to be such that the vertices ocy (x),x , |3y (x) 
lie in that order clockwise around ]R. If y f  w ,  then w e define ocy (x) to 
be whichever of the y-parents u  and v of x  lies in the sam e com ponent 
of E. \  {x, w} as y , as show n in Figure 2.7. Of course, |3y (x) is then the 
remaining vertex u  or v.
Suppose now  that q is odd. In this case, there is an edge of the 
q-gon Py (x) that is opposite x, rather than a vertex. Let Q be the 
other face of Tq that is incident to that edge. Together Py (x) and Q 
form a (2q — 2 )-gon, and w e now  define ocy (x) and |3y (x) using this
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w
Figure 2.7: The vertex  u  is <xy (x)
(2q — 2)-gon in  the sam e w ay th a t w e d id  w h en  q w as even, as show n
in Figure 2.7.
We have now  defined tw o m aps ocy : J q J q an d  |3y : J q -» J q . 
By definition, they are invarian t u n d e r Tq in the sense th a t f ( a y (x)) =  
otf(y )(f(x)) an d  f((3y (x)) =  |3f(y )(f(x)) for any  transfo rm ation  f  from  
Fq . W hen q =  3 an d  y =  00, the vertices ocy (x) an d  |3y (x) have been 
given various nam es in con tinued  fractions literature. In [3 ] they w ere 
called the first parent an d  second parent of x an d  in [3 0 ] they w ere called 
the old parent an d  young parent of x.
From  C orollary  2.7 w e can see th a t every geodesic p a th  from  x 
to y is given by app ly ing  som e sequence of the m aps ocy and  |3y 
successively to  the vertex x. In  fact, we w ill now  show  th a t apply ing  
the m ap  ocy repeated ly  gives a geodesic p a th  from  x to y. We first 
define the graph metric d q on J q as follows. G iven vertices x and  y of 
J q, d q (x ,y ) is the leng th  of a geodesic p a th  betw een  x an d  y .
Lem m a 2.9. Suppose that x and y are distinct vertices o f“J q. Then
d q (<xy (x ),y ) =  d q (x ,y) — 1.
Proof. Let n  =  d q (x ,y). The resu lt is im m ediate  if n  =  1, so let us 
assum e th a t n  >  2 . Let y  =  (vq, . . .  ,v n ) t*e any geodesic p a th  w ith  
v 0 =  x an d  vn =  y . By C orollary 2.7 we know  th a t vi is equal to either 
ocy (x) or (3y (x). If the form er is true, then  ou r resu lt is proved, so let us
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suppose instead that vi =  |3y (x), in which case d q (|3y (x),y) =  n  — 1. 
We split our argument into two cases depending on whether q is even  
or odd.
If q is even then there is a vertex w  opposite x  on the face Py (x). 
The vertex y  lies in  the opposite com ponent of ]R \  {x, w ) to |3y (x) 
(or possibly y  =  w ) so Lem m a 2.5 im plies that y  m ust pass through  
either x  or w . Since, by C orollary  2.8, x  and w  are equally close to 
oty (x) as they are to (3y (x) w e see that
dq (ay (x),-y) =  dq (|3y (x),y) = n  —1. '
Suppose now  that q is odd. Let e be the edge of Py (x) opposite x, 
and let Q be the other face of Tq incident to e. Let w  be the vertex 
opposite x in the (2q — 2)-gon formed by joining Py (x) and Q, as 
show n in Figure 2.7 (b). We also define a  and b to be the vertices 
incident to e, where a  lies in the sam e com ponent of ]R \  {x, w ) as 
ocy (x). The vertex y  either lies in  the opposite com ponent of IR \  {x, a} 
to |3y (x) or else it lies in the opposite com ponent of R \ { a , w }  to 
|3y (x) (or possibly y  equals a  or w ). L em m a 2.5 im plies that y  m ust 
pass through either x, a, or w . Since, by C orollary  2.8, x, a, and w  are 
at least as close to ocy (x) as they are to |3y (x) w e see that, once again,
dq (cxy (x),y) =  d q(Py (xj,-y) = n  — 1.
□
The next corollary is an im m ediate consequence of this lemma.
Corollary 2.10. Suppose that x and y  are distinct vertices o f T q. Then there 
is a positive integer m  such that cej^x) =  y , and (x, ocy (x), a y (x) , . . . ,  a j^ x ))  
is a geodesic path from  x t oy .
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Corollary 2.10 tells us that to construct a geodesic path between two 
vertices x  and y of IFq, w e repeatedly apply the map oty . Next w e shall 
show  that w hen x =  oo, this geodesic path is the sam e as the path  
that arises from applying the nearest-integer algorithm. First w e must 
describe that algorithm. Our description is essentially equivalent to 
Rosen's [41], but couched in the language of this thesis.
We w ill show  how  to apply the nearest-integer algorithm to a real 
number y to give a Rosen continued fraction in an inductive manner. 
For now  w e assum e that y  is a vertex of Jq , so that the continued frac­
tion is finite. In Section 2.5 w e w ill discuss the sam e algorithm w hen  
y  is not a vertex of Tq. We w ill use the notation |[x||q to denote the 
nearest-integer m ultiple of Aq to x, and w e w ill make the convention  
that for an integer m , | | ( m +  1 / 2)Aq||q =  mAq.
Let biAq =  Hyllq, where bi G Z . We define f |  (z) =  biAq — 1/z . 
Suppose that w e have constructed a sequence of integers b i , . . .,bic 
and a corresponding sequence of maps fi(z) =  bi.Aq — 1 /z , for i  =  
1,.. .,k. Then w e define bic+iAq = llf^1 •• - f f 1 Cy)llq/where bk+i e Z ,  
provided f^ 1 • • • fj"1 (y ) is not 00. We then define fk+i (z) =  bic+i Aq — 
1/z.
We w ill prove shortly that • • • f / 1 (y) =  00 for som e positive in­
teger m , and at this stage the algorithm terminates. The outcom e is 
a sequence of integers b i , . . . , b m and maps f i , . . . , f m. Since y =  
fi •••fm(oo),  w e see that the continued fraction [ b i , . . . , b m]q has 
value y; it is called the nearest-integer continued fraction expansion of 
y.
Let us now  see w h y  the nearest-integer algorithm applied to a ver­
tex y is equivalent to iterating the map ccy . The key to this equivalence 
is the follow ing lemma.
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Lemma 2.11. Suppose that y  is a vertex o f3 q other than 00. Then oty (00) =  
bAq, for some integer b, where bAq =  ||y||q.
Proof. The result is im m ediate if y  is an integer m ultiple of Aq -  a 
neighbour of 00 -  so let us assum e that this is not so. Then y  lies 
betw een bAq and (b +  1)Aq, for som e integer b. Therefore Py (00) is 
the face of 3 q that is incident to oo, bAq, and (b + 1) Aq, which im plies 
that oty (00) is equal to either bAq or (b +1  )Aq. U sing the generators r  
and p w e can calculate all the vertices of Py (00) explicitly. Other than 
oo, they are given by
sin (7t(j — 1 ) /q)  , . , .
bAq + ----- . 7 , for ) =  1, . . . ,  q — 1.
M s m ( 7rj/q)
W hen q is even, the vertex opposite 00 in Py (00) is w  =  (b +  1 / 2)Aq. 
If y  =  w ,  then ccy (00) =  bAq, because bAq,oo, (b +  l )Aq lie in that 
order clockwise around R. So in this case oty (00) =  bAq. If y  w , 
then oty (00) lies in the same com ponent of ]R \  {w} as y ,  so again it is 
equal to bAq.
W hen q is odd, the argument is similar, if slightly more involved: 
w e construct the face Q as w e did in Figure 2.7, and determine that 
the vertex opposite 00 in the (2q — 2)-gon m ade up of Py (00) joined  
to Q is again w  =  (b +  l / 2)Aq. We then proceed as before; the details 
are omitted. □
Theorem  2.12. Let b i , b z, . . . b e  the sequence of integers and f i , f2, • • • 
the sequence of maps that arise in applying the nearest-integer algorithm to 
a real number y  that is a vertex of 3 q. Suppose that d q(oo,-y) =  m. Then 
f  1 • • • fk(oo) =  ocjj (00) for k =  1, . . . ,  m. In particular; the nearest-integer 
algorithm terminates.
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. First,
U (00) = bi Aq = O C y  (00),
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using Lemma 2.11 for the second equality. N ow  suppose that f  1 • • • fk(oo) 
ctjj(oo), where k <  m. Then
cx^ +1 (00) =  ay(f !  • • -fk(oo)) =  fi  • • ■fk( a f-i . . . f - i (y)(oo))/
using invariance of oc under the transformation f  1 • • • (an elem ent 
of rq) for the second equality. The vertex f^ 1 • • • fj-1 (y) of Tq is not 
oo, for if it were then y =  f  1 • • • fk(oo) =  ot^(oo). By definition, then, 
bk+i Aq is the nearest integer m ultiple of Aq to • • • L f1 (y). There­
fore, using Lemma 2.11 again,
a f-i. . .f - i (y j(oo) = b k + i A q = f k + i ( o o ) .
Hence
a£+ 1 (oo) = f ]  • • • fk+1(oo), 
w hich com pletes the inductive step.
)
We can now  prove that the nearest-integer algorithm gives rise 
geodesic Rosen continued fraction expansion of a vertex of Tq.
Theorem  2.13. For each q >  3, the nearest-integer algorithm applied to a 
vertex y of Tq gives rise to a geodesic Rosen continued fraction expansion
ofy-
Proof Let y  be a vertex of Tq. Corollary 2.10 tells us that there is a 
positive integer m  such that 0 ^ (00) =  y and
(O O , O t y  (O O ), CX  ^ (O O ), . . . ,  O C ^ O O ) )
is a geodesic path. Theorem 2.12 says that this path is the sam e path as 
the path of convergents from 00 to y given by the nearest-integer con-
□ 
to a
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tinued fraction expansion of y .  Therefore this expansion is a geodesic  
Rosen continued fraction expansion. □
2.2.3 e q u i v a l e n t  p a t h s
In [41], Rosen described a sequence of operations that can be used  to 
transform any Rosen continued fraction w ith  value y  to the nearest- 
integer expansion of y . We end this section by explaining informally 
how  this process can be illuminated using paths in Tq, w ithout en­
gaging w ith  the details of Rosen's arguments. We w ill show  that any  
path from 00 to y  is "homotopic" (in a sense that w ill shortly be m ade 
precise) to the path of convergents from 00 to y  that arises from the 
nearest-integer algorithm. We w ill use only elem entary graph theory.
To explain our m ethod, let us begin  w ith  a finite connected plane 
graph X and a path y  in  X. We define two elem entary operations that 
can be applied to y .  The first is to either insert or remove a subpath  
of length two that proceeds from one vertex to a neighbouring vertex 
and im m ediately back again. The second is to either insert or remove 
a subpath that consists of a full circuit of the boundary of a face. 
These two operations preserve the start and endpoints of y .  They are 
illustrated in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: (a) A clockwise circuit of the boundary of a face is inserted into 
the path (b) A subpath that proceeds from one vertex to a neigh­
bouring vertex and immediately back again is removed from the 
path
If w e can transform y  to another path y '  by a finite sequence of 
these elementary operations, then w e say that y  and y '  are homotopic. 
There is a theory of hom otopic paths for more general 2-complexes
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than just finite connected plane graphs; see, for exam ple, [9, Sec­
tion 1.2]. U sing this concept of homotopy, one can define the funda­
mental group of a 2-complex in the obvious way, and, as you might 
expect, the fundamental group of a finite connected plane graph is 
trivial (see [9, Corollary 1.2.14]). H follow s that any two paths in a 
finite connected plane graph that start at the sam e vertex and finish 
at the sam e vertex are homotopic.
We can define hom otopy for finite paths in the infinite graph 3^  
in exactly the same way as w e have done for finite connected plane 
graphs, and w e obtain the sam e conclusion about hom otopic paths.
Theorem  2.14. A ny two paths in fFq that start at the same vertex and finish 
at the same vertex are homotopic.
Proof. Suppose that w e start w ith  a single face of 3 q, then adjoin all 
neighbouring faces, then adjoin all neighbouring faces of all those 
faces, and so forth. This yields a sequence of finite connected plane 
subgraphs of jFq. We can choose a subgraph sufficiently far along  
the sequence that it contains all the vertices of the two paths. The 
tw o paths are hom otopic in this subgraph, so they are hom otopic 
in 5Fq. □
Theorem 2.14 show s that any two paths from 00 to a vertex 9 of 
5Fq are hom otopic, so in particular, any path from 00 to 9 is hom o­
topic to the path that w e obtain by applying the nearest-integer algo­
rithm to 9. U sing Lemma 2.3 w e can reinterpret the two elem entary  
operations as transformations of the Rosen continued fractions cor­
responding to the paths. This is illustrated by Figure 2.9. The first 
elem entary operation corresponds to inserting or removing a 0 coeffi­
cient in the continued fraction, and the second operation corresponds 
to inserting or rem oving q — 1 consecutive coefficients of value 1 or 
q — 1 consecutive coefficients of value —1 from the continued fraction.
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(Both operations also impact on the neighbouring coefficients in  the 
continued fraction; w e w ill not go into this.) These two operations are 
essentially the sam e operations that Rosen uses in [41]. They can be 
seen as applications of the tw o relations a 2 =  I and pq =  I satisfied  
by the generators a  and p of Fq.
10
Figure 2.9: Two paths in Tq labelled with coefficients of the corresponding 
continued fractions
2 .3  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  G E O D E S I C  R O S E N  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C ­
T I O N S
It follows im m ediately from Corollary 2.8 that a geodesic Rosen con­
tinued fraction expansion of a vertex y  of Tq is not necessarily unique. 
The question arises as to precisely how  m any geodesic expansions of 
y  there may be. We observe that for each vertex y  of Tq, w e can 
"shade in" each of the faces of Tq that separates 00 from y ,  as show n  
in Figure 2.10.
This results in a chain of q-gons, w ith  00 a vertex of the first q- 
gon and y  a vertex of the last q-gon. It is often clearer to represent 
the chain of q-gons by polygons of a similar Euclidean size, such as 
those show n in Figure 2.11 (the first four q-gons of this chain match  
those of Figure 2.10).
We define D q (oo,y) to be the number of q-gons in this chain. We 
w ill show  that every geodesic path between 00 and y  consists of edges
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Figure 2.10: The ideal q-gons th a t sep ara te  00 an d  y a re  sh ad ed
00
F igure 2.11: A  chain  of 5-gons connecting  00 an d  y
b e lo n g in g  to  fac es  in  th e  c h a in  o f q -g o n s  d e s c r ib e d  ab o v e . T h is  r e ­
s tr ic t io n  a l lo w s  u s  to  p ro v e  s h a r p  u p p e r  b o u n d s  o n  th e  n u m b e r  o f 
g e o d e s ic  R o s e n  c o n t in u e d  f ra c tio n  e x p a n s io n s  o f y  in  te rm s  o f  b o th  
D q (o o ,y )  a n d  in  te rm s  o f d q (o o ,y ) ,  th e  le n g th  o f a  g e o d e s ic  p a th  
b e tw e e n  x  a n d  y .
2 .3 .I  q - C H A I N S
L e t u s  n o w  p r o p e r ly  d e f in e  th e  c h a in  o f q -g o n s  b e tw e e n  tw o  n o n -  
a d ja c e n t v e r tic e s  x  a n d  y  o f T q  th a t  w a s  in t r o d u c e d  in f o rm a lly  ab o v e . 
C o n s id e r  a  c o lle c tio n  o f  E u c l id e a n  q -g o n s  P i , . .  . ,  P n  in  th e  p la n e  
s u c h  th a t  P i _ i  a n d  P i  h a v e  a  c o m m o n  e d g e  fo r  i  =  2 , . . .  , n  b u t  
o th e rw is e  th e  q -g o n s  ( in c lu d in g  th e ir  in te r io rs )  d o  n o t  o v e r la p  o n e  
a n o th e r . T o g e th e r  th e s e  q -g o n s  g iv e  r is e  to  a  c o n n e c te d , f in ite  p la n e  
g r a p h  c a lle d  a  q -chain  w h o s e  v e r tic e s  a n d  e d g e s  a re  th o s e  o f th e  c o n ­
s t i tu e n t  q -g o n s . F o r  e x a m p le , a  5 - c h a in  is  s h o w n  in  Figure 2.11. W e
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a lso  re fe r  to  p la n e  g r a p h s  th a t  a re  to p o lo g ic a lly  e q u iv a le n t  to  q -c h a in s  
a s  q -c h a in s .
N e x t  w e  d e s c r ib e  a  p ro c e s s  fo r  c o n s tru c t in g  a  q -c h a in  P i , . . . , P n  
c o n s is t in g  o f  fac es  o f fFq s u c h  th a t  x  is  a  v e r te x  o f P i a n d  y  is  a  v e r ­
te x  o f Prt. F irs t, le t  P i b e  th e  fac e  P-y(x) (w h ic h  w a s  d e f in e d  a f te r  
Lem m a 2.4). If y  is  a  v e r te x  o f  P i ,  th e n  th e  c o n s tru c t io n  te rm in a te s .  
O th e r w is e ,  th e re  a re  tw o  a d ja c e n t  v e r tic e s  a i  a n d  b i  o f  P i s u c h  th a t  
y  b e lo n g s  to  th e  c o m p o n e n t  o f IR \  { a i , b i } th a t  c o n ta in s  n o  o th e r  v e r ­
tic e s  o f P i .  D e f in e  P2 to  b e  th e  fac e  o f Tq o th e r  th a n  P i th a t  is  a lso  
in c id e n t  to  th e  e d g e  { a i , b i } .  If y  is  a  v e r te x  o f  P2, th e n  th e  c o n s t ru c ­
t io n  te rm in a te s .  O th e rw is e ,  th e re  a re  tw o  a d ja c e n t  v e r tic e s  0.2 a n d  b2 
o f P2 s u c h  th a t  y  b e lo n g s  to  th e  c o m p o n e n t  o f IR \  {<12, b2} th a t  c o n ­
ta in s  n o  o th e r  v e r tic e s  o f P2. W e th e n  d e f in e  P3 to  b e  th e  fac e  o f  Tq 
o th e r  th a n  P2 th a t  is  in c id e n t  to  {0 .2^2} , a n d  th e  p ro c e d u re  c o n t in u e s  
in  th is  fa s h io n . T h e  r e s u l t in g  s e q u e n c e  o f q -g o n s  is  u n iq u e ly  d e f in e d  
b y  th is  p ro c e s s , b e c a u s e  th e re  is o n ly  o n e  c h o ic e  fo r  e a c h  p a i r  {cq, b^}. 
T h e  f ir s t  f e w  q -g o n s  in  s u c h  a  s e q u e n c e  a re  s h o w n  in  Figure 2.12.
X
Figure 2.12: The first th ree  q-gons in  a q-chain
W e m u s t  s h o w  th a t  th e  p r o c e d u r e  te rm in a te s .  To th is  e n d , le t  u s  
f irs t  s h o w  th a t  a  v e r te x  v  o f  c a n  b e  in c id e n t  to  o n ly  f in ite ly  m a n y
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consecutive faces of P i ,P 2 ,  By applying a suitable elem ent of Pq,
w e see that it suffices to prove this w hen  v =  oo. The faces of 5Fq 
incident to oo are just the translates by iterates of t  of the fundam en­
tal dom ain E of 0 q, defined in S e c tio n  2.1, and it is straightforward 
to check that only finitely m any of these q-gons can appear consecu­
tively in the sequence P i, P 2 ,___
We deduce that there is a sequence of positive integers n i <  n z  <
• • • such that each pair of edges {aUi, bn-J and {ani+1, brLi+1} do not 
have a com m on vertex. Let d i be the distance in the graph metric from  
y to ani or bni, whichever is nearest. It can easily be checked that x 
and y  lie in distinct com ponents of IR \  {cy, bj}, for each edge (cy, bj}, 
so Lemma 2.5 tells us that any path from x to y m ust pass through  
one of Oj or b j. It follow s that d i , d2 , •.• is a decreasing sequence 
of positive integers, w hich m ust eventually terminate. Therefore the 
sequence P i, P2, • . .  has a final member P^, w hich is incident to y .
The resulting sequence P i , . . . ,  Pn is a q-chain that is a subgraph  
of jFq, w hich  w e call the q-chain from x to y . F ig u re  2.12 show s that 
using the disc m odel of the hyperbolic plane, only a few  faces from a 
q-chain are large enough (in Euclidean terms) that w e can see them. 
Instead w e usually draw q-chains using Euclidean polygons, as w e  
did in F ig u re  2.11.
Lemma 2.15. The y-parents of any vertex in the q-chain from x to y  also 
belong to the q-chain.
Proof Let us denote the chain by P i , . . . ,  Pn.. Choose a vertex z  of this
q-chain other than y , and let k be the largest integer such that z  is a
/
vertex of P^. Define u  and v  to be the vertices of P^ adjacent to z. The 
point y cannot lie in the com ponent of IR \  {u, v} that contains z, for 
if it did then Pk+i w ould  contain one of the edges {z,u} or {z,v}, in  
which case z  w ould be a vertex of Pk+i . Therefore either y is equal to 
u  or v, so that y  is the single y-parent of z, or otherwise y belongs to
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the com ponent of IR \  {u, v} that does not contain z. Then, by definition  
(see Lemma 2.4), u  and v are the parents of z, so in particular they 
belong to the q-chain. □
There is an important consequence of this lemma.
Theorem  2.16. A ny geodesic path from a vertex x  to another vertex y  in 
Tq is contained in the q-chain from x t oy .
Proof This is an im m ediate consequence of Corollary 2.7 and 
Lemma 2.15. □
Theorem 2.16 tells us that to understand geodesic paths in Farey 
graphs, it suffices to understand geodesic paths in q-chains. This is a 
significant reduction because q-chains are sim ple, finite plane graphs.
Let us define a binary function D q on the vertices of Tq as follows.
If x  and y  are equal, then D q (x,y) =  0, and if they are adjacent then  
D q(x,y) =  1. Otherwise, D q(x,y) is the number of q-gons in the q- 
chain from x to y .  The function D q is closely related to the graph  
metric on the dual graph of Tq. However, although D q is symmetric, 
it does not satisfy the triangle inequality (we om it proofs of these two  
facts as w e do not need them).
2.3.2 N U M B E R  OF G E O D E S I C  R O S E N  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S  I N  
T E R M S  OF D q (OO, X)
We begin by giving an upper bound on the number of geodesic Rosen  
continued fraction expansions of a vertex y  of T q in terms of the 
number of q-gons in the q-chain from 00 to y .  We do so by prov­
ing a slightly more general result that gives an upper bound on the 
number of geodesic paths in T q between two vertices x and y  w ith  
D q ( x , y ) = n .
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We use the follow ing notation. Let P i , . . . ,  be the q-chain be­
tween non-adjacent vertices x  and y  of T q, and let {cu , b i)  be the 
edge between P | and Pi+ i for i  =  1, . . . ,  n  — 1. We choose d i and 
b i such that a i ,  a i + i ,  b i + i ,  and b i  occur in that order clockwise 
around P i + i .  It is convenient to also define ao =  bo =  x and 
a n =  b n =  y .  We define m  to be the path on Pi that travels clock­
w ise from a i _ i  to a i ,  and w e define Vi to be the path on Pi that 
travels anticlockwise from b i _ i  to b i .  A ll this notation is illustrated 




Figure 2.13: A q-chain from x to y
\
We denote the length of a path y  in 5Fq by |y|. N ote that |y| is the 
number of edges of y , not the number of vertices, which is |y| -F 1.
We define Fi to be the ith  term of the Fibonacci sequence, which is 
given by F_i =  1, Fo =  1, Fi —2, ^2=3, F3 =  5, and so forth; note the 
unusual choice of indices. Let N(x ,y )  denote the number of geodesic 
paths from x  to ij. The following theorem gives bounds on N w hen  x  
and y  are vertices of Tq w ith  q even; w e treat the case in w hich q is 
odd separately in T h e o re m  2.18 and T h e o re m  2.19.
Theorem  2.17. Suppose that x  and y  are vertices of Tq, for q even, with 
D q (x, y ) = n .  Then N(x,y)  ^  Fn . Furthermore, there are vertices x and y  
with D q (x, y ) =  n fo r  which this bound can be attained.
Proof We prove the inequality N [ x , y ) ^  F^ by using induction on n . 
It is im m ediate if n  is 0 or 1. Suppose now  that n  >  1, and assume that 
the inequality is true for all pairs of vertices u  and v w ith D q (u, v) <
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n . Choose two vertices x  and y w ith  D q (x ,y ) =  n,  and let Pi , . . . ,  P^ . 
be the q-chain from x to y , illustrated in Figure 2.13. W ithout loss 
of generality, w e may assum e that |pi | <  |vi |. If ||Xi | <  |vi|  — 1, then  
every geodesic path from x to y  m ust pass along the path p i . Since 
Dq (cli, y )  =  n  — 1 w e see by induction that
N (x ,y )  = N ( a i , y )  < F n _i  < F n r
The remaining possibility is that |vi [ — 1 ^  |pi | <  |vi |. In this case, 
the set of geodesic paths from x to y  can be partitioned into the set A  
of those geodesic paths that travel along the path |Ti and the set B of 
those geodesic paths that travel along the path v i . A  path in B cannot 
pass through ai as w ell as bi because it is a geodesic path and ||xi | <  
|vi | + 1. Instead it m ust pass through b2- Since D q (ai , y )  =  n  — 1 and 
D q (b2,y) =  n  — 2 it follow s by induction that
N(x ,y )  =  |A| +  |B| ^  N ( a i , y )  +  N (b 2,y )  <  Fn- i  + F n _ 2 = F n .
This com pletes the proof of the first assertion of the theorem.
To prove the second assertion of the theorem, that the bound Fn 
can be attained w hen q is even, w e illustrate in Figure 2.14 q-chains 
(with q — 2r for som e integer r) that attain the bound, and highlight 
the q =  4 case. The labels in Figure 2.14 give the number of edges 
betw een pairs of vertices. That these exam ples do indeed attain the 
bound can be proved using a sim ple induction argument similar to 
that above; the details are omitted here. □
The proof of the first assertion of Theorem 2.17 holds for vertices 
x and y  of Tq w ith q odd; these bounds are not, however, the best 
possible in this case. The following theorem gives the best possible  
bounds on N w hen x  and y are vertices of F^q w ith  q odd.
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T — 1 i—  2
1
r  — 2 r  — 2 r  — 1
r  — 2 r  — 1
1
r  — 2r  — 2 r
x
(c)
Figure 2.14: (a) A 2r-chain for which N (x,y) =  Fn ,(n even) (b) A 2r-chain for 
which N(x,y) =  Fn (n odd) (c) A 4-chain for which N(x,y) =  
Fn
Theorem  2.18. Suppose that x and y  are vertices o f J q,for  q >  3'odd, 
Dq { x ,y )= n .T h e n
N (x ,y ) <  <
Fn/2, tl  e o e r z ,
2F(n—3)/2/ ti odd.
Furthermore, there are vertices x and y  with D q (x ,y) =  n  /or lo/z/c/z these 
bounds can be attained.
Proof. We prove the inequalities by using induction on n . W hen n  =  0 
or n  =  1 it is im m ediate that N (x ,y ) =  1. W hen n  is 2 or 3, sim ple  
case analysis show s that there are at m ost two geodesic paths between  
x and y; the tw o possibilities w hen n  is 2 and q =  2r +  1 for som e  
integer r are illustrated in Figure 2.15.
Suppose now  that n  >  3, and assum e that the inequalities are true 
for all pairs of vertices u  and v w ith D q (u, v) less than n. Choose two 
vertices x  and y  w ith  D q {x ,y ) — n , and let P i, . . . ,  be the q-chain






Figure 2.15: (a) A (2r +1  )-chain in which |pi | =  |vi | =  r; there are at most 
two geodesic paths between x and y  (b) A (2r +  1)-chain in 
which |pi | < |vi |; again, there are at most two geodesic paths 
between x and y
from x to y ,  illustrated in Figure 2.13. W ithout loss of generality, w e  
m ay assum e thatjp i | ^  |vi |.
Suppose first that n  is even. If |pi | <  |vi |, then |pi | <  ||nui | — 2 and 
every geodesic path m ust travel along the path p i . Since D q (ai , y ) =  
n  — 1 w e see by induction that
N (x ,y ) =  N (ai,-y) ^  2F(n_ 4)/2 <  Fn /2 . .
The remaining possibility is that |p i| =  |v i|. Then no geodesic path  
from x to y  may pass through both ai and b i , and so w e can partition  
the set of geodesic paths from x to y  into the set A of those geodesic 
paths that travel along the path pi followed by the path \±z and the set 
B of those geodesic paths that travel along the path v i followed by the 
path V2- Since |pi | =  -|yi |, w e can assum e w ithout loss of generality 
that |p2 | <  IV2I. We now  have two possibilities.
Firstly, suppose that |p|2 <  IV2I — 1. Then every geodesic path from  
x to y  m ust pass along the path pi followed by the path p2- Then 
B =  0 and since D q{a.2,y) = n  — 2 w e see that
N(x,y) = N(a2,-y) ^ F(n_2)/2 < bn/2-
Secondly, suppose that Iml =  1^21 — 1 • N ow  no path in B may pass 
through a3, and so every path in B m ust pass along the consecutive 
paths v i ,  V2 and V3. We now  consider the possibilities for |(X31 and
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|v3|.'If ||X 3 | <  |v3 | then every geodesic path from x to y m ust pass 
along the consecutive paths p i, p2 and p3. Then B ■= 0 and since 
Dq (a3/y ) =  ri — 3 w e see that
N (x ,y ) =  N (a 3,y )  <  2F(lx_ 6)/2 <  Fn /2 .
If |p3 | >  |v3 | +  1 then all paths in set A  w ill pass through both a 2 
and b2 from where they m ust pass along the path v 3 to b3. Since 
D q (b3,y )  =  n  —3 w e see that
N (x ,y ) =  |A| +  |B| =  2N (b 3, y ) <  4F(n_ 6)/2 <  Fn /2 .
Finally, suppose that |p3 | =  |v3| +  1. N o geodesic path from x to y 
may pass through both a3 and b3. It follows that every path in B 
m ust pass along the consecutive paths v i ,  v 2, v 3 and V4. Paths in A, 
however, may pass along either consecutive paths p i , p2, p3 and m  
or the. consecutive paths p i, p2, (a2,b 2), v 3 and V4. If n  =  4, then  
sim ple case analysis show s that there are at m ost 3 =  Fn/ 2 geodesic  
paths betw een x  and y. Otherwise, w e consider the possibilities for 
|p4 | and |v4 |.
If |(T41 <  IV4I — 1 then every geodesic path from x to y m ust pass 
along the consecutive paths p i, p2, p3 and P4, and since D q(a.4,y) =  
n  — 4,
N (x ,y ) =  N (a 4,y )  ^  F(tx_ 4)/2 <  Fn /2 .
If Itul >  IV4I +  1 then every path in A m ust pass along the consecu­
tive paths p i , p2,(a 2,b 2), v 3 and V4, and since D q (b 4 ,y ) =  n  — 4 w e  
see that
N (x ,y ) =  |A| +  |B| = 2N (b4,y )  <  2F(n_ 4)/2 <  Fn /2 .
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If |m l =  IV4I — 1 then no geodesic path betw een x  and y may pass 
from b4 to 0.4. This m eans that every path in B m ust pass along the 
consecutive paths v i , v 2, v 3, V4 and V5. We partition paths in A into 
the set A i of those paths that travel along the consecutive paths p i , 
M-2/ M-3/ and P4 and the set A 2 of those paths that travel along the 
consecutive paths p i, p2,(a 2,b 2), v 3, V4 and V5. Since D q(a4 ,y ) =  
n  —4 and D q(b5,y) =  n  — 5, w e see that
N (x ,y ) =  |Ai | +  |A2| +  |B|
=  N (a 4,y )  + 2N (b 5 /y)
^  F(n- 4)/2 + 4F(Tl_ 8) /2 
<  Ffx/2 •
Finally, w e consider the case in  w hich Iml =  IV4I + 1. Again, w e parti­
tion A into the sets Ai and A 2 described above. N o w  no geodesic path  
betw een x and y may travel through (14 and then b4. We consider the 
possibilities for |ps| and |vs|. If |psl >  |vs| then A i =  0 and all paths 
in  A 2 and B m ust travel from b4 to bs. Since D q(b5,y) =  n  —5, it 
follow s that
N (x ,y ) =  |A2| +  |B| -  2N (b 5,y )  = .2F(n_ 8)/2 <  Fn /2 .
If I1X51 <  |vs| — 1 then both A 2 and B are em pty and so
N (x ,y ) =  |A t I =  N(ci4,y) =  F(n_ 4)/2 <  Fn /2 .
If |p5 | =  |v5 | — 1 then no geodesic path between x  and y may pass 
through both <15 and b4, and so every path in A i m ust travel along the
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consecutive paths p i , [X2/ M-3/ M4, P5 and vg. Since D q(a6,-y) =  n  — 6, 
w e see that
N (x/ y ) =  |A i| +  |A2| +  |B|
=  N (a 6/-y) + 2N (b4 /-y)
^ F(n-6)/2 + (n—4)/2
=  F.n/2*
This proves the first assertion of the theorem w hen n  is even. The 
proof that N (x ,y ) ^  ^ [ n - 3 ) /2  w hen  n  is odd follow s in exactly the 
same fashion; the details are omitted here.
To prove the second assertion of the theorem, that the bounds 
stated can be attained, w e illustrate in Figure 2.16 q-chains (with  
q =  2r + 1  for som e integer r) that attain the bound. The labels in  
Figure 2.16 give the number of edges betw een pairs of vertices. That 
these exam ples do indeed attain the bounds can be proved using a 
sim ple induction argument; the details are om itted here. □
r \1 iy
r — 1 r  — 1r - 1
r — 1 r — 1
r — 1r — 1 2r — 1
r — 1 r — 1
c \1 iy
Figure 2.16: (a) A (2r +  l)-chain for which N(x,y) =  Fn/ 2 (n even) (b) A 
(2r +  1 )-chain for which N (x, y ) =  F(n_3)/ 2 (n odd)
W hen q =  3 the bounds given in Theorem 2.18 hold; w hen n  is 
odd, however, there is a better bound N (x ,y ) <  F(n_ 3) /2.
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Theorem  2.19. Suppose that x  and y  are vertices o f$ 3, with  D3 [x ,y ) =  n. 
Then
N (x ,y ) <  <
Fn /2 , n  even, 
F(n_3)/2 , nodd .
Furthermore, there are vertices x  and y  with  D3(x,-y) = n f o r  which these 
bounds can be attained.
Proof. We prove the inequalities by using induction on n . They are 
im m ediate if n  =  0 or n  =  1. Suppose now  that n  >  1, and assum e 
that the inequalities are true for all pairs of vertices u  and v w ith  
D q (u,v) <  n . Choose two vertices x  and y  w ith  D q(x,vj) =  n , and  
let P i , . . . ,P n  be the q-chain from x  to y ,  illustrated in Figure 2.13. 
N ote that for each i, the lengths |pt| and |v |^ are either 0 or 1, and w e  
m ust have |pi | =  |vi | =  1 and |pn [ =  Iv-nJ = '1. If n  =  2, it is therefore 
clear that N(x,'y) =  2 =  Fn/2- Else w e can assum e w ithout loss of 
generality that IP2I ^  \v i\, and so |(J.2I =  0 arid IV2I =  1.
If |[X31 =  0 and IV3I =  1, or if n  =  3 and I1J.3I =  IV3I =  1, then every  
geodesic path from x to y  m ust pass along the path p i . Since ai =  az 
and D q (az, y ) =  n  — 2 w e see by induction that if tv is even
N (x ,y ) =  N (a 2,y )  ^  F(n_ 2)/2 <  Fn/2/
and if n  is odd
N(x,-y) =  N (a 2/y )  ^  ^ (n-5)/2  <  E(n _ 3) /2.
Else ||X31 =  1 and \ws\ =  0 and our 3-chain is as show n in Figure 2.17. 
We partition the set of geodesic paths from x to y  into the set A  
of those geodesic paths that travel along the path pi and the set B of 
those geodesic paths that travel along the path v i . A  path in A cannot
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pass through bi as w ell as ai =  a2 because it is a geodesic path and 
\v~\ \ <  Im-i I +  1- Similarly, a path in B cannot pass through ai =  a2 
as w ell as b i; instead it m ust pass through b2 =  b3. Furthermore, 
a path in B may not travel through a3 as it is a geodesic path and 
Im I +  IM-2I +  IM-3I <  1^ 1 I +  lv 2l +  h  Instead it m ust pass through b4. 
Since D q (az, y ) = n  — 2 and D q (b4, y ) =  n  — 4 it follow s by induction  
that if n  is even,
N (x ,y ) =  |A| +  |B|
^  N (a 2,y )  +  N (b4,y )
^  F (n -2)/2 +  F(tx-4)/2 
=  ^ n / 2 -
The case in which n  is odd follow s in exactly the same fashion; w e  
omit the details here. This com pletes the proof of the first assertion 
of the theorem.
H i  a i = c t 2  H3 a 3 o ,n - i
x
,n —1
Figure 2.17: A 3-chain in which |(i-i| =  |v i| =  1, \\xz\ — 0/ IV2I =  1 IM-3I =  1 
and |V31 =  0.
To prove the second assertion of the theorem, w e illustrate in Fig­
ure 2.18 3-chains that attain the bounds N (x ,y ) <  F^/2 for even n  
and N (x ,y ) ^  2F(n_ 3)/2 for odd n. That these exam ples do indeed  
attain the bound can be proved using a sim ple induction argument 
similar to that above; the details are omitted here. □
Theorem 2.17 and Theorem 2.18 give upper bounds for the function  
N; the lower bound for N, no matter the value of D q(x ,y ), is 1. For
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X
Figure 2.18: A 3-chain for which N(x,-y) =  Fn/ 2 for even n. The case when 
n  is odd is similar.
exam ple, let x =  00 and y  =  [0, n] q. Then there is a unique geodesic 
path between x  and y ,  nam ely (x, 0,y ) ,  w ith  D q (x ,y) =  n.
2.3.3 N U M B E R  OF G E O D E S IC  R O S E N  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S  I N  
T E R M S OF dq ( o o ,  x )
Recall that given tw o vertices x and y  of T q, d q (x , y ) is the length  
of a geodesic path betw een x  and y ;  d q (oo, y ) is therefore the length  
of a geodesic Rosen continued fraction expansion of y . In this section  
w e give upper bounds on the number of geodesic Rosen continued  
fraction expansions of a vertex y  of T q in terms of n  =  d q (00, y ). We 
do so by giving an upper bound on the number of geodesic paths in  
jFq betw een tw o vertices x and y  w ith  d q (x , y ) =  n . A lthough these 
bounds are more complicated than those given in Theorem 2.17 and  
Theorem 2.18, they give greater insight into the number of geodesic  
Rosen continued fraction expansions a vertex may have; w e discuss 
this towards the end of the section.
Recall that w e denote by Ft the ith  term of the Fibonacci sequence 
given by F _i =  1, Fo =  1, F] = 2, F2=3, F3 =  5, and so forth, and 
that given vertices x  and y  of T q, N (x , y )  denotes the number of 
geodesic paths in 5Fq between x  and y . W hen q =  3 it is show n in [3] 
that for a vertex y  of T3 w ith d q (00, y ) =  n  >  0, there are at m ost 
Fn _ i geodesic Rosen continued fraction expansions of y ,  and this 
bound is attained. The case q =  3 is exceptional in  that the bound on
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N w hen  q =  3 cannot be deduced from the bound on N for general q. 
The sam e is true w hen  q ' =  4 or w hen  q =  6; w e begin by discussing  
these two cases.
Theorem  2.20. Suppose that x  and y  are vertices of T4 with  dq(x,y) =  
n. Then N(x,y) ^ Fn - i  • Furthermore, there are vertices x  and y  with 
dq (x.,y) =  n fo r  which these bounds can be attained.
Proof. We prove the inequality N(x,'y) <  Fn-i by using induction  
on n. It is immediate if n  is 0 or 1. Suppose now  that n  >  1, and 
assum e that the inequality is true for all pairs of vertices u  and v w ith  
dq (u,v) <  n . Choose two vertices x and y  w ith  dq (x/ ij) =  n , and 
let P i , . . . ,P m be the q-chain from x to y ,  illustrated in Figure 2.13. 
W ithout loss of generality, w e may assum e that |p i| <  |vi |, so that 
|pi | =  1 and |vi | =  2. We partition the set of geodesic paths from x 
to y  into the set A  of those geodesic paths that travel along the path 
pi and the set B of those geodesic paths that travel along the path 
v i .  A  path in B cannot pass through ai as w ell as bi because it is 
a geodesic path and |pi | <  |vi | +  1. Instead it m ust pass through b2. 
Since D q (a i , y ) =  n  — 1 and D q (b2, y ) =  n  — 2 it follow s by induction  
that
* N(x,-y) =  |A| +  |B|
<  N (a i ,y )  +  N (b 2,y )
^  Pn—2 -P Pn—3 
= Fn-1-
This com pletes the proof of the first assertion of the theorem.
To prove the second assertion of the theorem, w e illustrate in Fig­
ure 2.19 a 4-chain admitting a geodesic path that attains the bound  
N (X/*y) ^  Pn —1 for all n . That this path does indeed attain the bound
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can be proved using a sim ple induction; the details are omitted here.
□
X
Figure 2.19: A 4-chain containing a geodesic path for which N(x,-y) =  Fn_i 
for all n
Theorem  2.21. Suppose that x  and y  are vertices of 5F6 with dq [x,y]  =  n. 
Then
1, n ^ 2 ,
2F(tl_ 4 )/2/ n  even, n >  2, 
F(Tt_ i )/2f odd, n  >  2.
N (x ,y ) ^  <
Furthermore, there are vertices x  and y  with  dq (x ,y ) =  n fo r  which these 
bounds can be attained.
Proof. The proof of the first assertion of the theorem is similar to the 
proofs of Theorem 2.18 and Theorem 2.20. To prove the second asser­
tion of the theorem, w e illustrate in Figure 2.20 6-chains adm itting  
geodesic paths that attain the bounds N (x ,y ) ^ .2F(n_ 4) /2 for even n  
and N (x ,y ) <  F(-n-i)/2 f°r °d d  n  w hen  n  >  2. That this path does 
indeed attain the bound can be proved using a sim ple induction; the 
details are omitted here. □
We now  consider the general case in w hich q is even and greater 
than 6. Write q =  2r and let [x] denote the integer part of x. We define 
a function H on N  as follows.
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Figure 2.20: (a) A 6-chain containing a geodesic path for which N(x,y) =  
2F(n_ 4)/2 f°r all even n  (b) A 6-chain containing a path for 
which N (x, -y) =  F (n_ 1) / 2 for all odd n
F[(n—i)/(r —1)]/ 0 ^ n ^ q - 1 ,
2 ^ T\  n  ^  q and n  =  0 , . .  . ,r  — 3 (m od r),
H(n) =' <
5 x 2^ TL/ r _^2 / n  ^  q and n  =  r — 2 (m od r),
3 x , n ^ q a n d n  =  r — 1 (m od r).
N otice that H is an increasing function.
Theorem  2.22. Suppose x and y  are vertices of T q, where q >  6 is even, 
and dq (x,-y) — n. Then N (x,-y) <  H(n). Furthermore, there are vertices x  
and y  with dq [x,y]  =  n fo r  which these bounds can be attained.
Proof. If n  is 0 or 1 then the result is clear. If 1 <  n  <  q, then the result 
follows from sim ple case analysis. For n  >  q — 1 w e use induction on  
n. If q ^  n  <  3r then the result follow s from sim ple case analysis. 
Suppose now  that n  ^  3r, and assum e that N (x ,y ) ^  H(n) for all 
pairs of vertices u  and v w ith dq (x,ij) <  n . Choose two vertices x and 
y  w ith  dq(x,ij) =  n , and let P i , . . . ,P m be the q-chain from x to y ,  
illustrated in Figure 2.13. Without loss of generality, w e may assume 
that |m l ^  |vi |. If |m | ^  |vi | — 1, then every geodesic path from x  to
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y  m ust pass along the path m . Since |m I ^  b  dq (m ,y )  ^  n  — 1, and 
w e see by induction that
N (x ,y ) = N ( a i ,y j  <  H ( n - l )  <  H (n),
since the function H is strictly increasing for n  ^  q. Otherwise, |m J =
|vi | — 1, so that |m | =  r — 1 and |vi | =  r.
If |m l <  |“V21 then every geodesic path from x  to y  m ust pass along  
the path m directly followed by the path m - Since d q {a.2,y) ^  n  — 
r +  1, w e see by induction that
N(x,-y) =  N (a 2,y )  ^  H ( n - r  +  l)  <  H (n).
For all remaining cases, the set of geodesic paths from x  to y  can be  
partitioned into the set A  of those geodesic paths that travel along  
(Xi and the set B of those geodesic paths that travel along the path  
v i . A  path in B cannot pass through ai as w ell as bi because it is a 
geodesic path and |m | <  |vi | +  1. Instead it m ust pass through b2-
If |m l >  IY2I +  2 then every path in A m ust pass through bi and  
travel along the path V2- Since dq (b 2 ,y ) ^  n  — r, w e see by induction  
that
N ( x ,y ) = |A | +  |B |< 2H ( n - r ) < H ( n ) ,
where this latter inequality follow s im m ediately because n  — r =  n  
(m od r).
The remaining possibilities are that |m l =  1^21 or |m l =  IV2I +  2.
In either case, |v2l ^  r —2, and so dq(b2,"y) ^  n — q + 2 . Since 
d q(a i ,y )  =  n  — r +  1, w e see by induction that
N (x ,y ) — |A| +  |B| ^  H (n — v +  1) +  H (n — q +  2).
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n (m od r) H(n —r +  1) H (n — q + 2 ) H (n)
0, . . .  , t  -  5 2 [tl/ t] — 1 2 [ n / f ] —2 2  ['TL/T']
r — 4 2 [tl/ t] — 1 5 x 2 [n/ r]- 4 2 [tl/ t'1
r — 3 5 X 2 [n/ r]- 3 3 x 2 [n/ r]_3 2 [ T x / r ]
r — 2 3 x 2 [n/ T]“ 2 2 [tl/ i-] — 1 5 x 2 [n/r]“ 2
r — 1 2 [tt-/t ] 2 [tl/'t] — 1 3 x 2 [n/ T]- 1
Table i: Values of H (n — r +  1), H ( ti — q +  2 ) and H (n ) for different values 
of n  (m od r)).
The value of H (n — r +  1) +  H (n  — q +  2) is dependent on the value 
of n  (m od r). We summarise the possibilities in Table l. In all cases, 
w e see that H (n — r +  1) +  H (n — 2r +  2) ^  H (n). This com pletes the 
proof of the first assertion of the theorem.
To prove the second assertion of the theorem, w e illustrate in Fig­
ure 2.21 q-chains for q =  2r admitting geodesic paths that attain the 
bound N (x ,y ) ^  H (n). The labels in Figure 2.21 give the number of 
edges between pairs of vertices. That these paths do indeed attain 
the bound can be proved using a sim ple induction; the details are 
omitted here. □
0 r — k
(a) r — 1 q - 2 r - 2 q - 2 Q 2 r +k—i
r —1 r —1
X'
(b)
r — 1 0 0r r
c o -q- 2 r - 1
q- 2 r —1
Figure 2.21: (a) A 2r-chain containing a geodesic path for which N(x,y) =  
2[tx/t], w here k is such that n  =  0, . . . ,  r — 3 (mod r) (b) A 
2r-chain containing a geodesic path for which N(x,-y) =  5 x 
2[n/r]-2 for all n  =  r —2 (mod r) (c) A 2r-chain containing a 
geodesic path for which N [x,y) =  3 x 2 n^//T _^1 for all n  =  r — 1 
(mod r)
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We finally consider the case in w hich q is odd and greater than 3.
Theorem  2.23. Suppose x  and y  are vertices of Tq, where q >  3 is odd, 
and dq [ x , y ) — n. Then
N(x,-y) ^  <
F[(n—i)/(q—2)]/ 1 ^ n < 2 q  —3,
2[n/(q--|)]^ n  ^  q and n  =  0, . . q — 4 (mod q — 1),
5 x n  ^  q and n  =  q — 3 (mod q — 1),
3 x 2 n^ /^q_1 ^_1, n  ^  q and n  =  q — 2 (m od q — 1).
Furthermore, there are vertices x  and y  with  dq (x,-y) =  n  for which these 
bounds can be attained.
Proof We omit the proof of the first assertion of the theorem, as it 
is similar to the proofs of Theorem 2.18 and Theorem 2.22. To prove 
the second assertion of the theorem, w e illustrate in Figure 2.21 q- 
chains for q =  2r +  1 admitting geodesic paths that attain the bound  
N(*,-y) <  H (n). The labels in Figure 2.21 give the number of edges 
betw een pairs of vertices. That these paths do indeed attain the bound  
can be proved using a sim ple induction; the details are omitted here.
□
Together, Theorems 2.18, 2.20, 2.21 and 2.22 give upper bounds for 
the function N. We saw in Section 2.3.2 that for any n , there exist 
vertices x  and y  of Tq such that D q(x,y) =  n  but N (x ,y ) =  1. It is 
also the case that for any n  there are x  and y  such that d q [x,y]  — n  
but N (x,ij) =  1. For example, let x  =  00 and y  =  [0, 2, 2, 2 . .  . , 2]q 
where the number of 2s is n  — 1; dq [x,y]  =  n . The q-chain from x to 
y  is illustrated in Figure 2.23, w ith  the the labels giving the number 
of edges between pairs of vertices. It is clear that there is a unique  
geodesic path between x  and y ,  and so N (x ,y) =  1.
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1Xi
(a)
0r -  1r — 1 0
1
r  — 1 r  — 1 r - 1
0r — 1 0r 0r r r r r r
i
F igure 2.22: (a) A (2r  +  1 )-chain con ta in ing  a geodesic p a th  for w hich
=  2 n^ 'd c,_1 ^ w h ere  k  is such  th a t n  =  0, 1, . . . ,  q — 4
(m od q — 1) (b) A (2r  +  1 )-chain  con tain ing  a geodesic p a th  for 
w h ich  N (x ,y )  =  5 x for all n  =  q —3 (m od q — 1)
(c) A (2r  +  1)-chain  con tain ing  a geodesic p a th  for w hich
N (x ,y )  =  3 x 2 [n/ ( cl“ 1 for all n  =  q — 2 (m od q — 1)
1 x 1
1X
<1 - 29 - 39 - 2
F igure 2.23: A p a th  b e tw een  tw o vertices x a n d  y  of J q  w ith  N (x ,y )  =  1
W e c o n c lu d e  th is  s e c tio n  w i th  a  b r ie f  c o m p a r is o n  o f  th e  b o u n d s  
o n  th e  n u m b e r  o f  g e o d e s ic  R o s e n  c o n t in u e d  f ra c tio n  e x p a n s io n s  o f a 
v e r te x  o f 5Fq th a t  w e  h a v e  o b ta in e d  in  th is  s e c tio n  a n d  in  Section 2.3.2. 
C o n s id e r  a  v e r te x  y  o f  fFq . T h e  th e o re m s  g iv in g  th e  u p p e r  b o u n d  
o n  N (o o ,y )  in  te rm s  o f D q (oo/ y )  a re  re la t iv e ly  s im p le  w h e n  c o m ­
p a r e d  to  th e  th e o re m s  g iv in g  th e  u p p e r  b o u n d  o n  N ( o o ,y ) in  te rm s  o f 
d q (oo/ y ) .  T h e  q u a n t i ty  D q (oo/ y ) / h o w e v e r, is  n o t  a s  s t r a ig h tf o rw a rd  
to  c o m p u te  a s  d q (oo/ y ) ,  w h ic h  is  s im p ly  th e  le n g th  o f a  g e o d e s ic  
R o s e n  c o n t in u e d  f ra c tio n  e x p a n s io n  o f y  ( ta k e , fo r  e x a m p le ,  th e  R o se n  
c o n t in u e d  f ra c tio n  e x p a n s io n  o f y  g iv e n  b y  th e  n e a r e s t- in te g e r  a lg o ­
r i th m ) .  F u r th e rm o re ,  th e  b o u n d  g iv e n  in  te rm s  o f D q (o o ,y )  is g e n e r ­
a l ly  la rg e r  th a n  th e  b o u n d  g iv e n  in  te rm s  o f d q (o o ,y ) .  W e i l lu s tr a te  
th is  c la im  in  th e  ca se  q =  5 .
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Given a vertex y of 5F5, let m  =  D 5(oo,y) and let n  =  d5(oo,y). 
Notice that w e m ust have
3 (m  — 2 )
since both 00 and y lie on the perimeter of the q-chain between 00 and • 
y ,  and the path traversing this perimeter has length 8 +  3 (m  — 2). Let 
N q  denote the m axim um  number of geodesic Rosen continued frac­
tion expansions of y  in terms of 0 5 (0 0 ,y ), as given by Theorem 2.18, 
and let denote the m axim um  number of geodesic Rosen contin­
ued fraction expansions of y  in  terms of d5(oo,y), as given by The­
orem 2.23. The values N o  -  Nd for a range of values of D 5(oo,y) 
and d5(oo,y) are show n in Table 2; notice that in almost all cases, 
N d  >  Nd, and hence the bound in terms of dq (oo,y) is in general a 
better bound than that given in terms of D q (00, y ).
Finally, w e note that the bound on the function N in terms of 
D q(x ,y ) is independent of q; this is not the case for the bound on  
N in terms of dq(x ,y ). By considering the bound on N in terms of 
dq(x ,y ), w e see that for any fixed n  there is sufficiently large q so  
that for any y w ith  d q (oo),y =  n , N (oo ,y ) =  1. A s q tends towards 
00, A q tends towards Aoo =  2. We m ight predict, therefore, that if a 





is a geodesic continued fraction expansion of a real number y , then  
it is the only geodesic continued fraction expansion of y of this form. 
We see in Chapter 3 that this is indeed the case; in  fact, [b i, . . . ,  bn ]oo 
is the only continued fraction expansion of y of this form.
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PstoQ/'y)
d5 (oo,-y) 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
5 . 2 3 4 6 8 11 14 19 24 32 40
6 2 3 4 6 8 11 14 19 24 32 40
7 1 2 3 5 7 10 13 18 23 31 39
8 0 1 2 4 6 9 12 17 22 30 38
9 - 1 2 4 6 9 12 17 22 30 38
10 - 0 1 3 5 8 11 16 21 29 37
11 - - 0 2 4 7 10 15 20 28 36
12 - - - 0 2 ' 5 8 13 18 26 34
13 - - - 0 2 5 8 13 18 26 34
14 - - - -  . 0 3 6 11 16 24 32
15 1 4 9 14 22 30
16 -3 0 5 10 18 26
17 - 0 5 10 18 26
18 - 1 6 H 22
19 -3 2 10 18




Table 2: The difference N d — N  ^ for different values of D5 (o o ,y ) and 
d5 (oo,-y)
2.4 C H A R A C T E R I S I N G  GEODESIC R O S E N  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C ­
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Our next pair of theorems give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for [ b i , . . ./b rjq  to be a geodesic Rosen continued fraction. We give 
separate results for w hen  q is odd and w hen  q is even. To formulate 
our result concisely, w e use the notation 1 ^  to mean the sequence 
consisting of d consecutive Is. Also, given a sequence x i , . . . ,x n, w e  
write ± ( x i , . . . ,x n ) to mean one of the two sequences x i , . . . ,x n or
- X ! , . . . , - X n .
Theorem  2.24. Suppose that q =  2r, where r >  2. The continued fraction 
[ b i , . . . ,  brJ q is a geodesic Rosen continued fraction if  and only if  the se-
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quence b z , . . . ,  bn has no terms equal to 0 and contains no subsequence of 
consecutive terms either of the form  ±1 ^  or of the form
±(1 [r~ 1]/ 2 , 1 [r_2], 2 , 1 [r“ 2], . . . ,  1 [r_2],2 / 1 [r- 1]).
Theorem  2.25. Suppose that q .= 2t + 1, where r ^  2. The continued 
fraction [ b i , . .  . ,bn]q is a geodesic Rosen continued fraction if and only if 
the sequence b z , . .  . , b n has no terms equal to 0 and contains no subsequence 
of consecutive terms either of the form ± 1 [r] or of the form
d=(l [dl],2 ,1 [d2],2 , . . . ,  1
where k is odd, at least 3, and d i , . . . ,  is a sequence of the form
r — 1, t — 1 ,r  — 2 , r  — T,r — 2, . . . , r  — l , r  — 1.
'--------------------- V--------------------- '
alternating r — 1 and r — 2
The number of 2s in  the sequences above may be any positive inte­
ger-
The version of Theorem 2.25 is a little different w hen  q =  3, and  
has already been established in [3, Theorem 1.2], so w e om it it here.
In geometric terms, Theorems 2.24 and 2.25 say that the path cor­
responding to a Rosen continued fraction is a geodesic path unless it 
either doubles back on itself or takes "the long w ay round" the out­
side of a chain of q-gon. These possibilities are illustrated w hen  q — 4 
in Figure 2.24 and w hen q =  5 in  Figure 2.25.
\ / /
— >— — >— — »— — »—
Figure 2.24: A path in T4 that is not a geodesic path must contain a subpath 
of type similar to one of these.
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Figure 2.25: A path in T5 that is not a geodesic path must contain a subpath 
of type similar to one of these.
2 .4 .1  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2 . 2 4  a n d  T h e o r e m  2 . 2 5 :  p a r t  i
In this section w e prove one of the implications from each of Theo­
rems 2 . 2 4  and 2 .2 5  (the implications that say that if b 2 , . . . ,  bn con­
tains a subsequence of a certain type, then [ b i , . . . , b n]q is not a 
geodesic Rosen continued fraction), leaving the other implications for 
Section 2 .4 .2 .
This part of the two proofs relies on particular relations from the 
Hecke group Tq. Recall that cr(z) =  —1 /z ,  t ( z ) =  z + A q, and k ( z ) =  — z. 
For each integer b, let
Tb(z) =  bAq — - .
z
That is, Tb =  Tb cr. Observe that KTbK =  T_b- This has the following  
useful consequence.
L e m m a  2 .2 6 .  The continued fraction [bi , . . . ,  bn ]q is a geodesic Rosen con­
tinued fraction if  and only if  [—b i , . . . ,  —brJ q is a geodesic Rosen continued 
fraction.
Proof Let y  =  (00, v i , . . . ,  vn ) be the path of convergents of the Rosen  
continued fraction [ b i , . . . , b n ]q and let 6 — ( o o , w i , . . . , w n ) be the
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path of convergents of the Rosen continued fraction [—b i , . . . ,  —bn] q.
Then
Wi = T _ bl •••T_bi (oo)
=  (KTb lK)---(KTbnK)(00)
=  KTbl •■■Tbn(oo)
=  K(Vi).
Therefore 6 is the im age of y  under the autom orphism  k  of 5Fq. It 
follow s that y  is a geodesic path if and only if 6 is a geodesic path. □
The next two lem m as contain useful identities. Recall that I is the 
identity elem ent of Tq.
Lemma 2.27. Let q — 2r. Then T \T =  err-1 oT _it - 2 t -1  .
Proof. Since cr2 =  I, it is straightforward to check that the identity is 
equivalent to the relation (tct)2t =  I. □
Lemma 2.28. Let q =  2r. Then for each integer k =  0, 1, 2, . .  .\,
T r - ^ W - ^ V " 1 =  u T -1c j(T _ r -2 T_2)k+1T_1r- 2T -1.
Proof U sing the relation (t<t)2t =  I, w e can check that 
T2T! r~z =  ( t o t -1 u) (T _ir-2  T_2) ( t u t -1 u)- 1 .
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Therefore
T1T- 1(T2T1T- 2)kT2T r - 1
=  TIT2-1 (T2T r - 2 )k+2Ti
=  T_ 1 (T2T1T_2)k+2T0-
=  t —1 ( t u t -1 u )(T _ir~ 2 T_2)k+2(Tcrr-1 (t)_1to- 
=  (o r-1 cr) (T_i r~ z T_2)k+1 T_i T_2T_2crT 
=  uT“ 1o -(T _ r -2 T_2)k+1T - r _2T -1.
□
The next lemma describes what happens to the path of convergents 
w hen the continued fraction has a zero coefficient.
L e m m a  2 .2 9 .  Let [ b i , . . . , b n]q be a Rosen continued fraction with path 
of convergents ( o o , v i , . . V vn ). Then, for each integer i  with  2 ^  i  ^  n , 
b | =  0 if  and only i f v \ - 2  — v i-
Proof Let Tbj(z) =  bjAq — 1/z ,  so that vj =  T • ■ • T b j (oo). Then 
vt_2 =  Vi if and only if (00) = T b t (oo); that is, if and only if 
biAq =  0. The result follows. □
We can now  prove the first part of Theorem 2.24.
Proof of Theorem 2.24: part I. Suppose that the sequence b 2 , . .  . , b n ei­
ther (i) contains a 0 term; (ii) contains a subsequence of consecutive 
terms of the form ±1 or (iii) contains a subsequence of consecutive 
terms of the form
±(1 [r- ' 1, 2 , 1 [t- 21,2 , 1 [r“ 21, . . 1  [t- 2'/ 2, 1 [r- ' !).
We m ust prove that [ b i , . . . , b n]q is not a geodesic Rosen continued  
fraction. Lemma 2.26 tells us that w e can switch [b i , . .  . , b n]q for
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[—'b i , . . bn]q if necessary so that in cases (ii) and (iii) w e have 
the +  form of the subsequence (Is and 2s rather than —Is and —2s).
In case (i), w e know from Lemma 2.29 that the path of convergents 
contains two equal terms, so it is not a geodesic path.
In case (ii), there is an integer i  ^  1 such that b{+ i =•..•• =  bt+r =  1. 
Consider the alternative continued fraction
[bi, .  . . ,  bx— 1, bi 1 , - 1 ,  1^.. . ,  1j  b i+r+ i 1, bi-|_r_(-2/ • • • / brv]q.
r — 2 copies of — 1
W hen i  — n  — r, this expression becom es
[bi, .  - - , b i—i , b i  1, 1, 1 , . . . ,  1]q.
N"* 1 ■ ‘V’^ ^
r — 2 copies of —1
The alternative continued fraction is shorter than [b i , . . . . , b n]q, and  
using Lemma 2.27 w e can check that the two continued fractions have 
the same value:
Tbl •••Tbn(oo)
=  Tbl • • • TbiT| rTbi+r+1 • • • Tbn (00)
=  Tbl ••■Tbic7T-1cTT_1r- 2T -1Tbi+r+1 •••Tbn(oo)
=  Tbl • ■ •Tb._1Tb._ iT _ ir -2 Tbi+r+1_ 1Tb.+r+2 • • -Tbn(oo).
Therefore [bi, . . . ,  bn ]q is not a geodesic Rosen continued fraction.
In case (iii), there are integers i  and j w ith  1 ^  i  <  j ^  n  such that
b t+ i bJ = 1 [r- 11/ 2/ 1[r- 2)/ 2 , l [r- 21, . . . , 1 [T- 21, 2 , 1 [r“ 11.
Letb?+1, . . . , b? _  2 be the shorter sequence given by
-b ?+, , . . . ,  —bj'_2 =  1 [r“ 2J, 2,1 lr~2], 2,1 lr~2], . . . ,1  [r~2\  2,1 [r“ 21.
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Consider the continued fraction
[b], . . . , bi_-| , bi  - 1 ,  bj+ i , . . . , bf _2, bj+1' - 1 ,  b j , . . . ,  bn ]q
(with the obvious interpretation w hen  j =  n). This is shorter than 
[bi, . . . ,  brjq, and using Lemma 2.28 you can check that the tw o con­
tinued fractions have the same value. So once again [ b i , . . . ,bn]q is 
not a geodesic Rosen continued fraction. □
The first part of the proof of Theorem 2.25 (which says that if 
b2, • • •, bn contains a subsequence of one of the given types then  
[ b i , . . . , b n]q is not a geodesic Rosen continued fraction) follow s on  
exactly the sam e lines as the proof given above. The only signifi­
cant difference is that instead of the identities in Lemma 2.27 and 
Lemma 2.28 w e need T ir =  or-1 oT _ir_1 t _1 and
TiT- ’ (T2T,r- 'T 2T, T- 2)kT2T1’- 1T2T1 r- '
=  <rr~' a(T_, r“ ' T_2T_i r“2T_2)k+' T_i T“ ' t“ ' ,
where q =  2r +  1. To prove the latter identity, it is helpful to first 
observe that
T2T1r- 1T2TiT- 2 =  ( to t -1 o-)T_ir~ 2T_2T _ iT-1T_2(Tcn:-1  cr)- 1 ; 
w e om it the details. . •
2.4.2 p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2.24 a n d  T h e o r e m  2.25: p a r t  i i
In this section w e prove the more difficult part of Theorem 2.24; the 
proof of the second part of Theorem 2.25 is similar so w e omit it. 
Our m ethod is thoroughly different to that of the previous section, 
and uses basic properties of q-chains. In fact, both parts of the two
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theorems could be proved using the techniques of this section, as 
m any of the arguments w e present can, w ith  care, be reversed.
Let us start by introducing som e new  term inology for paths, w hich  
involves a concept that w e m et earlier. A  path (vo, ..  .,Vtl) in  J q is 
said to backtrack if vt =  vt+2 for som e integer i  w ith  0 ^  i  ^  n  — 2. 
That is, a path backtracks if it has a subpath that proceeds from one 
vertex to a neighbouring vertex and then im m ediately back again.
We define P i , . . . , P m to be the q-chain from a vertex x  to a non- 
adjacent vertex y  in Tq. Let at, b i, m , and be the vertices and 
paths associated to this q-chain that were introduced at the start of 
Section 2.3; this is illustrated in Figure 2.13. Given two paths y  =  
(vo, • • •, vr) and 6 =  (wo, . . . , w s) in  such that vr =  wo, w e define 
y& to be the path ( v q , . . . , v r, w i , . . . , w s ). With this notation w e can 
distinguish two particular paths from x to y in  the q-chain, nam ely  
oc =  |Ti |X2 • • • Pm and (3 =  v-j V2 • • v m. We refer to paths in Tq of this 
type as outer paths. More specifically, paths of the sam e type as oc are 
called clockwise outer paths and paths of the sam e type as (3 are called  
'anticlockwise outer paths.
The notation for the q-chain from x to y that was introduced in the 
previous paragraph w ill be retained for the rest of this section.
Lemma 2.30. Let x  and y be two non-adjacent vertices o f $ q. Suppose that 
X is a path from  x  to y that lies in the q-chain from x to y and does not 
backtrack, and suppose that x  is not an outer path. Then x  intersects every 
path from x to y in a vertex other than x  or y.
Proof. As x  is not an outer path, it m ust traverse one of the edges  
{at, bt) for som e integer i  w ith  1 ^  i  <  m  — 1. By Lemma 2.5, every  
path from x to y contains one of the vertices at or bt, so x  intersects 
every path from x to y at one of these vertices. □
The outer paths oc and |3 may be equal in length, or one m ay be 
longer than the other. If one is longer than the other, then the longer
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one is called a circuitous path. We define a minimal circuitous path to be 
a circuitous path w hose non-trivial subpaths are all geodesic paths. 
Notice that a circuitous path (vo, • . . ,  vn ) is a minimal circuitous path  
if and only if both (vi , . . . ,  vn ) and (vo, • • • , vn - i ) are geodesic paths.
Theorem  2.31. A  path in Tq from x t o y  is a geodesic path if and only if it 
does not backtrack and it does not contain a minimal circuitous subpath.
Proof. If a path backtracks or contains a circuitous subpath, then, by 
definition, it is not a geodesic path. To prove the converse, suppose  
that y  =  (vo, . . . ,  v-n.) is a path in Uq from x to y  that is not a geodesic 
path. Suppose also that the path does not backtrack. We m ust prove 
that y  contains a minimal circuitous subpath. To do this, w e can, by 
restricting to a subpath of y  if necessary, assum e that every non-trivial 
subpath of y  is a geodesic path.
Let us first consider the cases in w hich x and y are either equal or 
adjacent. Elementary arguments show  that, given the conditions just 
stated, the only possibility is that y  =  (x,vi ,V2,y) ,  where x, v i ,  V2, 
and y are distinct vertices, and x  and y  are adjacent. This can only  
happen if q =  4 and y  com pletes three sides of a face of SFq, in w hich  
case y  is a minimal circuitous path.
Suppose now  that x  and y are neither equal nor adjacent. We w ill 
show  that y  is contained w ithin the q-chain from x to y . Theorem 2.6 
show s that any path from x  to y  m ust pass through one of the y - 
parents of x. Let i  be the sm allest positive integer such that is one 
of the y-parents of x. Since ( x , v i , . . . ,v^) is a geodesic path, it must 
be that i  =  1, because otherwise (x,vi)  is a shorter path from x to 
vi.. Lemma 2.15 tells us that vi belongs to the q-chain from x to y . 
Repeating this argument w e see that all vertices v o , . . . ,  vn belong to 
the q-chain from x to y .
N ow  let 6 be a geodesic path from x to y , which, by Theorem 2.16, 
also lies in the q-chain from x to y . The paths y  and 6 can only in-
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tersect at the vertices x  and y ,  because if they intersect at som e other 
vertex z, then one of the subpaths of y  from x to z  or from z  to y  is 
not a geodesic path. It follow s from Lemma 2.30 that y  and 6 are both  
outer paths, and since y  is not a geodesic path it m ust be a circuitous 
path. In fact y  is a minimal circuitous path, as each of its non-trivial 
subpaths is a geodesic path. □
Recall the notation for the outer paths oc and (3 defined before 
Lemma 2.30.
Lemma 2.32. If oc is a minimal circuitous path, then |3 is the only geodesic 
path from x toy .
Proof Let 6 be a geodesic path from x to y .  By Theorem 2.16, this path  
is contained in the q-chain from x to y . Suppose that it contains one of 
the vertices a\, where 1 ^  i  ^  m — 1. Since pi • • • m  is a geodesic path  
from x  to at (as it is a non-trivial subpath of oc) and p i+ i • • • pm is a 
geodesic path from at to y ,  it follow s that a  is a geodesic path, w hich  
is a contradiction. Therefore 6 does not contain any of the vertices at, 
so it m ust equal (3. □
We can characterise the minimal circuitous paths precisely, and w e • 
do so in Lemma 2.33 and Theorem 2.34, below.
Lemma 2.33. Let q be equal to either 2r or 2r +  1, where r  ^  2. If oc is 
a minimal circuitous path on a q-chain of length 1 (that is, m  =  V , then 
I m l  = t + i .
Proof Since a  is a circuitous path, and m  =  1, w e have |m I >  lYi I- 
Since |m | +  |vi | ^  2r, w e see that |m I ^  r +  1. If |m I >  T +  b  then  
oc contains a non-geodesic subpath (just remove the final vertex from  
m ). Therefore |m | =  r +  1. □
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Theorem  2.34. Suppose that q ^  4. Let a  be a clockwise outer path on a 
q-chain of length at least 2 (that is, vn ^  2). If oc is a minimal circuitous 
path, then
Im-i
r , r - 1 , r - 1 , . . . , r - 1 , r ,  if q =  2r,
'--------------v--------------"
m^2 (2.1)
r ,r , r  — 1,r ,r  — 1 , . . . , r  — 1,r,r ,  if q =  2r +  1.
' ----------------------------- v----------------------------- 'vx>3
The sequences |pi | , . . . ,  |pm| described, above are
r ,r ,  r , r - 1 , r ,  r , r - 1 , r - l , r ,
and so on, w hen  q =  2r, and
r ,r ,r  r ,r , r  — 1,r,r r ,r ,r  — 1,r,r — 1,r,r,
and so on, w hen  q =  2r +  1. There is a converse to Theorem 2.34, 
which says that if a  is an outer path and |p-| | , . . . ,  ||xm| is one of these 
sequences, then a  is a minimal circuitous path. We do not prove this 
converse result as w e do not need it.
The follow ing tw o lemm as are needed to prove Theorem 2.34.
Lemma 2.35. Let q be equal to either 2r or 2r +  1, where r  ^  2. If oc is a 
minimal circuitous path on a q-chain of length at least 2 (that is, m  ^  2), 
then r — 1 <  Iml <  rfo r  i  =  1, . . . ,  m. Furthermore, |pi | =  |pm | - r.
Proof Suppose that Ip-jJ ^  r  + 1. Then m  is not a geodesic path, w hich  
is im possible, as it is a subpath of oc. Therefore ImJ ^  r.
Suppose next that ImJ ^  r — 2, where 1 <  i  <  m. Let 6 be the path  
from x to y  given by
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Since Iml +  |vi| +  2 ^  2r, w e see that
IPI- I6I  =  K I - l m l - 2  ^  2( r  — 2 — Iml) ^  0.
Therefore |6| ^  |(3|, so 6 is a geodesic path from x to y ,  which contra­
dicts Lemma 2.32. Therefore |pt| ^  r — 1 w hen  1 <  i  <  m.
Finally, w e prove that |pi | =  r; the proof that |pm| =  r is similar and 
is omitted. Suppose that |pi | <  r — 1. Let 6 be the path from x  to y  
given by 5 =  pi ( a i , b 1) V2 • • ■ Since I pi I +  |vi | +1  ^  2r, w e see that 
|(31 — |S| =  |vi | — |pi | — 1 ^  2 (r — 1 — |pt|) ^  0 . Therefore 6 is a geodesic  
path, w hich  contradicts Lemma 2.32. Therefore |pi|  ^  r. Since w e  
have already proved that |pi | <  r, w e conclude that |pi | =  r. □
Lemma 2.36. Let q =  2r + 1, where r ^  2 . If oc is a minimal circuitous path 
on a q-chain of length at least 3 (that is, m  ^  3), then IP2I =  |pm-2 l =  r- 
Also, for no integer i  with 1 <  i  <  m — 1 are |pi| and |p i+i | both equal to 
r — 1.
Proof Let us first prove that IP2I =  r. The proof that |pm_2l =  r is 
similar and omitted. We know from Lemma 2.35 that | P2I is either 
r — 1 or r. If IP2I =  r — 1, then the path
6 =  p i P2(a2, b 2) v 2 - - - v m
is a geodesic path from x to y ,  w hich contradicts Lemma 2.32. There­
fore | P21 =  r.
For the second assertion of the lemma, suppose that |pt| =  |pt+i | =  
r — 1 for som e in teger!, where 1 <  i  <  m. In this case, the path
6 =  v i • • • v i_ i ( b i_ i , a i_ i ) p i pi + i ( a i + i , n i + i ) v i + 2 - - - v m 
is a geodesic path from x to y ,  w hich contradicts Lemma 2.32. □
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Proof of Theorem 2.34.. Suppose first that a  is an outer path and |pi | , . . . ,  ||xm| 
takes one of the values given in Equation (2.1); w e do not yet as­
sum e that oc is a minimal circuitous path. Let us prove that oc is 
not a geodesic path. To do this, w e w ill show  that ||3| <  |oc|. This 
is true w hen q =  2r, because |oc| =  m ( r — 1) + 2  and |oc| -f |[3| =
2m (r — 1) +  2, so  ||3| =  m (r — 1). It is also true w hen  q. =  2r +  1, 
because |oc| =  (2r — 1 )m /2  +  3/2  and |oc| 4 - 1|3| =  (2r — 1 )m  +  2, so  
|PI =  (2r - 1)m /2  +  1/ 2 .
N ow  let us assum e that oc is a minimal circuitous path. By Lemma 2.35, 
lm| is either r — 1 or r for i  — 1 , . . . , m.
Suppose that q =  2r. Lemma 2.35 tells us that |[x-|| = ' |pm| =  r. 
Suppose that Iptl =  r for som e integer i  w ith  1 <  i  <  m; in fact, let i  
be the sm allest such integer. Then |Xi • • • m. is not a geodesic path, as 
w e demonstrated at the start of this proof, w hich  is a contradiction, 
as it is a subpath of pi • • • pm. Hence ImJ =  r — 1 for 1 <  i  <  m , as 
required.
Suppose now  that q =  2r + 1. Lemmas 2.35 and 2.36 tell us that 
I(J-11 =  11121 =  Im-tu—11 =  iM-ml =  t. The path pi • • • is not circuitous 
w hen  m  is 2 or 4 (because it is the sam e length as (3 in  each case). 
However, it is circuitous w hen m  =  3 .
Let us assum e then that m  >  5 . We know that I1X3I =  r — 1, because 
if |(x3 | =  r, then the subpath pi P2M-3 of oc is not a geodesic path. The 
second assertion of Lemma 2.36 tells us that Iml =  r. Next, if | q.51 — r, 
then, as w e saw at the start of this proof, pi • • • 1x5 is not a geodesic 
path, w hich  can only be so if m  =  5. Therefore |ps| =  r — 1 w hen  
m  >  5 . Arguing repeatedly in this fashion, w e see that |pi | , .. . . ,  |pm| =  
r ,r ,r  — l , r , r  — 1, . .  . , r  — l ,r ,r ,  where m  is odd and at least 3. □
The next lemm a allows us to move from paths to continued frac­
tions.
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Lemma 2.37. Let (vo/v  1 , . .  .,Vti), where vo =  00, he the -path of conver­
gents of a Rosen continued fraction [b 1 , . . . ,  bn ] q. Suppose that (v^,. . . ,  vi),  
where 0 <  k <  I ^  n  and k + 2  ^  I, is a clockwise outer path oc =  pi • • • pm 
such that |(j-i| >  1 for i  =  1, . .  . ,m .  Then
bk+2/• ■ ■ / bi  =  1 1 . . . , 2 ,1
Proof Recall the function 4> defined near the end of Section 2.1.3. 
Lemma 2.3 tells us that cf)(vi._i,Vi,Vi+ i ) =  bt+ i for i  =  k + l , . . . , l  — 1, 
so w e need only calculate these values of 4> one by one. If is not one 
of the vertices aj, then v-i_i, vt, and v-l+i lie in that order clockwise 
round a face of Tq. Therefore cji (v i_  i , Vi, Vi+ i ) =  1. If is one of the 
vertices a.j, then because ||x-l| and |m+i |  are both at least i ,  v t_ i ,  v \,  
and Vi+ i lie in that order clockwise around a (2q — 2)-gon comprised  
of two adjacent faces of Tq that m eet along an edge that has Vi as 
a vertex. If w e map vt to 00 by an elem ent of Fq/ then w e see that 
(f)(vi_i, Vi, Vi+ i ) =  2 . Therefore bic+2,. . . ,  bi is of the given form. □
Finally, w e are able to prove the second part of Theorem 2.24.
Proof of Theorem 2.24: part II. Suppose that [bi, . . .  , b n ]q is not a geodesic 
Rosen continued fraction. We m ust prove that the sequence b 2 , ..  . , b n 
either (i) contains a 0 term; (ii) contains a subsequence of consecutive 
terms of the form ± 1 ^ ;  or (iii) contains a subsequence of consecutive 
terms of the form
±(1 Ir- ,1/ 2,1 It“ 21,2 , 1 lr~2], . . . ,  1 ir- zl, 2 ,1[r- ' 1).
Since the path of convergents of y  =  (oo, v i , . .  Vvn ) is not a geodesic 
path, Theorem 2.31 tells us that it either backtracks or contains a m in­
imal circuitous path. If it backtracks, then, by Lemma 2.29, one of 
the coefficients b 2 , . . . ,  bn is 0, which is case (i). O therwise, y  con-
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tains a minimal circuitous subpath. Suppose for the m om ent that 
this minimal circuitous subpath is a clockwise outer path, nam ely
oc =  p-| • • • pm. Lemma 2.33 and Theorem 2.34 tell us that either m  — 1
and |pi | =  r +  1 or m  >  1 and
I M-i L • • • / 1 ILn I — r, t 1, r 1 , . . . ,  r 1, r.
It follow s from Lemma 2.37 that there are integers 0 ^  k <  I <  n  with  
k +  2 <  I such that the sequence b^+z , . .  •, b \  is 1 w hen  m  =  1, or.
1 [r—1] -7 -I [r—2] 7 1 [r—2] i [r-2] -7 -i[r-1]
1 /  Af 1 /  Af 1 / • • • / *  /  * - /  1 /
w hen m  >  1. These are cases (ii) and (iii).
Earlier w e assum ed that y  contained a minimal circuitous subpath  
that was a clockwise outer path; suppose now  that it is an anticlockwise 
outer path (3. Recall that the map k(z) =  —z is an anticonformal trans­
formation of the upper half-plane that induces an automorphism of 
Tq. A s w e saw in Lemma 2.26, the path of convergents of the con­
tinued fraction [—b i , . . bn]q is k(y). The path k(|3) is a minimal 
circuitous subpath of k(y), but it is a clockwise outer path rather than 
an anticlockwise outer path, as k reverses the orientation of cycles in 
jFq. Since, by Lemma 2.26, [—b i , . . bn]q is not a geodesic Rosen 
continued fraction, the argument from the previous paragraph shows 
that —b z, • • •, —bn contains a subsequence of consecutive terms of the 
form 1 ^  or 1 T^_1 \  2,1 r^~ 2\ . . . ,  1 r^~2\ 2, 1 r^_1 \  Therefore w e see once 
again that one of statements (ii) or (iii) holds. □
The proof of the second part of Theorem 2.25 mirrors the proof 
given above almost exactly, but w ith  the sequence of Is and 2s and 
the sequence of rs and (r — 1 )s suitably modified.
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So far in this chapter, for simplicity, w e have focused on finite contin­
ued fractions; however, m ost of our theorems and techniques gener­
alise in  a straightforward fashion to infinite continued fractions. Here 
w e briefly discuss the theory of infinite Rosen continued fractions. We 
give a remarkably m ild sufficient condition for an infinite Rosen con­
tinued fraction to converge, introduce the notion of geodesic infinite 
Rosen continued fractions, and prove the follow ing theorem, w hich  
is an analogue for infinite Rosen continued fractions of Theorem 2.13.
Theorem  2.38. For each q >  3, the nearest-integer algorithm applied to 
a real number y  that is not a vertex of Tq gives rise to a geodesic Rosen 
continued fraction expansion ofy .
Recall that an infinite path in  Tq is a sequence of vertices vo,v- | , . . .
such that Vi_i ~ for i  =  1, 2,  The convergents of an infinite
Rosen continued fraction form an infinite path ( o o , v i , V 2 , . . .) in Tq, 
and conversely each infinite path of this type is comprised of the 
convergents of a unique infinite Rosen continued fraction. The proof 
of this fact is m uch the sam e as the proof of Theorem 2.2 for finite 
Rosen continued fractions.
2.5.1 CONVERGENCE OF INFINITE ROSEN CONTINUED FRACTIONS
We w ish  to prove the follow ing sufficient condition for the conver­
gence of an infinite Rosen continued fraction.
Theorem  2.39. If the sequence of convergents of an infinite Rosen contin­
ued fraction does not contain infinitely many terms that are equal, then the 
continued fraction converges.
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N ote that there is an obvious converse to T heorem  2.39: if an in­
finite Rosen continued fraction converges to som e value x, then it 
can only have infinitely m any convergents equal to som e vertex y  if 
x =  y .  For exam ple, 0, 1, 0, 1/ 2, 0, 1/ 3, . . .  is the sequence of conver­
gents of the integer continued fraction [0,—1 ,0 ,—2 , 0 , —3, . . .]3, and 
this sequence converges to the vertex 0 of T3.
To prove T heorem  2.39, w e use the follow ing lemma.
Lemma 2.40. Suppose that x  and y  are distinct elements o/IR that are not 
adjacent vertices of Tq. Then there are two vertices u  and v of some face of 
Tq such that x  and y  lie in distinct components of]R \  {u, v}.
Proof If x  and y  are both vertices of Tq, then this assertion follows 
from L em m a 2.4. If one of x and y  is a vertex of T q (say x) and the 
other is not, then after applying an elem ent of Tq w e may assume 
that x  =  00, in which case w e can choose u  and v to be the integer 
m ultiples of Aq that lie either side of y  on the real line. Suppose finally 
that neither x  nor y  are vertices of Tq. The hyperbolic line from x to y  
m ust intersect an edge of Tq (else this hyperbolic line disconnects Tq) 
and the endpoints of this edge are the required vertices u  and v. □
Proof of Theorem 2.39. We prove the contrapositive of T heorem  2.39. 
Suppose that the sequence of convergents v i ,V 2 , . . .  of an infinite 
Rosen continued fraction diverges. Then this sequence has two dis­
tinct accumulation points, x  and y .  A ssum e for the m om ent that x  
and y  are not adjacent vertices of T q . Then Lem m a 2.40 tells us that 
there are two vertices u  and v of som e face of Tq such that x  and y  
lie in distinct com ponents of ]R \{u ,v}. Since x  and y  are both accu­
m ulation points of the sequence v-|,V2,. . . ,  the path of convergents 
(oo,vi,V2 , . . . )  contains infinitely m any subpaths that pass from one 
com ponent of ]R \{ u ,v }  into the other. It follows from L em m a 2.5 that 
the sequence v i , V2,. . .  either contains infinitely m any terms equal to 
u  or else it contains infinitely m any terms equal to v.
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Suppose now  that x  and y  are adjacent vertices of T q, w hich/after  
applying an elem ent of Vq, w e can assum e are 0 and oo. Since the 
sequence of convergents accumulates at 0 it contains infinitely m any  
terms inside one of the intervals [—Aq, 0] or [0, Aq], and it also contains 
infinitely m any terms that lie outside the union of these two intervals. 
It follow s from Lemma 2.5 that the sequence contains infinitely m any  
equal terms, all equal to one of — Aq, 0, or Aq. □
2.5.2 INFINITE GEODESIC ROSEN CONTINUED FRACTIONS
Let us now  discuss infinite geodesic Rosen continued fractions. A n  
infinite Rosen continued fraction [bi, b 2 , . •. ]q is a geodesic Rosen con­
tinued fraction if [b 1 , . . . ,  biJ q is a geodesic Rosen continued fraction
for all k =  1, 2,  A n infinite path ( v o , v i , . . . )  in Tq is said to be
a geodesic path if ( v o , v i , .. . , v n ) is a geodesic path for each positive 
integer n . It follow s that [bi,b2, • • - ]q is a geodesic Rosen continued  
fraction if and only if its path of convergents is a geodesic path. We 
can determine whether [ b i , b 2 , . . . ] q is a geodesic Rosen continued  
fraction using Theorem 2.24 and Theorem 2.25.
The next observation is an im m ediate corollary of Theorem 2.39.
Corollary 2.41. Every infinite geodesic Rosen continued fraction converges.
Earlier w e proved that, given vertices x  and y  of Tq, w e can con­
struct a geodesic path from x to y  by iterating the map ocy . In fact, w e  
can define ccy even w hen  y  is not a vertex of Tq. In this case, for any 
vertex x, the iterates x, oey (x), ccy (x) , . . .  form an infinite path in Tq. 
We can see that this is a geodesic path because, for any positive inte­
ger n , w e can choose a vertex yo  of Tq that is sufficiently close to y  
in  the spherical metric on IR that the two paths (x, ocy (x ) , . . . ,  ccy 11 (x)) 
and (x, O6y0(x) , . . . , £x^ 0(x)) are identical, and w e know  that the lat­
ter is a geodesic path. Corollary 2.41 now  tells us that the sequence
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x, cty (x), oiy (x) , . . .  converges in ]R, and a short argument that w e omit 
show s that the lim it m ust be y . This gives us the follow ing theorem.
Theorem  2.42. Given a vertex x  of Tq and a real number y  that is not a 
vertex of Tq/ the infinite path (x, <xy (x), ocy 2 ( x ) . . . , )  is a geodesic path in 
jFq which converges in IR to y .
Theorem  2.43. For each q ^  3, the nearest-integer algorithm applied to a 
vertex y  of gives rise to a geodesic Rosen continued fraction expansion
ofV-
We can now  prove T heorem  2.38.
Proof of Theorem 2.38. The path (00, oCooCy), a.oo2 (/y). . . , )  is the path of 
convergents of the Rosen continued fraction expansion of y  obtained 
by applying the nearest-integer algorithm. We have seen this already 
w hen y  is a vertex of Tq, and the sam e is true w hen y  is not a vertex. 
T heorem  2.42 says that this path is a geodesic path, so w e have proved 
T heorem  2.13 for infinite Rosen continued fractions. □
We finish here w ith  an exam ple to show  that a real number may 
have infinitely m any infinite geodesic Rosen continued fraction ex­
pansions. In our example q =  4, but there are similar exam ples for 
other values of q. The sim plest w ay to describe the exam ple is using  
the infinite q-chain suggested by Figure 2.26. The number y  is equal 
to [2,2, . .  J4 ,  and w e can see from the infinite q-chain that there are 
infinitely m any geodesic paths from 00 to y .
•  y
Figure 2.26: There are infinitely many geodesic paths from 00 to y.
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Closely related to Rosen continued fractions are even-integer contin­
ued fractions. Unlike w ith  Rosen continued fractions, however, there 
has been little research into the properties of even-integer continued  
fractions. A lthough the study of even-integer continued fractions be­
gan w ith  the work of Fritz Schweiger [49, 50] in  the 1980s, the first 
com prehensive discussion of even-integer continued fractions did not 
appear until 1996, w ith  the work of Cornelis Kraaikamp and Artur 
Lopes [29]. Similar results to those found in [29] are obtained in the 
recent paper [43], but there are many properties of even-integer con­
tinued fractions that remain unexplored.
In this chapter w e describe how  even-integer continued fractions 
can be represented by sim ple paths in a graph em bedded in H  that 
is a natural analogue of the Farey graph introduced in Section 1.2.2. 
This graph is a tree, and a consequence of this is that every even- 
integer continued fraction is geodesic. We turn our attention away  
from the notion of geodesic continued fractions, and instead expound  
the number-theoretic properties of even-integer continued fractions. 
We use our geometric perspective to develop a theory of even-integer 
continued fractions that is remarkably similar to the theory of regular 
continued fractions that can be found in, for exam ple, [19, 23], and  
give insight into the work of Kraaikamp and Lopes in [29].
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.1 w e define 
even-integer continued fractions and show  how  they can be view ed  
as sim ple paths in a tree em bedded in H . In Section 3.2 w e look  
at the representation of real numbers by even-integer continued frac-
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tions, and w e show  that an even-integer continued fraction expansion  
of a real number can be obtained using an analogue of the familiar 
nearest-integer algorithm. We prove analogues of classical theorems 
of Serret and Lagrange. We also discuss how  the even-integer con­
tinued fraction expansion of a real number can be obtained from  
its regular continued fraction expansion. In Section 3.3 w e look at 
Diophantine approximation, and show  that even-integer continued  
fractions have properties that are analogous to the properties of reg­
ular continued fractions. We determine the H urw itz constant for this 
approximation. Finally, in Section 3.4 w e show  that both Rosen con­
tinued fractions and even-integer continued fractions are a part of 
a w ider class of continued fractions, w hich w e call A-continued frac­
tions, and discuss how  the techniques used to study Rosen and even- 
integer continued fractions m ight be extended to study A-continued 
fractions.
3.1 EVEN-INTEGER CONTINUED FRACTIONS AND HYPERBOLIC 
GEOMETRY
A n even-integer continued fraction is a continued fraction of the form  
- 1
b i  -I---------------------------- ,
- 1
where each bt is an even integer, and bt 0 for i  >  1. U sing the no­
tation introduced in Section 1.1.1, w e denote an infinite even-integer 
continued fraction by [bi, b 2 , . . .  ], and a finite even-integer continued  
fraction by [bi, . . . , bn].
In this section w e w ill show  that even-integer continued fractions 
can be view ed as sim ple paths in a certain graph em bedded in H .
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This graph arises naturally from the action of the theta group on H ; 
w e begin by discussing the theta group and its relation to even-integer 
continued fractions.
3.1.1 THE THETA GROUP
Recall the Hecke groups T(A) defined in Section 2.1.1; they are the 
groups of M obius transformations generated by
T;\(z) = z +  A and cr(z) = — ,z
where either A =  Aq =  2cos(7i/q) or A ^  2 . In Chapter 2 w e studied  
the Hecke groups Fq =  r(Aq), w hich give rise to Rosen continued  
fractions. In this chapter w e discuss the Hecke group F(A) w hen  A =  
2, w hich w e denote by Too since Aq —>• 2 as q —>• 00 (and to avoid 
confusion w ith  the congruence subgroup F(2) of the modular group  
F). The group Too is called the theta group, and is important in the 
study of modular forms.
The group Too is a Fuchsian group of the first kind; indeed, it is a 
subgroup of the modular group V of index three. It consists of those 
Mobius transformations
f(z) =
az +  b 
cz-t- d'






VI  0 J
(m od 2).
(see, for example, [28, Corollary 4]). The generators T2, w hich w e w ill 
denote by t from now  on, and a, satisfy the relation a 2 =  I where I
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is the identity transformation, and all other relations in t  and cr are 
consequences of this. It follow s that Too is isom orphic as a group to 
the free product C2 * C ^.
Consider a finite even-integer continued fraction [bi, . . . ,  bn ]. As in  
Section 1.2, w e define a sequence of M obius transformations
z
for i  =  1 , 2 , . . . , n ,  that is, ft =  Tbi/ 2cr using the generators r  and cr of 
Foq. Then the convergents of [bi, . . . ,  bn] are given by
Vk =  fi •••fk(oo),
for k =  1 , . . . ,  n , and an even-integer continued fraction can be view ed  
as a sequence Fk =  f  1 • • • fk ° f  M obius transformations belonging to 
the theta group. Similarly, an infinite even-integer continued fraction 
can be view ed as an infinite sequence of M obius transformations be­
longing to the theta group. The action of the theta group on H  gives 
rise to a geometric representation of even-integer continued fractions.
3 . 1 . 2  T H E  F A RE Y G R A P H  ^
The action of the theta group Too on H  gives rise to a graph in  
w hich paths represent even-integer continued fractions. Before defin­
ing these graphs, w e first discuss som e geometric properties of the 
theta group. It is more convenient to work w ith  an alternative pair of 
generators of Too, nam ely t and p where
p(z)  =  T f f ( z )  =  2 — — .
z
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In  H ,  th e  h y p e r b o lic  q u a d r i l a te r a l  D  w i th  v e r te x  i  a n d  id e a l  v e r tic e s  
1, 2 +  i  a n d  oo is  a f u n d a m e n ta l  d o m a in  fo r  w i th  s id e -p a ir in g  
t r a n s f o r m a t io n s  t  a n d  p; se e  [12, 22]. T h e  q u a d r i l a te r a l  D  is  s h o w n
in  Figure 3.1 (a).
0>)(a) 1
Figure 3.1: (a) A fundamental domain for Ex) (b) A fundamental domain 
for 0oo
L e t ©oo d e n o te  th e  g r o u p  g e n e r a te d  b y  th e  in v o lu t io n s  p t crp-1  fo r  
i  G Z ,  w h ic h  is  a n  in f in ite  in d e x  n o r m a l  s u b g r o u p  o f Foo- A  f u n d a ­
m e n ta l  d o m a in  F fo r  0 oo is  g iv e n  b y  E =  U i e z  P X( T ) ) ,  as  s h o w n  in  
Figure 3.1 (b). To se e  th a t  E is  in d e e d  a  f u n d a m e n ta l  d o m a in  fo r  0 qo/ 
n o tic e  th a t  th e  m a p s  p1crp_1 a re  s id e -p a ir in g  t r a n s f o r m a t io n s  fo r  E; 
P o in c a re 's  T h e o re m  m a y  th e n  b e  a p p l ie d .  W e v ie w  th is  f u n d a m e n ­
ta l d o m a in  a s  a n  id e a l  h y p e rb o l ic  p o ly g o n  w i th  in f in ite ly  m a n y  s id e s , 
a n d  its  im a g e s  u n d e r  0 ^  te s s e l la te  H .  T h e  s k e le to n  o f  th is  te s s e l la t io n  
is  a  c o n n e c te d  p la n e  g r a p h ,  w h ic h  w e  ca ll a  Farey graph  a n d  d e n o te  b y  
Too. T h e  v e r tic e s  o f Too a re  th e  id e a l  v e r tic e s  o f th e  te s se l la t io n ; th e y  
f o rm  a  c o u n ta b le ,  d e n s e  s u b s e t  o f  th e  id e a l  b o u n d a r y  IR o f H .  T h e  
e d g e s  o f T ^  a re  th e  s id e s  o f th e  id e a l  in f in i te ly - s id e d  p o ly g o n s  in  th e  
te s s e l la t io n , a n d  th e  fac es  o f T ^  a re  th e  p o ly g o n s  th e m s e lv e s . P a r t  o f 
Too is  s h o w n  in  Figure 3.2.
T h e  g r a p h  Too is  th e  g r a p h  in tr o d u c e d  b y  S in g e r m a n  in  [56] a s  a 
te s s e l la t io n  o f  th e  h y p e rb o lic  p la n e  th a t  c a n  b e  u s e d  a s  a  u n iv e rs a l  
co v e r fo r  a n y  m a p  o n  a s u r fa c e , a l th o u g h  th e  d e f in i t io n  in  [56] is 
s l ig h tly  d if fe re n t.  T h e  g r a p h  T ^  is a lso  s im ila r  to  o n e  th a t  is  u s e d  in  
[43] to  s tu d y  a  c la ss  o f  c o n t in u e d  f ra c tio n s  th a t  a re  r e la te d  to , b u t  n o t
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Figure 3.2: The Farey graph T^
exactly the sam e as, even-integer continued fractions. The techniques 
used in [43] are quite different to those used in this thesis: they are 
more traditional, and do not make use of hyperbolic geometry.
To determine the vertices of Too more precisely w e use an alter­
native definition of Too to that given above. Let 6 be the hyperbolic 
geodesic in H  between 0 and 00. Under iterates of the map p, this 
hyperbolic line is m apped to each of the sides of the fundamental 
dom ain E of 0 oo that is show n in Figure 3.1. It follow s that Too is 
the orbit of 6 under and could have been defined in this way. 
The transformation cr(z) =  — 1/ z  maps 00 to 0, so the set of vertices 
of Too is the orbit of 00 under Too. We therefore call the vertices of 
Too 00-mtionals. They consist of the set of reduced rationals w hose  
numerator and denominator differ in parity, together w ith the point 
00, w hich w e identify w ith  1 / 0. The oo-rationals are the fixed points 
of one of the tw o conjugacy classes of parabolic elem ents in Too. The 
remaining rationals are called 1 -rationals, because they consist of the 
im ages of 1 under Too. They are the reduced rationals w hose numer­
ator and denominator are both odd, and are the fixed points of the 
other of the tw o conjugacy classes of parabolic elem ents of They 
are the accumulation points of the vertices surrounding the faces of 
Too, and are called face-centre points in [56].
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A s in Section 2.1.2, w e can also use this alternative description of 
the Farey graph Too to show  that elem ents of Too are autom orphism s 
of Too- The map k given by k ( z )  =  —z is an automorophism of Too, 
and hence the group foo generated by Too and the k, which w e call 
the extended theta group, is a group of automorphisms of Too. These 
automorphisms all preserve incidence between vertices, edges and 
faces of-Too- The group Hx, is not, however, the full group of automor­
phism s of Too. To see this, consider a map f  that acts as t  on the real 
interval (—1, 1), as t _1 on the real interval (1, 3) and the identity else­
where. Conjugating f  by elem ents of hx provides an infinite fam ily of 
automorphisms of Too that do not lie in Too-
There is a third equivalent definition of Too that is helpful to bear in  
mind. Recall from Section 1.2.2 that the Farey graph T is the orbit of 
6, the hyperbolic geodesic in H  between 0 and 00, under the modular 
group T. Since the theta group is a subgroup of the modular group, 
it follow s that the Farey graph Too is a subgraph of the Farey graph  
T. In fact, it is the subgraph of T obtained by rem oving those vertices 
that are 1-rationals. To see this, notice that in both T  and T ^ tw o 00- 
rationals a /b  and c /d  are joined by an edge if and only if |ad — bc| =  1.
A  part of Too as a subgraph of T  is show n in Figure 3.3.
20
Figure 3.3: The Farey graph Too (black lines) and the Farey graph T (both 
grey and black lines)
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We can immediately deduce that since the neighbours of oo in S  
are the integers, the neighbours of oo in jFqo are precisely the even in­
tegers. We can also deduce that since no two edges of S  may intersect 
one another, no two edges of S o o  may intersect either. In fact, no edge 
of Jqo may intersect any other edge of S. Furthermore, we can now 
prove the following important lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let u  be a vertex ofS:00 lying in the interval (—1,1), and let v 
be a vertex of 3^  lying outside this interval. Then any path in Too from, u  
to v  passes through the vertex 00.
Proof. No edge of S ^  may intersect the edge in S' between 1 and 
00, nor may it intersect the edge in S' between —1 and 00. Since the 
points 1 and —1 are not vertices of Sr0Q/ it follows that the only edge 
of S 'o o  that has one endpoint within (—1,1) and the other endpoint 
outside of (—1, 1) is the edge between 0 and 00. It follows that any 
path between a vertex in (—1,1) and a vertex outside of (—1,1) must 
pass along this edge, and hence pass through 00. □
The following lemma about the structure of S' allows us to prove 
that cFqo is a tree.
Lemma 3.2. A ny face of S  has precisely two vertices that are oo-rationals, 
and one vertex that is a 1 -rational.
Proof. We show first that no two adjacent vertices of S  are 1-rationals. 
It then follows that no face of S  may have more than one vertex that 
is a 1-rational. Suppose that u  = a /b  and v  =  c /d  are two 1-rationals.
' S
Then a, b, c and d are all odd. But then |ad — bc| 1, which contra­
dicts the fact that u  and w  are neighbours in S. It remains to show 
that no face of S  may have three oo-rational vertices. Let u, v and w
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be three vertices of a face of T. It is w ell know n (see, for example, [19, 
Theorem 29]) that by relabelling u , v and w  if necessary, w e can write
a c , a + c
u = - ,  v =  - ,  and w  =  — — .
b d b +  d
Therefore if both u  and v are oo-rational, then w  is not. □
Theorem  3.3. The graph Too is a tree.
Proof. We begin by proving that Too is connected. Let u  and v be two  
vertices of Too, and suppose that u  and v are not joined by a path in  
Too- Since u  and v are vertices of T, w e can consider the 3-chain from u  
to v, as defined in Section 2.3.1. Since u  and v are not joined by a path  
in Too, the subgraph of the 3-chain obtained by restricting to those 
vertices lying in Too is not connected. It follow s that there is som e  
face in the 3-chain from u  to v such that at least two of the vertices of 
this face are 1-rational. But this contradicts Lemma 3.2. Therefore, x  
and y  m ust be joined by a path in Too, and Too is connected.
It remains to show  that Too contains no closed sim ple path. Sup­
pose, on the contrary, that y  is a closed sim ple path in Too w ith  
vertices v o , v i , . . . , v n . We m ay assume, after applying an elem ent of 
Too, that vo =  00 and vi =  0. Since vn_ i  is a neighbour of vo, and 
v n_i  f  v i ,  vn _i  does not lie in  the real interval (—1, 1). Then, since 
vt f  vo for i  f  0, there is a path from vi to vn_ i in Too that does 
not pass through 00. But this contradicts Lemma 3.1. Therefore, Too 
contains no closed sim ple paths.
This com pletes the proof of the theorem. □
3 . I .3  P A T H S I N  T qo
We are now  in a position to state the theorem that explains the cor­
respondence betw een even-integer continued fractions and paths in
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jFoo. For now, w e w ill concentrate on finite even-integer continued  
fractions and finite paths.
Theorem  3.4. Let x be a vertex of other than 00. Then the vertices 
v i , . . . , v n of Too, with Vtl =  x, are the consecutive convergents of some 
even-integer continued fraction expansion o fx  if and only if ( 0 0 , v-\, . . . ,  vn ) 
is a simple path in Too from  00 to x.
Proof Suppose first that v i , . . . ,  vn are the consecutive convergents of 
the even-integer continued fraction expansion [b-j,. .  . , b n] of x. We 
can prove that (o o ,v - | , . . . ,v n ) is a path in Tx, from 00 to x  using  
the same proof as that of Theorem 2.2; w e omit the details here. If 
(00, v i , . . . ,  Vn.) is not sim ple, then there is som e i  =  2 , . . . ,  n  for which  
V{—2 =  v i. But then (00) •= fi(oo),  and bt =  0. This contradicts 
the definition of an even-integer continued fraction, and so the path  
(00, v i , . . . ,  vn ) m ust be simple.
Conversely, suppose that (00,v-| , . . . , v n) is a sim ple path from 00 
to x. We can prove that there is an even-integer continued fraction 
[bi, . . . ,  bn ] w ith  convergents v i , . . . , vn using the sam e proof as that 
of Theorem 2.2; again, w e omit the details here. □
As in Section 1.2 and Section 2.1, w e call (00, v i , . . . ,  vn ).the path of 
convergents of [b i , . . . ,  bn ]. This theorem is very similar to [43, Theo­
rem 3.1], although the proof in [43] does not use hyperbolic geometry.
There is a sim ple way to m ove between an even-integer continued  
fraction and its path of convergents, w hich is similar to the way of 
m oving betw een a Rosen continued fraction and its path of conver­
gents outlined in Section 2.1, and which is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
The integers b z , • ■ - ,b n of the expansion [bi, . . . , bn] of a vertex x  
encode a set of directions to navigate the corresponding path  
( o o , v i , l . . , v n ); informally, to navigate the path you should upon  
reaching vt_i take the 'b i/2 th  right turn' to get to Vi (which is a
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Figure 3.4: The route of the path tells us that x =  [2, —2, 4, 2]
left turn if b i is negative); see Figure 3.5. This idea can be formalised  
exactly as in Section 2.1.
U sing Theorem 3.4, w e can make the follow ing im m ediate observa­
tion.
Theorem  3.5. Every oo-rational has unique finite even-integer continued 
fraction expansion.
Proof Since by Theorem 3.3 the graph (Too is a tree, there is a unique  
path from 00 to any oo-rational number x. The result then follow s  
from Theorem 3.4. □
We now  turn our attention to infinite even-integer continued frac­
tions. A n infinite path in  (Too is a sequence of vertices v o , v i , . . .  such  
that vt_i  ~ vt for i  =  1, 2,  It follow s from Theorem 3.4 that the
Figure 3.5: An example in which bi =  —14
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c o n v e r g e n t s  o f  a n  i n f in i t e  e v e n - in t e g e r  c o n t i n u e d  f r a c t io n  f o r m  a n  i n ­
f in i t e  s i m p l e  p a t h  ( o o ,v - | ,V 2 , . . . )  in  3roa/ a n d  c o n v e r s e l y  e a c h  in f in i t e  
p a t h  o f  t h i s  t y p e  i s  c o m p r is e d  o f  t h e  c o n v e r g e n t s  o f  a n  i n f in i t e  e v e n -  
i n t e g e r  c o n t i n u e d  f r a c t io n .
We end this section w ith a brief discussion of geodesic even-integer 
continued fractions. A s in Chapter 2, w e say that an even-integer con­
tinued fraction x =  [bi, . . . ,  bn ] is geodesic if every other even-integer 
continued fraction expansion of x  has at least n  terms. Similarly, 
w e say that an infinite even-integer continued fraction [b_i,b2,. . . ]  
is geodesic if [ b i , . . . , b i J  is a geodesic even-integer continued frac­
tion for all k =  1, 2, —  It follow s from Theorem 3.5 that every even- 
integer continued fraction is geod esic .. V
3.2 T H E  T H E O R Y  O F  E V E N - I N T E G E R  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S
In this section w e develop an elementary theory of even-integer con­
tinued fractions, proving fundamental results about the existence and 
uniqueness of even-integer continued fractions, and providing coun­
terparts to som e classical theorems from the theory of regular con­
tinued fractions. M any of the results in this section are unoriginal. 
The results in  Section 3.2.2 in particular are similar to ones in [29] 
and [43]. Our m ethod of proof using the geometric properties of the 
Farey graph (Too, however, is original, and it is sim ple and elegant. 
Additionally, the proof of Theorem 3.13 is the first not to assume its 
counterpart for regular continued fractions, and the content of Sec­
tion 3.2.6 is new.
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3-2.1 IN F I N IT E  E V E N -IN T E G E R  C O N T IN U E D  F R A C T IO N S
In this section w e prove that every infinite even-integer continued  
fraction converges to either an irrational or a 1-rational number. There 
are several ways w e could do this; w e could, for example, invoke 
a more general theorem on the convergence of continued fractions, 
or w e could use algebraic relationships between the convergents to 
estimate the distance between consecutive convergents. Our approach  
is to use the Farey graph (Too to establish the follow ing theorem.
Theorem  3.6. Every infinite even-integer continued fraction converges to 
an irrational or a 1 -rational.
Proof. Let [b-| ,b2,. . . ]  be an infinite even-integer continued fraction, 
and let y  be its corresponding path of convergents. First w e w ill show  
that y  cannot accumulate at an oo-rational. Suppose, on the contrary, 
that y  does accumulate at a vertex x  of (Too. By applying an elem ent 
of Too to y  if necessary w e can assum e that x  7^  00. Furthermore, by  
removing a finite number of terms from y  w e can assum e that it does 
not pass through x, since y  is sim ple. Let v be the initial vertex of y .
Choose neighbours u  and w  of x  such that u  <  x  <  w  and v lies 
outside the interval (u ,w ), as show n in Figure 3.6. Edges of (Too do  
not intersect in  H , so w e see that because y  accumulates at x, it m ust 
pass through one of u , x  and v. However, because (Too is a tree, w ith  
only one exception, any path from v to a neighbour of x  m ust pass 
through x. So providing w e choose u  and w  such that neither of them  
are the exceptional neighbour, w e see that y  passes through x. This 
contradicts the assumption, that y  accumulates at x, and so w e see  
that y  cannot accumulate at an oo-rational.
It remains to show  that y  accumulates at only one number. Sup­
pose, in order to reach a contradiction, that y  accumulates at tw o  
numbers x and y ,  each of w hich is either irrational or a 1-rational,
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Figure 3.6: Two neighbours u  and w of the vertex x, and another vertex v
and x <  y .  Since Too is a connected graph, there m ust be neighbour­
ing vertices u  and v of Too w ith  u  inside [x,y)  and v outside. Then, 
since edges of Too do not intersect in H , w e see that because y  accu­
m ulates at both x  and y ,  it m ust pass through at least one of u  or v 
infinitely m any times, which is im possible as y  is a sim ple path. Thus, 
contrary to our assumption, y  cannot accumulate at tw o numbers, 
and so it converges. The proof of Theorem 3.6 is now  complete. □
3.2.2 R E P R E S E N T IN G  R EA L N U M B E R S  BY E V E N -IN T E G E R  C O N T IN ­
U E D  F R A C T IO N S
It follow s from Theorem 3.5 that every oo-rational number has a 
unique even-integer continued fraction expansion. We show  now  that 
every 1-rational number has precisely two even-integer continued  
fraction expansions, and that every irrational number has a unique 
even-integer continued fraction expansion. We begin this discussion  
by looking at even-integer continued fraction expansions of the num ­
ber 1.
Lemma 3.7. The number 1 has precisely two even-integer continued frac­
tion expansions.
Proof. We begin by giving two even-integer continued fraction expan­
sions of the number 1. We can write
1 =  12, 2, 2, 2, . . . }  =  [0, - 2, - 2, - 1, - 2, . . .].
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To c h e c k  th a t  th e  v a lu e  x  o f th e  f ir s t  c o n t in u e d  f ra c tio n  is  1 w e  o b s e rv e  
th a t  x  m u s t  s a tis fy
1




a n d  th e  o n ly  s o lu t io n  o f  th is  e q u a t io n  is  x  =  1. T h e  v a lu e  o f th e  se c ­
o n d  c o n t in u e d  f ra c tio n  c a n  b e  o b ta in e d  in  a  s im ila r  m a n n e r . T h e  p a th s  
o f  c o n v e rg e n ts ,  a  a n d  (3, t h a t  c o r r e s p o n d  to  th e  e v e n - in te g e r  c o n t in ­
u e d  f ra c tio n s  [0, —2, —2, —2, —2 , . . .  ] a n d  [ 2 ,2 , 2 ,2 , . . .  ] re sp e c tiv e ly , a re  
s h o w n  in  Figure 3.7.
- 1 0  1 2  3
Figure 3.7: Two paths that converge to 1
It rem ains to prove that the tw o expansions th a t w e have found  are 
the only even-integer con tinued  fraction expansions of 1. To see w h y  
this is so, observe th a t in  the Farey g rap h  T, every single one of the 
vertices in  these tw o p a ths is connected to 1 by an  edge (in fact, they  
are the full collection of neighbours of 1 in  T  -  see Figure 3.3). Two 
such  edges are show n in  Figure 3.8, on  either side of 1.
S u p p o s e  n o w  th a t  y  is a n  in f in ite  p a t h  in  Too f ro m  00 to  1. A s id e  
f ro m  th e  in it ia l  v e r te x  00, th is  p a t h  m u s t  lie  e n t i r e ly  to  th e  le f t  o r  
e n t i r e ly  to  th e  r ig h t  o f 1, b e c a u s e , a s  in  th e  p r o o f  o f Theorem  3.3, a n y  
p a th  in  Too th a t  p a s s e s  f ro m  o n e  s id e  to  th e  o th e r  o f 1 m u s t  p a s s  
th r o u g h  00. S u p p o s e  th a t  i t  lie s  to  th e  le f t -  th e  o th e r  c a se  c a n  b e  
h a n d le d  in  a  s im ila r  w a y  T h e n  b e c a u s e  e d g e s  in  th e  F a re y  g r a p h  d o
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Figure 3.8: Two neighbours of 1
not intersect, y  m ust pass through all of the vertices of oc. There is 
only one such path that does this, nam ely oc itself, and so y  =  oc. □
Corollary 3.8. Every 1 -rational has precisely two even-integer continued 
fraction expansions.
Proof. Let x  be a 1-rational. Then there is f  in Too such that x  =  f ( l) .  
It follows that f(a)  and f(|3) are infinite paths from f(oo) to x. By 
connecting 00 to f(oo), and rem oving the finitely m any repeated ver­
tices if necessary, w e obtain two paths oc' and (37 from 00 to x, and 
therefore two even-integer continued fraction expansions of x.
To see that these are the only two even-integer continued fraction 
expansions of x, assum e that there is a third path y  from 00 to s. 
We obtain a path y '  from f(oo) to x  by connecting y  to f(oo) and 
removing, if necessary, the finitely m any repeated vertices. N ow  y '  
cannot be identical to either of f  (ex.) or f  (|3), else y  m ust have infinitely 
m any vertices in  com m on w ith  either oc' or |V. But then f -1 (y ') is a 
third path from 00 to 1, contradicting Lemma 3.7. Therefore there can 
be only two even-integer continued fraction expansions of x. □
We have show n that every 1-rational has precisely two even-integer 
continued fraction expansions. We w ill see in Section 3.2.4 that the 
sequence of coefficients of each of these is eventually constant w ith  
value 2 or —2. Conversely, w e w ill see that any real number w ith  an 
even-integer continued fraction expansion w hose sequence of coeffi­
cients is eventually constant w ith  value 2 or —2 is a 1 -rational.
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Let us now  consider the even-integer continued fraction expansions 
of an irrational number. We begin by show ing that every irrational 
number x  has at least one even-integer continued fraction expansion. 
One way to do this is to use an algorithm of a similar type to Euclid's 
algorithm. However, w e prefer to justify the existence of an expansion  
using the Farey graph and tree.
We define a Farey interval to be a real interval w hose endpoints are 
neighbouring vertices in  the Farey graph T. If [a /b , c/d] is a Farey 
interval (where, as usual, the fractions are given in reduced form), 
then it is easily seen that [a /b , (a  +  c) / (b  +  d)] and [(a +  c) / (b  +  
d),b/d]  are both Farey intervals -  let us call them  the Farey subin­
tervals of [a /b , c/d]. Now , any irrational x  belongs to a Farey inter­
val [ n , n +  1], where n  is the integer part of x, and by repeatedly  
choosing Farey subintervals, w e can construct a nested sequence of 
Farey intervals that contains x  in its intersection. The w idth  of one of 
these intervals [a/b , c/d] is
a c ad  —be
b “  d bd
so w e see that the sequence of w idths of this nested sequence of Farey 
intervals converges to 0.
Let us now  restrict our attention to those infinitely m any Farey 
intervals I] D I2 D • • • from the sequence for which one of the end­
points of In is a 1 -rational vn (and the other endpoint u n m ust then be 
an oo-rational). Let y n be the unique path from 00 to u n in Too- A ny  
path in Too from 00 to a vertex inside In_ i  m ust pass through  
(because u n_i  and vn_i  are neighbours in T, as illustrated in Fig­
ure 3.9, and edges of T do not intersect). Therefore y ^ - i  is a subpath  
of y n . It follow s that there is a unique infinite path y  that contains 
every path y n as a subpath. The path y  passes through all the ver­
tices u n, w hich accumulate at x, so y  m ust converge to x. It follow s
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that any irrational number x  has at least one even-integer continued  
fraction expansion.
Figure 3.9: The'path y  passes through u n_i
We have seen that every real number x  has at least one even-integer 
continued fraction expansion. In fact, unless x  is 1-rational, it has a 
unique even-integer continued fraction expansion. This fact is proved  
in the follow ing theorem, which collects together m any of the results 
presented in this section.
Theorem  3.9.
1. The value of any finite even-integer continued fraction is an oo-rational, 
and each oo-rational has a unique finite even-integer continued frac­
tion expansion.
2. The value of an infinite even-integer continued fraction is either irra­
tional or a 1 -rational, and
a) each irrational has a unique infinite even-integer continued frac­
tion expansion,
b) each 1 -rational has exactly two infinite even-integer continued 
fraction expansions.
Proof. We have seen already that every real number has an even- 
integer continued fraction expansion. Statement 1 follows im m edi­
ately from Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5. The first part of statement 
2 follow s from Theorem 3.6, and statement b) follow s from Corol­
lary 3.8; it remains only to discuss the uniqueness assertion of state­
m ent a).
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Suppose then that oc and |3 are two infinite paths from oo to a 
real number x. The two paths m ay coincide for a certain number of 
vertices: let w  be the final vertex for w hich  they do so. Choose an 
elem ent f  of Too such that f(w) =  oo. Let oc' and (3' be the paths 
obtained from f(cc) and f(|3), respectively, after rem oving all vertices 
that occur before oo. Then oc' and |3' are infinite paths from oo to f(x),  
such that the second vertex u  of oc' is distinct from the second vertex v 
of (3 '. The vertices u  and v are even integers, so there is an odd integer 
q (a 1 -rational) that lies between them on the real line. Neither oc' nor 
(3 ' m ay cross q, as discussed in the proof of Theorem 3.3, and since 
they converge to the sam e value, that value m ust be q. Therefore 
f(x) is a 1-rational, so x  is also a 1-rational. This proves statement a), 
com pleting the proof of the theorem. □
We end this section by noting that an even-integer continued frac­
tion expansion of a real number x can be obtained by applying the 
nearest even-integer continued fraction algorithm, w hich  is the ana­
logue for even-integer continued fractions of the nearest-integer algo­
rithm used to com pute geodesic Rosen continued fractions in Chap­
ter 2. In fact, w ith  care, the arguments presented in Section 2.2 can 
be adapted to give a geometric interpretation of the nearest even- 
integer algorithm, and prove that it gives an even-integer continued  
fraction expansion of any real number. It follow s from Theorem 3.9 
that all algorithms for com puting the even-integer continued frac­
tion expansion of an irrational or 1-rational number are equivalent. 
It follow s that the m ethod presented in this section for obtaining an 
even-integer continued fraction expansion of an irrational number x 
is equivalent to the nearest-integer algorithm.
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3.2.3 T H E  R E L A T I O N S H I P  B E T W E E N  T H E  R E G U L A R  A N D  E V E N -  
I N T E G E R  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N  E X P A N S I O N S  OF A  REA L  
N U M B E R
In [29] the authors describe how  to obtain the even-integer continued  
fraction expansion of a real number from its regular continued frac­
tion expansion. Two processes, singularization and insertion, are used. 
Here w e explain informally how  these processes can be illuminated  
using paths in Too, w ithout engaging w ith the details of the argu­
ments presented in [29].
We suppose first that x is oo-rational; later in the section w e w ill 
consider the case in which x  is 1-rational or irrational. We begin by  
considering the regular continued fraction expansion of x. Since the 
point x  is a vertex of the Farey graph 5F, w e can define the 3-chain 
from 00 to x, P i , . . . , P n (see Section 2.3.1). We use the notation de­
scribed at the start of Section 2.3.2, which w e illustrate again in Fig­
ure 3.10.




Figure 3.10: A 3-chain from 00 to x
By Theorem 2.2, the regular continued fraction expansion [bi, , . . . ,  bn 
of x  can be view ed as a path in 5F between 00 and x. In fact, this 
path lies entirely w ithin the 3-chain from 00 to x. To see this, w e  
use that fact that the regular continued fraction expansion of a real 
number is obtained using Euclid's algorithm. Geometrically, Euclid's 
algorithm is equivalent to applying to the point 00 som e sequence 
of the m aps otx and |3X that were defined in Section 2.2.1; this can
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be proved in m uch the same w ay as it is proved in Section 2.2.2 that 
the nearest-integer algorithm is equivalent geom etrically to iterating 
the map ocx . By the definition of the m aps ocx and [3X/ it follow s that 
the path of convergents corresponding to the regular continued frac­
tion expansion of x  lies entirely w ithin  the 3-chain from 00 to x. By 
Lemma 2.3, w e know  that because of the alternating signs of the co­
efficients b 2 , . . . ,  bn of the regular continued fraction expansion of x, 
the corresponding path of convergents 'zig-zags' through the 3-chain  
from 00 to x  (see also [48]). Figure 3.11 illustrates an example of a 3- 
chain from 00 to an oo-rational x, along w ith  the path of convergents 
corresponding to the regular continued fraction expansion of x.
00.
X
Figure 3.11: The path of convergents corresponding to the regular continued 
fraction expansion [0, —3, 4, — 1, 2] of an oo-rational x within the 
3-chain from 00 to x
In the follow ing, w e w ill describe an algorithm that allows us to 
move from the path of convergents corresponding to the regular con­
tinued fraction expansion of x  to the path of convergents correspond­
ing to the even-integer continued fraction expansion of x. We need  
only consider the finite portion of T lying in the 3-chain from 00 to x, 
since it follow s from Lemma 3.2 that there is a path between 00 and 
x in this 3-chain that passes only through vertices of Too (see also the 
proof of Theorem 3.3), and this path m ust be the unique path in Too 
betw een 00 and x.
We now  describe the two processes of singularization and inser­
tion. Singularization involves replacing a section of path traversing 
two edges of a face w ith  a path traversing the third edge of the face 
-  see Figure 3.12. This corresponds to rem oving a coefficient bt =  ±1
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from the continued fraction expansion of x, and either adding or sub­
tracting 1 from the coefficients b i_ i and b i + i .
Figure 3.12: The process of singularization
The process of insertion is opposite to singularization, replacing an 
edge of the path w ith  the path traversing the other two edges of a 
face -  see Figure 3.13. This corresponds to adding a coefficient ±1 
between bt and bi+ i in the continued fraction expansion, and either 
adding or subtracting 1 from the coefficients b i and b | + i .
Figure 3.13: The process of insertion
N ote that these two processes can be described in terms of the ele­
mentary operations discussed in Section 2.2.3. We say that tw o paths 
(vi , . . . ,  vn ) and ( w i , . . . ,  w m) in jFqo are homotopic with respect to sin­
gularization and insertion if one can be m oved onto the other by appli­
cation of a finite sequence of singularization and insertion operations.
Theorem  3.10. Given a. vertex x  o / 3r00, the two paths of convergents o fx  
corresponding to the regular and the even-integer continued fraction expan­
sions o fx  are homotopic with respect to singularization and insertion.
Proof We provide only a sketch proof of Theorem 3.10. Let 
[ b i , . . . , b n ]R denote the regular continued fraction expansion of x. 
Consider the corresponding path of convergents y  =  ( v o , v i , . .  . , v n ) 
from 00 to x. Recall that to navigate the path y  you should, upon  
reaching Vi_i ,  take the 'btth right turn' to get to (which is a left
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turn if b i is negative); this idea w as formalised in Section 3.1.3. Within 
the 3-chain from 00 to x, this means that there are bi triangles m eeting  
at Vi_i that lie betw een the edges {vt_2,Vi_i} and {vi_i,Vi}.  This is 
illustrated in Figure 3.11.
If b i is even for all i  then w e have nothing to prove. Otherwise, let k 
be the sm allest positive integer such that b^ is odd. If b^+i =  ±1 w e  
apply singularisation to remove the vertex v^. This changes the parity 
of bk (see Figure 3.12). If bic+i ± 1, w e first apply the insertion  
process bk+i — 1 times, as illustrated in Figure 3.14. This gives us the 
new  sequence of coefficients
b k ±  1 , ± 2 , . . . , ± 2 , ± 1 , ± 1 .
'   '
bk+1-1 ±2s
We apply singularisation to the second ± 1, to obtain the sequence
bk ±  1, ± 2 , . . . ,  ± 2 .
bk+i ±2s
This process is illustrated in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: Applying insertion b^+i — 1 times followed by singularisation
We can repeat this process, and at each stage the number of coeffi­
cients of the continued fraction expansion corresponding to the path  
strictly increases. Correspondingly, the number of vertices of the path  
that lie in Too strictly increases. Eventually, therefore, w e are left only  
w ith the final vertex of the path, say v \,  to consider. But w e have en­
sured, using the singularization and insertion processes, that v i_ i  is 
oo-rational, and by assum ption vi is oo-rational, so w e have obtained  
a path in Too between 00 and x. □
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We now  consider the regular and even-integer continued fraction 
expansions of an irrational number x. U sing the m ethod described 
in Section 2.3.1, w e can define an infinite 3-chain from 00 to x  in  
w hich both paths of convergents corresponding to the regular and 
even-integer continued fraction expansions of x  lie. We can apply the 
algorithm described above in exactly the sam e way, except that the 
algorithm w ill not terminate. It is clear, however, that the algorithm  
produces the unique even-integer continued fraction expansion of x.
W hen x  is a 1-rational the 3-chain from 00 to x  is finite. W hen 
applying the algorithm, however, w e reach a point where w e have 
a path ( v i , . . . , v n ) w here 00 =  v i ,  vn =  x  and v i , . . . , v n _i  lie in  
T, but x  is not a vertex of Too- We apply the insertion procedure 
indefinitely to get an infinite sequence ± 2 , ± 1 , thi s is the even- 
integer continued fraction expansion of x.
3.2.4 s e r r e t ' s t h e o r e m  o n  c o n t i n u e d  f r a c t i o n s
This section introduces a counterpart for a well-know n theorem of 
Serret on regular continued fractions. Before stating our theorem, we 
introduce an equivalence relation on the extended real line 1R. Recall 
that the extended theta group Too is the group generated by Too and 
the Mobius transformation k(z ) =  — z. The group Too acts on the upper 
half-plane H  as a group of automorphisms of Too; loo also acts on the 
ideal boundary ]R of H . We say that two real numbers x and y  are 
equivalent under the action of Too if they lie in the same orbit under 
this action, that is, if there is f  6 such that y  =  f  (x). It is immediate 
that the set of oo-rationals is an equivalence class under this relation, 
as is the set of 1 -rationals.
We are now  ready to state our version of Serret's theorem for even- 
integer continued fractions. It is similar to [29, Theorem 1], although
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in  that paper even-integer continued fractions are defined differently, 
making the statement slightly different.
Theorem  3.11. Two real numbers x  and y  that are not oo-rationals are 
equivalent under if and only if there are positive integers k and I such 
that the even-integer continued fraction expansions o fx  a n d y ,
x =  [a1/a2 / . . . ]  and y  =  [b i ,b2, . . . ] ,
either satisfy ak+i =  b i+ \ for i  =  1 , 2 , . . .  or a k+t =  —bi.+\ for i  =
1 /2 , ..........
Serret's theorem for regular continued fraction expansions is sim i­
lar, but uses an extension of the modular group rather than the theta 
group, and the possibility ak+i =  —bi+i  for i  =  1 , 2 , . . .  is absent.
Crucial to the proof of this theorem is the follow ing lemma.
Lemma 3.12. If a real number x has an even-integer continued fraction 
expansion [ b i ,b 2 , . . . ] ,  then an even-integer continued fraction expansion 
of x  is [ b i , b2 / . . .  ].
There is no obvious analogue of this lemm a for regular continued  
fractions because the coefficients of regular continued fractions are 
(almost) all positive.
Lemma 3.12 can be proven w ith  the Farey tree by observing that 
the paths from 00 to x and from 00 to —x are reflections of each other 
in  the imaginary axis. However, in this case, w e w ill prove the lem m a  
using M obius transformations, in a similar manner to the proof of 
Lemma 2.26.
Proof of Lemma 3.12. For each even integer b, let Tb (z) =  b — 1 /z ,  that 
is, Tb =  Tb//2cr. Observe that KTbK =  T_b- Since [b-| ,b2,. . . ]  is an 
even-integer continued fraction expansion of x,
TbiTb2 • • • Tbk(00) —> x
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as k —y oo. N ow
T —t > i T — • • • T _ b k ( o o )  =  K T b 1 T b 2 ' ' ’ T b k k ( o o )
— kT^Tb2 • * * Tbk(oo).
So T_b,T_b2 • • • T_bk(oo) —> k(x) =  —x as k —>• oo. Therefore [—'b i , —b 2 , . •. ] 
is an even-integer continued fraction expansion of —x. □
Let us now  prove Theorem 3.11.
Proof of Theorem 3.11. Suppose first that y  =  g(x), where g <G Too. We 
w ish  to prove that there are positive integers k and I such that a k+i =  
bi+i for i  =  1, 2, . . .  or a k+t =  —b^+i for i  =  1, 2, —  Since Too is 
generated by the transformations k(z) =  —z, cr(z) =  1 /z  and t (z)  =  
z-t- 2, it suffices to prove the assertion w hen g is each of k, a, t  and 
t _1 . It is straightforward to do so w hen g is one of the final three 
transformations, and the remaining case w hen  g is k is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 3.12.
For the converse, suppose that x — [a i , <12,... ], y  =  [b 1, b2, •. • ] and 
either (i) a k+i =  b l+i for i  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  or (ii) a k+l =  - b l+i for i  =
1, 2,  By replacing x  by —x if necessary, and invoking Lemma 3.12,
w e can assum e that (i) holds. Observe that, defining Tb(z) =  b — 1/ z  
for each even integer b,
X =  Tai • • • Tak ( [cLk+ 1 , Qk+ 2 / • • • ])
and
y = T bl •••Tbl([bl+1, b l+2 , . . . ] ) .
H ence y  =  Tb, • • • T ^T "1 • • • T"1 (x), so x  and y  are equivalent under
0 . This com pletes the proof of Theorem 3.11. □
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We saw in the proof of Lemma 3.7 that the number one has pre­
cisely two even-integer continued fraction expansions, and that these 
are
1 -  [2,2,2,2,... ] = [0, - 2, - 2, - 2, - 2,... ].
It follow s from Theorem 3.11 that a real number x  is a 1-rational if and  
only if it has an even-integer continued fraction expansion [bi, b 2 , . . .  ]. 
such that the coefficients bt are eventually all equal to either 2 or —2. 
Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that the two even-integer 
continued fractions
[b bn , 2 , 2 , 2 , . . .  ] and [ b i , . . . , b n_ i , b n +  2 , - 2 , - 2 , - 2 , . . . ] ,
if b^ >  0, and
[ b i , . . . ,  bn., 2 , 2 , 2 , . . . ]  and [ b i , . . . , b n_ i , b n - 2 , - 2 , - 2 , - 2 , . . . ] ,
if bn <  0, have the.same value, and so the two even-integer continued
fraction expansions of x  referred to in Corollary 3.8 are of these forms.
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Of special interest am ongst regular continued fractions are periodic 
regular continued fractions, because of their close connected to quadratic 
irrationals. This connection was made explicit in  a classical theorem  
of Lagrange [31]. . .
Theorem  (Lagrange). The real numbers whose regular continued fraction 
expansions are periodic are precisely the quadratic irrationals.
In this section w e prove an analogous theorem for even-integer con­
tinued fractions. We say that an even-integer continued fraction is
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periodic if its sequence of coefficients is periodic, that is, if it can be 
written in the form
[ b i  ,  b 2 ,  • • • ,  b n . ,  C l i ,  0 -2 / • • • /  Q -ra]/
where the string a i , . . . ,  a m repeats infinitely. We say that the expan­
sion is purely periodic if the length of the sequence b i , . . . , b n has 
length zero.
Theorem  3.13. The. irrational numbers whose even-integer continued frac­
tion expansions are periodic are precisely the quadratic irrationals.
Notice that the word 'irrational' cannot be replaced w ith  'real' in 
the statement of Theorem 3.13, since w e know  from Corollary 3.8 
and Theorem 3.11 that every 1-rational has a periodic even-integer 
continued fraction expansion.
There are several ways in w hich  Theorem 3.13 can be proved. Firstly, 
the theorem can be deduced from Lagrange's theorem for periodic 
regular continued fractions; this is the approach taken in [29]. Geo­
metric m ethods used by Hatcher [20] and Conway [10] to prove La­
grange's theorem for periodic regular continued fractions can, w ith  
care, be adapted to prove Theorem 3.13. Here, however, w e present 
a proof using the techniques introduced in this thesis. Key to our 
proof is the follow ing theorem, which relates quadratic irrationals to 
hyperbolic elem ents of V^.
Theorem  3.14. Let x  and y  be distinct real numbers. Then x  and y  are 
conjugate quadratic irrationals if and only if they are the fixed points of 
some hyperbolic element f  o/Too-
Proof: Let x  and y  be the fixed points of the hyperbolic elem ent 
az +  b
f(z) - cz+  d
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of Too. The fixed points of f  are
( g - d )  ±  y / ( g + d )2 - 4  ^  ^
Since f  is hyperbolic, (g  +  d)2 > 4, and so both roots of (3.1) are real. 
It remains to show  that these roots are irrational. Suppose not, then  
k =  \ / ( g +  d)2 —4 is rational, and since k is the square root of an 
integer, k m ust be an integer itself. N ow  k2 +  4 =  (g  -I- d)2, and so 
(g  +  d — k) (g  +  d +  k) = 4 . But the equation (g  +  d — k) (g  +  d +  k) =  4 
has no integer solutions for k, w hich m eans that k, and hence the 
roots of (3.1), are irrational. It follow s that the fixed points of f  are 
conjugate quadratic irrationals.
We prove the converse statement using the geom etry of Too. Sup­
pose that x and y  are quadratic irrationals that are the conjugate so ­
lutions to the quadratic equation A z2 +  Bz +  C =  0 where A >  0, 
gcd(A  <  B <  C) =  1 and B2 — 4AC is real and not an integer. Let t be 
the hyperbolic geodesic between x and y .  Since x  and y  are neither 
vertices of Too nor 1 -rationals, there are infinitely m any edges of Too 
that intersect L If not, then after applying an elem ent of Too, w e can 
assum e that x  >  0 and that there is no edge of Too w ith  endpoints a 
and b satisfying 0 <  g < x < b ; i t  follow s that x  is either oo-rational 
or an odd integer, a contradiction.
Let 6 denote the edge of Too betw een 0 and 00. The edges of Too 
intersecting i are the im ages of 6 under som e collection of distinct 
elem ents {ft} of Too. Let Xi =  f^ 1 (x) and y i  — f^ 1 (y). It can easily  
be show n that each pair Xi and y i  is a conjugate pair of solutions to 
a quadratic equation A^z2 +  Btz +  C\ =  0, w ith  B2 — 4AtCi =  B2 — 
4AC =  A for som e fixed integer A. Now, for all i , one out of x-l and 
y t is positive, w hile the other is negative, and so Ci/Ai =  xvyt <  0. It 
follows that AiC t <  0 and there can be only finitely m any solutions 
for A i, Bt and C\ to the equation B2 — 4AiCh =  A. In particular, w e
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can find j and k. w ith  fj f  but f r 1 (£) =  1 (£). Then f  =  fixes
L Since f  is not the identity, it follow s that f  is a hyperbolic elem ent 
of Too w ith fixed points x  and y . □
We are now  ready to prove the first half of Theorem 3.13.
Lemma 3.15. Let x be an irrational number with a periodic even-integer 
continued fraction expansion. Then x  is a quadratic irrational.
Proof. Let x  be an irrational number w ith  a periodic even-integer 
continued fraction expansion [ b i ,b 2 , . . . , b n , a i ,  a.2,. .  By The­
orem 3.14 it is enough to show  that x is a fixed point of a hyperbolic 
elem ent of Too. N ote that hx, contains no elliptic elem ents, and x  is 
irrational so cannot be the fixed point of a parabolic elem ent of r^.
For each even integer w e define the map Tb (z) =  b — 1 / z .  Let g =  
Tb! •••Tbn and f  =  Tai ••■Tam, so that x =  lim k_>oo gfk(oo). Write 
h  =  g fg - 1 , then x  =  l im k_KX)h k(g(oo)). If g(oo) is a fixed point of 
h, then x  =  g(oo) is rational, a contradiction, so h  does not fix g(oo). 
Therefore, hx(g(oo)) converges to the attracting fixed point of h, r\+ , 
and so x  =  r\+  is the attracting fixed point of a hyperbolic elem ent of
Too. □
To prove the converse statement of Theorem 3.13, w e use the fol­
low ing lemma.
Lemma 3.16. Let f  be a hyperbolic element ofV^. Then f  =  h g h -1 for some 
h =  t Q1 cr • • • Tam<r and g =  Tbl cr • • • crrbn, where m ^ 0 and n  >  0 are 
integers, and the sequences of even-integers a i , . . . ,  a m and b 2 , . . . ,  b ^ -i  
satisfy <12,...,  a m 7^  0, b i , . . . , bn ^  0 and bi 7^  —bn .
Proof. Since f  is an elem ent of roo, w e can write 
f  =  t Ci cr- • • crxCl,
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for even integers Ci, . . . ,  c\, w ith  b i 7^  0 for i  =  2, . . . ,  I — 1. If ci ^  c\, 
then w e can take h  to be the identity transformation, and w e are 
done. Otherwise, there is som e k such that c^  =  —Ci — i  +  1 for all 
i  =  1 , . .  . ,k ,  but ck+i 7^  Ci_k; if there was no such k, the f  can be 
written
f  =  t Ci cr • • • T Cj crr~Cj • • • o t -C i ,
for som e j. But then f  is conjugate to the parabolic M obius transfor­
mation cr, and is therefore parabolic itself, w hich  is a contradiction. 
Therefore, w e can write f  in  the form
f  =  t Ci a  • • • 0TCkcrTCk+1 cr • • • o rCl_kOT—° k <7 • • • o r - 01.
Letting h  =  t Ci < r -• -T Ckcr and g =  x Ck+1 cr • • • <7TCl- k, w e have f  =  
h g h -1 w ith h  and g in the required form. □
Proof of Theorem 3.13. By Lemma 3.15, if x  is an irrational number 
w ith a periodic even-integer continued fraction expansion then x  is 
a quadratic irrational. To prove the converse implication, suppose  
that x  is a quadratic irrational, w ith  conjugate quadratic irrational 
y. By Theorem 3.14, x  and y  are the fixed points of a hyperbolic el­
em ent f  of Too- By replacing f  w ith f - 1  if necessary, w e may assum e 
that x  is the attracting fixed point of f .  By Lemma 3.16, w e can write 
f  =  h g h -1 where h  =  Tai cr- • •Tamo’ and g =  Tbl cr• • • o rbn where  
m  ^  0, n  >  0, and the sequences of even integers a i , . . . ,  a m and  
b2, . . . , b n_i  satisfy a 2, . . . , a m 7^  0, b i , . . . , b n 7^  0 and bi 7^  - b n .
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Suppose that bi ^  0; the other two cases in which bi =  0 and bn /  0, 
or bi =  bn =  0 are similar. We have
lim  f n (oo) =  lim  h g^ h -1 (oo)
n —>oo TL—>oo
=  [a1/ . . . / a m, b i , b 2, . . . , b n_ i , b n +  bi].
Since oo is not the repelling fixed point of f, lim rL_^ .00 f n (oo) =  x, and 
w e see that x  has a periodic even-integer continued fraction expan­
sion. □
3 . 2 . 6  A N  A L T E R N A T I V E  C H A R A C T E R I S A T I O N  OF T H E  C O N V E R ­
G E N T S  OF A N  E V E N - I N T E G E R  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N
Here w e describe an alternative way to characterise the convergents of 
the even-integer continued fraction expansion of any irrational num ­
ber x. The characterisation is new, and w ill play an important role 
in the work of Section 3.3. It can easily be adapted to allow x to be 
rational; w e omit the details here.
Theorem  3.17. A  finite oo-rational v is a convergent of the even-integer 
continued fraction expansion of an irrational number x if and only if there 
is a 1 -rational tv adjacent to v  in the Farey graph T such that x lies between 
v and w  on the real line.
The second statement of the theorem is illustrated in Figure 3.15. To 
see that in  this situation v m ust be a convergent of the even-integer 
continued fraction expansion of x, notice that any vertex u  of T  that 
is sufficiently close to x on the real line is separated from 00 by the 
edge incident to v and w. It follows, since edges of T do not intersect 
one another, that any path from 00 to u  in T m ust pass through one 
of v or tv -  and if the path lies in Too/ then it m ust pass through v. In
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particular, this demonstrates that v is a convergent of the even-integer 
continued fraction expansion of x.
w
Figure 3.15: The irrational number x lies between the oo-rational v and the 
1 -rational w
The converse implication of Theorem 3.17 is a direct consequence 
of the follow ing lemm a, which is a slightly stronger statement.
Lemma 3.18. Let and vt+i be two consecutive convergents of the even- 
integer continued fraction expansion of an irrational x, in that order. Then 
there is a 1-rational w  adjacent to each o fv i  and Vi+ i in the Farey graph 
such that both v^+i and x  lie between v i and w  on the real line.
Proof. Since vt and vt+i are adjacent in they are also adjacent in  
2r. There are two other vertices of T  that are adjacent to both and 
v \+ -\, precisely one of which, say w ,  does not lie betw een and vt+ i 
on the real line. Let y  be the path of convergents of the even-integer 
continued fraction expansion of x. If y  enters the interval between  
vt and w , then by Lemma 2.5 it m ust pass through v i to get there, 
and it cannot then leave the interval. Similarly, if y  enters the interval 
betw een vt+ i and w , then it m ust pass through vt+ i to get there, 
and it cannot then leave the interval. It follow s that cannot lie in  
the interval betw een Vi+ i and w , else the path y  w ould  pass through  
vt+ i before passing through V{. So vt+i lies in  the interval between  
and w  (as illustrated in Figure 3.16), and x  lies in that interval too. □
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This com pletes the proof of Theorem 3.17.
v i+ 1Vi w
Figure 3.16: A triangle in the Farey graph
3.3 EVEN-INTEGER CONTINUED FRACTIONS AND DIOPHAN- 
TINE APPROXIMATION
One of the principal uses of continued fractions is in the field of Dio- 
phantine approximation, w hich is concerned w ith  the approximation  
of real numbers by rationals. We call a rational number a /b  a strong 
approximant of a real number x  if for each rational number c /d  such  
that d ^  b, w e have
|bx— a| <  |dx — c|,
w ith  equality if and only if c /d  =  a /b . It is a well-known theorem of 
Lagrange (see [27, Theorems 16 and 17]) that the strong approximants 
of a real number x are precisely the regular continued fraction con­
vergents of x. It was observed by Schweiger [50] that the convergents 
of even-integer continued fractions are not necessarily strong approx­
imants and, in fact, demonstrate poor approximation properties in  
general. W hen restricting to the approximation of real numbers by 
oo-rational numbers, however, the convergents of even-integer contin­
ued fractions are strong approximants; precisely what this means and 
w h y it is true is discussed in Section 3.3.2.
A  second important part of Diophantine approximation is finding 
bounds on the accuracy of the approximation of a real number by a
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rational. It w as proved by H urw itz [24] that for any irrational number 
x there are infinitely m any reduced rational numbers p /q  such that
1
and that the constant 1 / \/5  is the best possible in the sense that if w e  
replace 1 /y /5  w ith  any number less than 1 / y/5  then there is som e x  
for w hich there are only finitely m any rational numbers p /q  such that 
this inequality holds. The number 1 /y/5  is called the Hurwitz constant.
In Section 3.3.3 w e obtain an analogous result for the approximation  
by oo-rationals.
To obtain results in the approximation of real numbers by oo-rational 
numbers w e are required to use a different technique to those used  
so far in this thesis; w e introduce Ford, circles, as discussed in Sec­
tion 1.2.3. We begin by discussing the basic geometric properties of 
Ford circles.
3.3.1 FORD CIRCLES
Recall that given a reduced rational x — a /b , the Ford circle Cx is the 
horocycle based at x  w ith  Euclidean radius rad[Cx] =  1 /  (2b2). The 
Ford circle is the line Im(z) =  1 in  C together w ith  the point
00. We w ill begin by discussing the geom etry of Ford circles in more 
detail than w e did in Section 1.2.3.
Simple Euclidean geom etry (see Figure 3.17) tells us that two horo- 
cycles w ith  radii r and s and distinct base points x  and y  intersect if 
and only if
I * - p i 2 <  4rs,
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w ith  equality  if and  only if the tw o horocycles are tangent. It follows 
th a t tw o Ford circles Cx an d  Cy , w here  x =  a /b  an d  y =  c /d , are 
tan g en t if an d  only if |a d  — bc| =  1, and  if they  are n o t tan g en t then  
they are com pletely  disjoint. Therefore, the full collection of Ford cir-
X y
F igure 3.17: Two tan g en t horocycles
cles form s a m odel for the abstract g raph  u n derly ing  the Farey g raph  
T; Ford circles rep resen t the vertices of the graph , and  two Ford cir­
cles are tan g en t if an d  only if their base po in ts are jo ined by an  edge 
of T. A  p a rt of the collection of Ford circles superim posed  w ith  the 
Farey g rap h  T  is show n in  Figure 1.4. Similarly, the collection of Ford 
circles based  at oo-rational num bers is a m odel of the abstract g raph  
un d erly in g  the Farey g rap h  Too; this m odel, w ith  the Farey g raph  Too 
superim posed , is illu stra ted  in  Figure 3.18.
Figure 3.18: F ord  circles b ased  a t the  oo-rationals w ith  the Farey g rap h  T ^  
su p e rim p o sed
It is often convenient to view  the collection of Ford circles based  at 
oo-rational n um bers as a subset of the full collection of Ford circles, 
as illustra ted  in  Figure 3.19.
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F igure  3.19: The F ord  circles b ased  a t oo-rationals as a subse t of th e  full 
collection of F ord  circles
It can be easily show n  th a t the full collection of Ford circles is in ­
v arian t u n d er the action of the m o d u lar g roup  V. It follows th a t the 
collection of Ford circles based  a t oo-rationals is invarian t u n d e r the 
theta  g roup  Too.
T h eo rem  3.19. Let x  be a real number and v i,V 2 ,. . .  be the sequence of 
convergents o f an even-integer continued fraction expansion o f x. Then for 
all i  =  1, 2, . . . ,
1. CVi is based at a oo-rational;
2. CVi is tangent to CVi+1;
3. rad[C vJ  >  rad[C Vi+1], and rad[C vJ  —>• 0 as i  —>• 00.
Proof The p roof of statem ents 1 an d  2 follow from  Theorem  3.4. By 
Lem m a 3.18 there is a 1-rational w  adjacent to b o th  v t an d  Vi+i such  
th a t Vi+i lies betw een  Vi and  w . W riting v t an d  tv as reduced  ra tio - 
nals Vi =  a /b  an d  tv =  c /d , we see th a t since the th ree ra tionals a /b ,  
c /d  an d  (a-I- b ) /(c  4- d) are pairw ise neighbours in  T, so are the th ree 
vertices V i, tv an d  V i+ i ,  we m u st have v t+ i =  (a  +  b ) /(c  +  d), w hich  is 
a reduced  rational. Therefore the denom inato r of Vi+ i is strictly  less 
th an  the denom inato r of Vi, an d  so rad[C v j  >  rad[C Vi+1]. F u rth er­
m ore, since c +  d ^  d +  1, rad[C vJ  —» 0 as i -> 00, p rov ing  sta tem en t
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T heorem  3.19 tells us th a t Ford circles based  a t the convergents 
of an  even-integer continued  fraction expansion  of a real num b er x 
form  a chain  of horocycles of strictly  decreasing  size th a t lies in  the 
collection of Ford circles based  a t oo-rationals. We call this the even- 
integer continued fraction chain of x. A n  exam ple of a p a r t of such  a 
chain is illu stra ted  in  Figure 3.20.
F igure 3.20: The even-in teger co n tin u ed  fraction  chain  of x =  [2, 2, — 2, — 2}
The continued  fraction chain of a real num b er x encodes the infor­
m ation  given by the p a th  of convergents of x. In add ition , we shall 
see th a t the distance betw een  tw o convergents, and  the distance be­
tw een convergents and  o ther real num bers, can be com puted  from  
the rad ii of the Ford circles. This allow s us to use p roperties  of Ford 
circles to prove theorem s abou t the approx im ation  of real num bers 
by oo-rationals in  Section 3.3.2 an d  Section 3.3.3.
3.3.2 S T R O N G  A P P R O X I M A T I O N
In  this section w e prove an  analogue for even-integer continued  frac­
tions of the classical resu lt of Lagrange on strong  approxim ation. We 
call an  oo-rational a /b  a strong oo-approximant of a real num b er x if 
for each oo-rational c /d  such th a t d ^  b, w e have
|bx — a| ^  |dx — c|,
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w ith  equality  if an d  only  if c /d  =  a /b .  We prove the follow ing th eo ­
rem.
T h eo rem  3.20. A n  oo-rational is a strong oo-approximant o f a irrational 
number x  i f  and only if  it is a convergent of the even-integer continued 
fraction expansion o f x.
This resu lt appears to be new, a lthough  an  analogous resu lt for a 
sim ilar class of con tinued  fractions is given in  [43]. The techniques 
used  in  [43] are algebraic, b u t can be illum inated  using  the app roach  
taken  in this section, w h ich  can easily  be ad ap ted  for the con tinued  
fractions s tu d ied  in  [43]. O ur p roof uses Ford circles, an d  is sim ilar to 
the p roof of L agrange 's theorem  from  [53].
We beg in  by  relating  Ford circles to strong  oo-approxim ants. Let 
u  =  a /b .  N otice th a t if w  =  c /d , then  d ^  b if an d  only if rad[CuJ ^  
rad[C w]. For any  real n u m b er x, let
R u M  =  ^ |b x  — a |2.
U sing elem entary  geom etry, it can be show n th a t Ru (x) is the E u­
clidean rad iu s  of the horocycle based  at x th a t is externally  tan g en t 
to Cu ; this is illustra ted  in  Figure 3.21. W ith this term inology, w e can 
describe a strong  oo-approxim ant of a real n u m b er x as an  oo-rational 
u  such  th a t for each oo-rational w  w ith  rad[C u ] <  rad[C w], w e have 
R-u(x) ^  Rw (x), w ith  equality  if an d  only if w  =  u .
X
b
Figure 3.21: Ru (x) is the E uclidean  rad iu s  of the  horocycle b ased  a t x th a t is 
ex ternally  ta n g en t to  Cu
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It follows th a t we can prove Theorem  3.20 by p rov ing  the follow ing 
theorem .
T heorem  3.21. Let x  be an irrational number and let v be an oo-rational. 
The following are equivalent:
1. v  is a convergent o f the even-integer continued fraction expansion ofx;
2. i f  u  is an oo-rational such that rad[C u ] ^  rad[C v] then Rv (x) ^  
Ru (x) with equality i f  and only i f u  — v.
Before p rov ing  this theorem  w e look in  m ore detail at the geom etry  
of the collection of Ford circles. Suppose th a t an d  v t+ i are consec­
utive convergents of the even-integer continued  fraction expansion  of 
x. Lem m a 3.18 tells us th a t there is a 1-rational W; adjacent to bo th  
vt an d  Vi+ i such  th a t bo th  v t+ i and  x lie betw een  vt an d  Wi. The im ­
plication of this is th a t the th ree Ford circles CVi, CVi+I an d  CWi are 
pairw ise  tangen t w ith  CV|+1 lying betw een  CVi an d  CWi, as illustra ted  
in  F igure 3.22; the n u m b er x m ay lie anyw here betw een an d
'W i
Vi X Wi
F igure 3.22: The th ree  Ford  circles CVi, CVi+1 an d  CWi are  p a irw ise  tan g en t 
w ith  CVi+1 ly ing  be tw een  CVi an d  CWi
To prove Theorem  3.21 we require  a few  lem m as. The follow ing is 
p roved  in  [53, Lem m a 2.2], an d  is clear geom etrically; w e om it the 
proof here.
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Lemma 3.22. Let Cv and Cw be tangential Ford circles. If a rational u  lies 
strictly between v and w  then Cu has smaller radius than both Cv and Cw .
We use Lemma 3.22 to prove the following.
Lemma 3.23. Suppose that Vi and vt+ i are consecutive convergents of the 
even-integer continued fraction expansion of x, and let W i  be the unique 1-  
rational adjacent to both vt and vt+ i such that both Vi+ i and x  lie between 
v t  and W i .  If u  is an oo-rational with radlC^] ^  rad[CvJ  then u  does not 
lie between v \  and w u
Proof. Since CVi is tangent to CWi, it follow s from Lemma 3.22 that if 
u  were to lie between vt and Wi, then rad[Cu] <  rad[CvJ , a contradic­
tion. Therefore u  does not lie between v  ^ and w \.  □
We require another lemma.
Lemma 3.24. Let x, v \,  vt+ i and wt  be as in Lemma 3.23. If u  is an oo- 
rational that does not lie between vt and w \  then Ru (x) ^  RVi(x) with  
equality if and only if u  =  v^
This lemma follows from [53, Lemma 2.3], and again is clear from  
the geom etry of Figure 3.22, so w e om it the proof.
We are now  ready to prove Theorem 3.21, which in turn proves 
Theorem 3.20.
Proof of Theorem 3.21. Let x  be an irrational number, and suppose that 
v =  vt and Vi+ i are consecutive convergents of the even-integer con­
tinued fraction expansion of x. Let Wi be the unique 1-rational ad­
jacent to both Vi and Vi+ i such that both Vi+i and x  lie betw een Vi 
and w ^  as given by Lemma 3.18. Suppose also that u  is an oo-rational 
w ith rad[Cu] ^  rad[CvJ. Then by Lemma 3.23, u  does not lie between  
Vi and Wi, and rad[Cu] =  rad[CvJ if and only if w  =  Vi. It follow s by  
Lemma 3.24 that Ru (x) ^  ^vi(x) w ith  Ru (x) =  RViM  if and only if
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Conversely, let x  be a real number and suppose that v is an oo- 
rational w ith  the property that if u  is another oo-rational such that 
rad[Cu] ^  rad[Cv] then Rv (x) ^  Ru(x) w ith  equality if and only  
if u  =  v. We show  that v m ust be a convergent of an even-integer 
continued fraction expansion of x. Let v i ,  vz ,  ..  .be the sequence of 
convergents of the even-integer continued fraction expansion of x. By 
Theorem 3.19 there are consecutive convergents and V|+ i such that 
rad[CVi+1] <  rad[Cv] <  rad[CvJ. Let Wi be the unique 1-rational adja­
cent to both vt and vt+ i such that both vt+i and x  lie between vt and 
Then by Lemma 3.23, v does not lie between vt and w t. But then  
by Lemma 3.24, Rv (x) >  RVi(x) w ith  equality if and only if v — vt. 
Since rad[Cv] <  rad[CvJ im plies that Rv (x) ^  RVi(x), w e have v =  vt, 
and v is a convergent of an even-integer continued fraction expansion  
of x. □
3.3.3 THE HURWITZ CONSTANT
In this section w e prove an analogue of H urwitz's theorem on the 
approximation of irrationals by rationals for the approximation of 
irrational numbers by oo-rational numbers.
Theorem  3.25. For any irrational number x, there are infinitely many oo- 
rationals p /q  such that
x - H
q < 2 ? -  ^
Furthermore, for any k. <  1/2  there exists an irrational number x  such that 
there are only finitely many oo-rationals p /q  satisfying Equation (3.2).
There is a rich literature on generalisations of H urwitz's theorem, 
and w e may prove Theorem 3.25 by invoking more general theorems 
such as those in [40]. We w ish, however, to prove Theorem 3.25 using
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the techniques developed  w ith in  this chapter. We follow the app roach  
taken  in  [51], in  w hich  a sim ilar theorem  to Theorem  3.25 is p roved  for 
the app rox im ation  of irra tional n um bers by 1 -rationals. This p roof is, 
in tu rn , based  on  a p roof of H u rw itz 's  theorem  for the approx im ation  
of irra tional nu m b ers by  ra tionals given by Ford in  [13].
O ur ap p ro ach  uses a generalisation  of Ford circles. G iven a reduced  
ra tional x =  a /b ,  the Ford k-circle Cx (k) is the horocycle based  a t 
x w ith  E uclidean rad iu s  rad[C x (k)] =  k /b 2. The Ford circle Coo(k) 
is the line Im (z) =  1 / ( 2k) in  C together w ith  the po in t 00. W hen 
k =  I ,  the Ford k-circle Cx (k) is precisely  the Ford circle Cx. As 
k decreases from  1 /2 , the rad iu s  of each horocycle decreases (and 
the he igh t of Coo(k) increases) an d  the full collection of Ford k-circles 
becom es pairw ise  disjoint. As k  increases from  1 / 2, the rad iu s of each 
horocycle increases (and the he igh t of Coo (k) decreases) an d  the Ford 
k-circles beg in  to overlap one another. P art of the collection of Ford 
k-circles for som e k <  1/2 is show n in Figure 3.23.
.nnOOoC~ZfvS~
Figure 3.23: The Ford k-circles for some k < 1/2
The collection of Ford k-circles shares m any  p roperties  w ith  the col­
lection of Ford circles. It is invarian t u n d e r the action of the m o d u lar 
g roup  T. We m ay restric t ou r a tten tion  to those Ford k-circles based  
a t oo-rationals, an d  this collection is invarian t u n d er the action of the 
theta g roup  Too.
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Given an irrational number x, let 6X denote the hyperbolic geodesic 
joining x to oo. Notice that
k .
< _ 2 q2
if and only if Sx intersects Cx (k) (note that in general w e do not 
consider a geodesic I to intersect a Ford k-circle Cx (k) if it is tangent 
to Cx (k)). We can therefore reformulate T heorem  3.25 as follows:
Theorem  3.26. For any irrational number x, there are infinitely many oo- 
rationals y  such that 6X intersects Cy (1/ 2 ). Furthermore, for any k <  1/2 
there exists an irrational number x such that there are only finitely many 
oo-rationals y  such that 6X intersects Cy (k).
We begin by proving the first statement of the theorem.
Lemma 3.27. For any irrational number x, there are infinitely many oo- 
rationals y  such that 6X intersects Cy (1/2).
Proof Let x  be an irrational number and let k =  1/ 2 . Then any Ford 
k-circle is sim ply a Ford circle. Since the collection of Ford circles 
is invariant under Too, w e may assume, by applying an elem ent of 
Fqo if necessary, that x lies between —1 and 1 on 1R. Consider the 
Ford circles that are based at the oo-rationals ± n /  (n  -1-1) for n  =
0.1 ,  They form a chain of tangential Ford circles between —1 and
1, as illustrated in Figure 3.24. It follows that any geodesic w ith  an 
endpoint in the interval [—1, 1] w ill intersect one of these Ford circles 
from this chain; let CP1 be the one that 6X intersects.
Choose an elem ent f  of Too such that that f (p i ) =  00 and f  (x) lies in 
the interval [—1, 1]. Then f m aps CPl to Coo - The line 6X is transformed 
to a line 6£ =  f(6x) w ith endpoints f(oo) and f(x). The portion of 6X 
between CP1 and x is transformed to the portion of S'x between C^  
and f(x). Since f(x) is irrational, and lies in the interval [—1, 1], the 
above argument show s that this portion of 8X intersects som e Ford
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0 1X1
Figure 3.24: The Ford circles based at the oo-rationals ± n / ( n +  1) for n  =  
0 ,1 ,...  form a chain between —1 and 1
circle CP2. C orrespondingly , the line bx in tersects b o th  Ford circles 
CPl an d  f - 1 Cp2, in  th a t o rder from  00 to x. This is illu stra ted  in
Figure 3.25.
x
Figure 3.25: The line 5X intersects both CP1 and f 1 Cp2
R epeating this argum ent, we b u ild  u p  an  infinite sequence of Ford 
circles CPi, i  =  1, 2, . . . ,  such  th a t the Ford circles f~i  (CPj+1) for j =  
0, 1, . . .  are all d istinct, and  all in tersect 6X. It follow s th a t there are 
infinitely m any  oo-rationals y such  th a t bx in tersects Cy . □
To prove the converse to Lem m a 3.27, w e w ish  to show  th a t for any  
k  <  1/2, there exists an  irra tional n u m b er x such  th a t there are only 
finitely m any  oo-rationals y w ith  Cy (k) in tersecting  bx . To do this, we 
p roduce a sequence of irra tional num bers xn such  th a t there are only
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finitely m any  oo-rationals y  w ith  in tersecting  C y (k-n.) 6Xn, w here  the 
sequence k n  tends tow ards 1/ 2 . Then for any  k  <  1/ 2, w e can choose 
k  <  k n  <  1 /2 , an d  there is an  irra tional xn such  th a t there are only 
finitely m any  oo-rationals y  w ith  C y (k)  in tersecting  6Xn, since C y (k)  
lies strictly  inside C y ( k n ).
Fix n  >  1 an d  let £n  be the sem icircle in H  centred  a t ^  w ith  rad ius 
v/'n^ + 1 . fn intersects IR a t the irra tional po ints
1 — Vn 2 +  1 1 +  Vn 2 +  1
xn = -------------------  an d  y n  = ------------------
n  n
F urtherm ore , fn is the axis of the hyperbolic M obius transfo rm a­
tion
(2n2 — 2 n  +  1 )z  — 2n 2 
Z — 2 n 2z +  2n 2 +  2 n  +  1 '
w ith  xn the a ttracting  fixed p o in t of fn , an d  y n the repelling  fixed 
po in t of fn.. N ote th a t is an  elem ent of Foq.
Let krL =  n / ( 2 \ / u 2 +  1). E lem entary  geom etry  show s th a t the Ford 
kn -circles A C^n _-] )/-n.(hn)/ B C-py(n—1) (h-n)/ C C__n y (n + i) (^ti) 
an d  D =  C(n + i ) /n (kn ) are tan g en t to We w rite  a  an d  b for the 
po in ts of tangency  of A and  B. This is illu stra ted  in Figure 3.26.
- n  7 i - l  
n + 1  77, n - 1n
F igure 3.26: The Ford  k n -circles A, B, C an d  D
Lem m a 3.28. No Ford k^-circle intersects t n between the points a  and b.
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Proof. It is clear from the geom etry of the collection of Ford kn-circles 
that w hen  —oo <  x  <  —n /( n  +  1) or n / ( n  — 1) <  x  <  oo, the Ford kn- 
circle Cx (kn) w ill not intersect i. W hen —n / ( n  +  1) <  x  <  (n — 1)/n ,  
the Ford kn-circle Cx (kn) may intersect fn , but since Rad[Cx (kn)] <
Im ( a ) /2, any intersection point m ust be outside the segm ent of i n  
betw een a and b. Similarly, if (n  +  1 ) /n  <  x  <  n / ( n  — 1) then Cx (kn ) 
cannot intersect i n  betw een the points a and b. Suppose now  that 
x =  p /q  lies between (n  — 1 ) /n  and (n  +  1 ) /n . Then
Z _ 1
q n
\ / n 2 + 1
<  —  ----- • (3-3)n
Elementary geom etry show s that Cx (kn ) intersects i n if and only if
P _ 1  
q n
2 i  1 1
> n2 q2‘
which holds if and only if
q2 +  2 E £ _ p2 < 1 .  (34)
n
Equation (3.3) tells us that
— p 2 >  —1.2pq 1
n
Combining this w ith  Equation (3.4), w e get
q2 - 1  < q 2 +  ^ - p 2 < 1 .  
n
It follow s that q2 <  2, and so q =  1. But the only even integer x  
lying betw een (n  — 1 ) /n  and (n  +  1 ) /n  is 0, and Cokp. is tangent to, 
but does not intersect, i n - Therefore no Ford kn-circle intersects i n 
between a and b. □
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Corollary 3.29. The geodesic £p. is tangent to infinitely many Ford kp.- 
circles, hut intersects none.
Proof C onsider the segm ent i f  of £n  ly ing betw een  r n an d  sn . By 
Lem m a 3.28, no  k n -circle based  a t an  oo-rational intersects i f .  Since 
fn (c) =  b, the im ages of i f  u n d er the iterates of f n an d  its inverse 
cover i n . It follows th a t no Ford kp,-circle intersects £p.. Clearly, the 
im ages of the Ford circles A, B, C and  D u n d er iterates of f n  an d  f ^ 1 
are all tangen t to i n . These form  an  infinite fam ily  of Ford kp.-circles 
th a t are tan g en t to □
A p a r t of the collection of Ford kn -circles th a t are tangen t to  i n  is 
show n in Figure 3.27.
Figure 3.27: Infinitely many Ford kn -circles based at oo-rationals are tangent 
to i n , but none intersect
We are now  ready  to com plete the p roof of Theorem  3.25.
Proof o f Theorem 3.25. To prove Theorem  3.25 it is sufficient to prove 
Theorem  3.26. The first sta tem ent of Theorem  3.26 is given by Lem m a 3 
To prove the second sta tem ent w e w ish  to show  th a t for any  k <  1 /2  
there exists an  irra tional n um ber x such  th a t there are only finitely 
m any  oo-rationals y w ith  6X in tersecting  Cy (k).
Fix k <  1 /2  an d  choose kn =  n / [ 2 \ jn 2 + 1) such  th a t k <  kn . 
Then by  C orollary  3.29 there is a line £n w ith  irra tional endpo in ts  
xn an d  y n such  th a t i n is tan g en t to infinitely m any  Ford kp-circles 
based a t oo-rationals, b u t intersects none. C onsider the collection of
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Ford k-circles th a t are based  at oo-rationals. Since k <  kn , the Ford 
k-circle Coo(k) is now  a positive hyperbolic distance aw ay from  t. The 
sam e is true  for Co(k) an d  C(n +i ) /n (k). Let d be the least of these 
th ree d istances. Since fn  fixes £n / an d  the collection of Ford k-circles 
is invarian t u n d e r f n , it follows th a t all of the Ford k-circles based  at 
po in ts w here  the Ford kn-circle w as tan g en t to i n  are a t least d aw ay 
from  1. Let A n deno te  the reg ion  of H  b o u n d ed  by the circular arcs 
lying d istance d aw ay from  £n/ as illu stra ted  in  F ig u re  3.28. N o Ford 
k-circle intersects An..
o o1
Figure 3.28: No Ford k-circles intersect the region An
N ow  consider the hyperbolic geodesic 5Xn jo in ing xn to 00. The line 
SXn is asym ptotic to £n tow ards the p o in t xn/ an d  hence lies w ith in  
the region A n sufficiently close to xn . U pon  leaving A n , &xn m ay only 
in tersect finitely m any  Ford k-circles. It follows th a t xn is an  irra tional 
n u m b er such th a t there  are only finitely  m any  oo-rationals y  w ith  8Xn 
in tersecting  Cy (k). Since k  w as arbitrary, this com pletes the p roof of 
T h e o re m  3.26, w hich  in  tu rn  com pletes the p roof of T h e o re m  3.25. □
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The theta g roup  Too, an d  the H ecke g roups rq, are only a countable 
collection from  the larger class of g roups th a t w e also call H ecke
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groups; recall that the Hecke group T(A) is the group of M obius trans­
formations generated by
t a (z ) = z  +  A and a [ z ) = —- .
z
It w as show n by Hecke [22] that I"1 (A) is a Fuchsian group if and only if 
either A =  2c o s ^ ^  for som e integer q ^  3, or if A >  2 . For any A >  0, 
the Hecke group F(A) gives rise to a class of continued fractions of 
the form
1
. b A ---------------------------.
1
It is only in the cases in w hich T(A) is a Fuchsian group, however, 
that these continued fractions may be represented by paths in a Farey 
graph. The cases in which A =  2c o s ^ ^ ,  in which w e obtain Rosen 
continued fractions, were studied in Chapter 2, and the special case 
A =  2, in which T(A) is the theta group Too and w e obtain even-integer 
continued fractions, was the focus of this chapter. It remains to con­
sider the cases A >  2; here, w e give a brief and informal treatment of 
the topic.
In the cases w hen  A >  2 the group T(A) is a Fuchsian group of the 
second kind, m eaning that the limit set A(F(A)) of T(A) is a Cantor 
set. The implication for the corresponding continued fractions, which  
w e call \-continued fractions, is that not every real number has a A- 
continued fraction expansion; the points that can be represented by a 
A-continued fraction are precisely the points that lie in  A(F(A)). The 
question of precisely w hich points lie in the set A(F(A)) is not easy to 
answer, although there is som e literature concerning the Hausdorff 
dim ension of A(F(A)) (see, for example, [1,16]).
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Just as Rosen continued fractions and even-integer continued frac­
tions m ay be view ed as paths in the Farey graphs Tq and SFqo re­
spectively, A-continued fractions m ay be view ed as paths in the Farey 
graph jF(A), w hich w e m ay define in the sam e w ay as w e defines the 
Farey graph 3 oo in Section 3.1. The Farey graph 5F(3) is show n in Fig­
ure 3.29. For all A >  2, the Farey graph 5F(A) is a tree, but, unlike w ith  
jFoo, the vertices surrounding a 'face' of this tree do not accumulate at 
one point.
Figure 3.29: The Farey graph 5F(3)
Notice that just as (Too is a subgraph of the Farey graph T, any Farey 
graph T(A) w ith  A an integer w ill be a subgraph of T. The Farey graph 
!T(3) is show n in Figure 3.30 as a subgraph of T.
0 1 2  3
Figure 3.30: The Farey graph T(3) as a subgraph of the Farey graph T
It follows from the structure of T(A) that the A-continued fraction 
expansion of any point in A(T(A)) is unique, and hence geodesic. It is 
likely that m any of the results presented in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 
w ill have analogues for A-continued fractions.

FURTHER TOPICS O N  C O N T I N U E D  FR A CT I ON S  &
HYPERBOLIC GEOMETRY
So far, this thesis has been concerned m ainly w ith  tw o classes of 
real continued fractions, nam ely Rosen continued fractions and the 
related even-integer continued fractions. In this chapter w e look at 
how  the techniques introduced in previous chapters can be adapted  
for use beyond the study of real continued fractions. We focus on  
tw o topics: com plex continued fractions, and sem igroups of Mobius 
transformations. M uch of this work is in  gestation, and w e w ill not 
always present it w ith  the formality of previous chapters.
M ost of the work on com plex continued fractions focuses on those  
w ith Gaussian integer coefficients, w hich  w e call Gaussian integer 
continued fractions. We show  in Section 4.1.1 how  Gaussian integer 
continued fractions can be represented by paths in a graph that oc­
curs naturally in three-dimensional hyperbolic geometry. This repre­
sentation allows us to use techniques similar to those used in previ­
ous chapters to study Gaussian integer continued fractions. A  basic 
result about the convergence of infinite Gaussian integer continued  
fractions, w hich generalises Theorem 2.39, is proved, and geodesic  
Gaussian integer continued fractions are discussed. Section 4.2 looks 
at a class of continued fractions, which w e call Bianchi continued  
fractions, w hose coefficients lie in the set Z [ \ /2i]. We take an entirely  
different approach in this section to that in Section 4.1, developing a 
cutting sequence that allows us to produce a new  type of continued  
fraction expansion of a com plex number.
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In Section 4.3 w e generalise classical regular continued fractions 
in an entirely new  direction. We see that regular continued fractions 
can be view ed as sequences of elem ents of a sem igroup of Mobius 
transformations. Given a two-generator sem igroup of M obius trans-' 
formations S that satisfies certain properties, w e show  how  w e can 
define a more general notion of a regular continued fraction, which  
w e call an S-continued fraction. We discuss potential areas of research 
into S-continued fractions.
4.1 GAUSSIAN INTEGER CONTINUED FRACTIONS
A  Gaussian integer continued fraction is a continued fraction of the form  
1
b i ----------------------- ,
1
where each b i is a Gaussian integer, that is, each b i lies in the set
Z[i] =  {z  =  a 4- b i G C | x ,y  e  Z}.
We denote an infinite Gaussian integer continued fraction by [bi, b z , . . .  ], 
and a finite Gaussian integer continued fraction by [bi, . . . ,  brJ.
The study of Gaussian integer continued fractions dates back at 
least as far as the work of the brothers A dolf and Julius H urwitz 
(see [37]). Since then, a reasonably large literature on Gaussian inte­
ger continued fractions has emerged. M any of these works make use  
of geom etry in their arguments, such as Ford [14, 15], LeVeque [33], 
Schmidt [44, 45] and Vulakh [61]. Within these works, m any differ­
ent algorithms for producing a Gaussian integer continued fraction 
expansion of a com plex number are presented, each of which can
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be considered a generalisation of the regular continued fraction algo­
rithm for real numbers. The work of Dani and N ogueira [11] appears 
to be the first to study Gaussian integer continued fractions more 
broadly, using a definition of Gaussian integer continued fractions 
that encom passes all previously studied classes of Gaussian integer 
continued fraction. Yet no attempt has been m ade to develop a the­
ory of the class of all Gaussian integer continued fractions. The aim  
of this section is to outline how  such a theory may be built up using  
the techniques from hyperbolic geom etry that have been discussed so  
far in this thesis.
We begin this section by show ing that Gaussian integer continued  
fractions can be represented by paths in a graph em bedded in three- 
dim ensional hyperbolic space that is a natural analogue o f the Farey 
graphs introduced in previous chapters of this thesis. We use this per­
spective to obtain a new  result on the convergence of infinite Gaus­
sian integer continued fractions. We then propose several areas for 
further research in w hich this technique is likely to yield  results, and  
discuss how  our approach may give insight into the work of Dani 
and Nogueira.
4 .I.I GAUSSIAN INTEGER CONTINUED FRACTIONS AND HYPER­
BOLIC GEOMETRY
The Picard group Fp is the group of Mobius transformations generated  
by
T i(z )= z + 1 ,  T i(z )= z'+ i ,  cr(z) =  —— and v' [z)  =  -  =  7^ .
z  z  \ z
The group Fp is a natural analogue of the modular group V, and  
is hence som etim es referred to as the Picard modular group. It is
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isom orphic to the group PSL(2,Z [i]), and consists precisely of those 
M obius transformations that can be written
, ,  , az +  b
=   - /cz +  d
where a, b, c, and d are Gaussian integers, and ad — be =  1. Writing 
p =  o t i  and p' =  cr 'T ^ 1, w e m ay write dow n a presentation of Tp as
TP = ( u ,  cr/,  p, p' | a2 = o'2 =p3 = p'3 -  (po')2
= (p'o-)2 -  (pp')2 =  (do-')2 =  I).
It is possible to write dow n a presentation of Tp w ith  as few  as two 
generators -  see, for example, [5] -  but the generators given in the 
definition of the Picard group above allow us to easily see the con­
nection betw een Gaussian integer continued fractions and the Picard 
group.
Consider a finite Gaussian integer continued fraction [ b i , . . . , b n]. 
Write bic =  +  y id  for each k =  1,—  ,n . A s usual, w e define the
sequence of M obius transformations
fk(z) = b k —-  , 
z
for k. =  1,2, . .  . , n ,  that is, f k =  T^kTVkcr using the generators Ti, Ti 
and a  of Ip. Then the convergents of [bi , . . .  ,brJ are given by
v k =  fi • • • fk (oo),
for k =  1, . . . ,  n , and a Gaussian integer continued fraction can be 
view ed as a sequence Fk =  fi • • • f k of M obius transformations be­
longing to the Picard group. Similarly, an infinite Gaussian integer 
continued fraction can be view ed as an infinite sequence of M obius 
transformations belonging to the Picard group.
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The action of the P icard g roup  Fp on  the u p p er half-space H 3 gives 
rise to a rep resen ta tion  of G aussian  in teger con tinued  fractions using  
hyperbolic geom etry: the g roup  Fp is a K leinian g roup , so Tp acts 
p ro p erly  d iscon tinuously  on  H 3. The hyperbolic po ly h ed ro n
D =  (z +  tj G H 3 | 0 <  Re(z) <  1,0 <  Im (z) <  1 / 2,
|z + t j |  >  1 ,|z — 1 +  tj | >  1},
is a fundam en ta l d om ain  for Fp w ith  side-pairing  transfo rm ations Ti, 
T] a, Ti ccr' an d  t^Ti m r'. The p o ly h ed ro n  D is show n in  F ig u re  4.1 (a).
(a) (b)
F igure 4.1: (a) A fu n d am e n ta l d o m ain  for Fp (b) A  fu n d am en ta l d o m a in  for
0p
Let v be the vertex 1 /2  +  i /2  + ) / \ f l  of D. The stabiliser of the p o in t 
v u n d er the g roup  Tp is the group  Stab pp (v) generated  by the m aps 
Ti cr(z) =  1 — 1 /z  an d  Ticr'fz) =  i +  1/z; it consists of 12 elem ents an d  
is isom orphic to the a lternating  g roup  A4 (see [17]). The un ion  of the 
im ages of D u n d er the elem ents of Stab rp (v) is a closed ideal octahe­
d ro n  E w ith  vertices oo, 0, 1, 1 +  i, i  an d  1 +  i. The reg ion  E is show n 
in  Figure 4.1 (b). It is show n by V ulakh [61] th a t E is the fundam en ta l 
dom ain  for a n o rm al subgroup  0 p of Tp w ith  Tp/0 p =  Stab rP(v). 
The im ages of E u n d er 0 p tessellate H 3 by ideal hyperbolic octahe-
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dra. The skeleton of this tessellation is a connected graph, which w e 
call the Farey graph Tp. The vertices of Tp are the ideal vertices of the 
tessellation; they belong to the ideal boundary <C of H 3. The edges of 
Tp are the edges of the ideal octahedra in the tessellation, and the 
faces of Tp are the faces of the ideal octahedra. Part of Tp is show n  
in Figure 2.2.
(b)
Figure 4.2: (a) Part of the Farey graph Tp (b) The projection of part of the 
Farey graph Tp onto C
As in previous chapters, w e can define Tp alternatively as the orbit 
of the hyperbolic geodesic 6 between 0 and 00 in H 3 under the group 
Pp. The transformation cr(z)'=  —1/ z  m aps 00 to 0, so  w e see that the 
set of vertices of Tp is the orbit of 00 under Tp. We therefore call the 
vertices of Tp 00-rationals. The set of oo-rationals is precisely the set of 
reduced Gaussian rationals, which is the set of all com plex numbers 
of the form x  +  y i  where x  and y  are reduced rationals, together w ith  
the point 00, w hich w e identify w ith  1/0.
As in Section 2.1 and Section 3.1, this alternative description of Tp 
allows us to determine the neighbours of 00 in Tp; w e find that they  
are precisely the Gaussian integers. lt also allows us to determine the 
automorphism group of Tp. It follows from the fact that Tp is the 
orbit of 6 under Pp that each elem ent of Pp induces an automorphism  
of Tp. The tw o m aps k (z ) =  —z  and p ( z )  =  i z  also induce automor-
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phism s of Tp. The group generated by Tp, k and \x is the extended 
Picard group, Tp, and is in fact the full group of automorphisms of Tp.
Theorem  4.1. The extended Picard group fp is the fu ll group of automor­
phisms of Tp.
We om it the proof of this theorem, which is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 that is sketched in  Section 2.1. The automorphisms of 
fp not only preserve incidence betw een vertices and edges of Tp, in  
fact they also preserve incidence between vertices, edges, faces and 
octahedra.
We are now  in a position to state the theorem that explains the cor­
respondence betw een Gaussian integer continued fractions and paths 
in  Farey graphs. For now, w e w ill concentrate on finite Gaussian inte­
ger continued fractions and finite paths.
Theorem  4.2. Let v  he a vertex of Tp other than 00. Then the vertices 
v i , . . . , v n o /T p , with  vn =  v, are the consecutive convergents of some 
Gaussian integer continued fraction expansion of v  if  and only if 
(00, v i , . . . ,  vn ) is a path in Tp from  00 to v.
Again, w e omit the proof of this theorem, as it follows similarly 
to the proof of Theorem 2.2. We call (00,v- | , . . . , v n ) the path of con­
vergents of [ b i , . . . , b n ]. In Section 2.1.3 a sim ple m ethod for m oving  
betw een a Rosen continued fraction and its corresponding path of 
convergents in the Farey graph Tq w as presented; a similar m ethod  
for m oving between an even-integer continued fraction and its path of 
convergents in  Too was also presented in Section 3.1.3. The situation  
is considerably more complicated w hen  m oving betw een a Gaussian  
integer continued fraction and its path of convergents as the collec­
tion of neighbours of any given vertex does not have a natural order; 
w e om it any further discussion of this.
We end this section by briefly discussing infinite Gaussian integer 
continued fractions and infinite paths, w hich w ill be the focus of Sec­
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tion 4.1.2. A n infinite path in  Tp is a sequence of vertices vo,v- | , . . .  
such that vt_i  ~ vt for i  =  1, 2, —  It follow s from Theorem 4.2 
that the convergents of an infinite Gaussian integer continued frac­
tion form an infinite path ( o o , v i , V 2 , . . .)  in TP, and conversely each 
infinite path of this type is com prised of the convergents of an infinite 
Gaussian integer continued fraction.
4.1.2 C O N V E R G E N C E  O F  I N F I N I T E  G A U S S I A N  I N T E G E R  C O N T I N ­
U E D  F R A C T I O N S
It is show n in Theorem 2.39 that an infinite integer continued fraction 
converges if its sequence of convergents does not contain infinitely 
m any terms that are equal. Conversely, if an integer continued frac­
tion converges to som e value v, then it can only have infinitely m any  
terms that are equal to som e rational number w  if w  =  v.
Theorem  4.3. If the sequence of convergents of an infinite Gaussian integer 
continued fraction does not contain infinitely many terms that are equal, 
and has only finitely many distinct accumulation points, then that Gaussian 
integer continued fraction converges.
A s w ith  Theorem 2.39, there is an obvious converse to Theorem 4.3: 
if an infinite Gaussian integer continued fraction converges to som e  
value v, then v is the unique accumulation point of its sequence of 
convergents, w hich may only have infinitely m any terms equal to 
som e com plex rational w  if w  =  v.
The proof of Theorem 2.39 for integer continued fractions relies on  
the property of the Farey graph T that rem oving any two vertices 
separates 3  into tw o components. This is not the case in Tp: it can 
be show n that given a finite collection of vertices v i , . .  . , v n of Tp, the 
the graph obtained from Tp by rem oving the vertices v i , . . . , v TL is 
connected.
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We define a Farey section to be an im age of IR under an elem ent of 
the extended Picard group fp. A  Farey section is either a Euclidean  
circle in  <C or, if the Farey section contains oo, a Euclidean straight 
line in <C. The full collection of Farey sections that contain the point 
oo are the lines Im(z) =  c and Re(z) =  c for all integers c. It follow s 
that at any vertex of Tp, infinitely m any Farey sections meet, form ing  
a degenerate fam ily of coaxial circles. Such a fam ily of Farey sections 
is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: A family of Farey sections that are mutually tangent to a vertex 
of ^
Farey sections are so called because the subgraph of 3V  w ith  ver­
tices on IR is an em bedding of the Farey graph T  into the half-plane 
{x +  y i  +  tj | y =  0}; edges of this Farey graph are edges of Tp, and 
the faces are faces of Tp.
To prove Theorem 4.3 w e use the follow ing tw o lemm as, w hich  are 
analogues of the tw o lemm as Lemma 2.40 and Lemma 2.3 that are 
used in the proof of Theorem 2.39.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that x  and y are distinct elements of C that are not 
vertices of a common octahedron of T  p .  Then there is a Farey section S such 
that x  and y lie in distinct components of <C \  S.
Proof. Let x  and y be distinct elem ents of C that are not vertices of a 
com m on octahedron of 5Fp. Consider the hyperbolic line 6 from x to 
y in H 3. The line 6 cannot lie w ithin one octahedron and hence m ust 
intersect either an edge or a face of Tp. Suppose that 6 intersects
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an edge of Tp, which w e may assume, after applying an elem ent of 
Tp, is the edge between oo and 0. Then at least one of IR and IRi 
is a Farey section S such that x  and y  lie in distinct com ponents of 
<C \ S .  Suppose instead that 6 intersects a face of Tp. After applying 
an elem ent of Ip w e may assum e that this face has both oo and 1 as 
vertices, along w ith either ±1 or ± i .  Again, at least one of IR and IRi 
is then a Farey section S such that x  and y  lie in distinct com ponents 
of C \  S. □
Lemma 4.5. Let S be a Farey section. Suppose that y  is a path in Tp that 
starts at a vertex in one component of C \  S and finishes at a vertex in  the 
other component of <C \  S. Then y  passes through a vertex lying on S.
Proof We may assume, by applying an elem ent of Tp if necessary, 
that S =  IR or S =  IRi. We w ill suppose that S =  IR; the proof w hen  
S =  IRi is similar. If the lemma is  false, there is an edge of y  w ith  
endpoints in each of the com ponents of C \  IR. This edge intersects 
the half-plane {x +  y i  +  tj | y  — 0}, w hich is a contradiction because 
this plane consists entirely of edges, and faces of Tp. □
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We prove the contrapositive of Theorem 4.3. Sup­
pose that the sequence of convergents v-| ,V2,. . .  of an infinite Gaus­
sian integer continued fraction diverges. Then this sequence has two  
distinct accumulation points, say x  and y .  We assum e first that x  and 
y  lie on a com m on octahedron of 5Fp. After applying an elem ent of 
Tp, w e can assum e that x  =  00 and y  equals either 0, 1, i  or (1 +  i) /2 . 
If the sequence v i , V2 , . . .  has infinitely m any terms equal to either 
00 or y  then the result follows immediately. Else w e may assume, by  
rem oving a finite number of terms of the sequence v i , V2 , . . .  if nec­
essary, that no vt is equal 00 or y .  Consider the Euclidean squares
w ith vertices ± k  ±  k i for k =  2, 3,  Since the sequence V],V2, . . .
accumulates at both 00 and y ,  but has no term equal to 00, it con­
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tains infinitely m any terms in C lying w ithin S^, and infinitely m any  
terms lying outside S^. Since the edges of belong to Farey sections, 
it follow s from Lemma 4.5 that for each k, the square contains a 
com plex number z\_ such that the sequence v i , V2 , . either has in­
finitely m any terms equal to z^, or has an accumulation point at z^.
We assum e now  that x  and y do not lie on a com m on octahedron  
of Tp. By Lemma 4.4 there is a Farey section Si such that x and y  lie 
in distinct com ponents of IR \  S i . Since both x and y  are accumulation  
points of the sequence v i , V2 , . . . ,  it follow s from Lemma 4.5 that se­
quence contains infinitely m any terms that are vertices of ITp lying on  
S i . Then the sequence v i , V2, . . .  either has infinitely m any terms that 
are equal, in  w hich  case w e are done, or has an accumulation point 
zi lying on S i . If zi and x lie on a com m on octahedron of Tp then the 
result follow s as above, otherwise by Lemma 4.4 there is a Farey sec­
tion S2 such that x and zi lie in  distinct com ponents of IR \  S2. Since 
both x  and zi are accumulation points of the sequence v i , V2 , . . it 
follows from Lemma 4.5 that sequence contains infinitely many terms 
that are vertices of Tp lying on S2. Then the sequence v i , V2, . . .  either 
has infinitely m any terms that are equal, in w hich  case w e are done, 
or has an accumulation point Z2 lying on S2. We m ay repeat this argu­
m ent to show  that the sequence v i , V2 , . . .  either has infinitely m any  
terms that are equal or has infinitely m any accumulation points.
This com pletes the proof of Theorem 4.3. □
We cannot omit from the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 the condition  
that the sequence of convergents of an infinite Gaussian integer con­
tinued fraction has only finitely m any distinct accumulation points, 
as is the case w ith integer continued fractions.
Lemma 4.6. There exists an infinite Gaussian integer continued fraction 
whose convergents are all distinct, but which does not converge.
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Proof. We construct a sim ple path in Tp w ith two accumulation points. 
Let x  and y be two com plex numbers, and let x i , x z , . . .  and y i , y 2/• • • 
be two sequences of oo-rationals such that x^ —> x  and yp —> y and 
k oo. Let Pi be a path from oo to x i . Since removing finitely many 
vertices does not disconnect Tp, w e m ay find a path P2 from xi to y 1 
such that Pi and P2 intersect only at x i . Continuing in this fashion, 
w e m ay construct a sim ple path from 00 that passes through each 
vertex xt and y t, and hence converges to both x  and y . The Gaussian 
integer continued fraction corresponding to this path of convergents 
has convergents that are all distinct, but does not converge. □
We end this section by illustrating, in Figure 4.4, part of a path  
(vi , V2, • • •) (view ed as a projection onto C) that diverges and yet no 
two terms in the sequence v i , V2, . . .  are equal. The sequence accumu­
lates at every real number in the interval [0,1 ].
Figure 4.4: A divergent path whose vertices are all distinct
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4.I.3 AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
In this section w e look at directions in w hich  the approach to the 
study of Gaussian integer continued fractions outlined in this chapter 
m ight lead.
Geodesic Gaussian integer continued fractions
Each vertex x  of Tp has infinitely m any Gaussian integer continued  
fraction expansions. Num erous exam ples of algorithms for obtain­
ing a Gaussian integer continued fraction expansion of a com plex  
number may be found in the literature, such as the nearest-Gaussian  
integer algorithm introduced by A dolf H urwitz, or more recent algo­
rithms introduced by LeVeque [33], Schmidt [44, 45], Hayward [21] 
and Dani and N ogueira [11]. As in Chapter 2, w e m ay turn our atten­
tion to geodesic Gaussian integer continued fractions.
We say that a finite Gaussian integer continued fraction expansion  
[ b i , . . . , b n] of a vertex x  of Tp is geodesic if every other Gaussian  
integer continued fraction expansion of x  has at least n  terms. A  
geodesic Gaussian integer continued fraction is so called because its 
corresponding path in Tp is geodesic, that is, a path w ith  the least 
number of edges. We say that an infinite Gaussian integer continued  
fraction expansion [ b i , b 2 , . . . ]  of a com plex number x  is geodesic if 
[bi , . . .  ,biJ is a geodesic Gaussian integer continued fraction for all 
k =  1,2, —
Key to the study of geodesic Rosen continued fractions is concept 
of the q-chain between two vertices u  and v of the Farey graph 5Fq, 
which w as introduced in Section 2.2. The q-chain betw een u  and v 
is a sequence of faces of Tq in which every geodesic path between u  
and v lies. We conjecture that between any two vertices u  and v of 
I p ,  an analogous chain of octahedra exists in w hich every geodesic
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path from u  to v lies. We discuss informally how  such a chain may be 
produced.
In the following, w e let p denote the vertical projection p : H 3 —> C 
onto C given by p(z-t-tj)  =  z. Let u  and y  be tw o distinct, non- 
adjacent vertices of Tp. We may assume, after applying som e elem ent 
of Tp, that u  is the point oo. If v lies on an octradehra that is incident 
to oo, then w e call this octahedra Pi and w e are done. If not, then  
there is som e octahedron, P i, such that v lies w ithin the closed region  
p ( P i ) of C. There may be two such octahedra, in w hich  case w e make 
a choice based on som e predetermined rule. Consider the faces of P i .
We choose one of these faces Fi so that v lies w ithin the closed region  
p(Fi) of C; again, in  an am biguous case, w e make a choice based  
on som e predeterm ined rule. There is precisely one octahedra of Tp
other than Pi that is incident to F i, and w e call this P2. If v is a vertex
\
of P2 then w e are done. Else there is som e face F2 of P2 such that v 
lies w ithin the closed region p(F-i) of C; again, in an am biguous case, 
w e make a choice based on som e predeterm ined rule. Continuing in 
this fashion, w e produce a chain of octahedra Pi , . . . ,  P^ such that 00 
is a vertex of P i; it remains to be show n that eventually the procedure 
w ill terminate, and so v is a vertex of Pn for som e n . A n example of 
such a sequence of faces F i , . . . ,F4, view ed as a projection onto C, is 
show n in Figure 4.3.
The projections of the faces Fi , .  are closely related to the 
chains of Farey triangles introduced by Schmidt [45] to study Diophan- 
tine approximation of com plex numbers. It is likely that studying the 
chains of octahedra described about w ould illuminate the work of 
Schmidt.
We make the follow ing conjecture.
Conjecture. A ny geodesic path from  00 to a Gaussian rational number v  is 
contained in the chain of octahedra between 00 and v.
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Figure 4.5: A chain of faces F] , . . .  ,¥4 of octahedra forming a chain from 00 
to v, viewed as projections onto C
Proving this conjecture w ould  allow us to develop a theory of 
geodesic Gaussian integer continued fractions analogous to the the­
ory of geodesic Rosen continued fractions presented in Chapter 2. We 
w ould  be able to obtain bounds on the number of geodesic Gaussian  
integer continued fractions of a vertex x  of £Fp, and give necessary 
and sufficient conditions on the coefficients b i for a Gaussian inte­
ger continued fraction [bi , b 2 , . . .  ] to be geodesic. It w ould  then, m ost 
probably, follow  from Theorem 4.3 that all infinite geodesic Gaussian  
integer continued fractions converge.
The approach ofDani and Nogueira
M any of the number-theoretic properties of Gaussian integer contin­
ued fractions have been w ell studied, including the approximation  
of com plex irrational numbers by Gaussian rationals (see, for ex­
ample [14],[45], [60], [61]). Much of this research, however, restricts 
to Gaussian integer continued fractions given by specific algorithms. 
The work of Dani and N ogeuira [11], however, studies Gaussian in­
teger continued fractions in more generality than in previous works. 
In this section w e w ill briefly outline the work of Dani and Nogueira,
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discussing how  the ideas m ight be reformulated in terms of the Farey 
graph Jp.
In [n ] ,  the authors introduce the notion of a choice function, w hich is 
a function f  : C —> Z  [i] such that f(z) lies in  the closed ball B(z, 1) for 
all z  in C. A  choice function can be used to produce a Gaussian integer 
continued fraction algorithm in the follow ing way: given z E C, we 
associate two sequences zo, z i , .  •. and bo, b i , . . .  w ith
z0 — z, b0. =  f ( z0),
and for each n  ^  0
zn+i = -----~—r and bn+1 =  f (z^+ i).
2n bn






b2 + ... + —
Zr\_
Therefore a choice function gives rise to a Gaussian integer continued  
fraction algorithm. Conversely, m any of the Gaussian integer contin­
ued fraction algorithms that can be found in the literature may be 
described by a choice function.
The authors of [ n ]  introduce a still more general w ay of obtaining a 
Gaussian integer continued fraction expansion of a com plex number. 
A n iteration sequence for a com plex number z  is a sequence of complex 
numbers zo, z i , . . .  such that
1zo =  z, . Zo G ZliJ,
Zi
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and for all n  >  0,
z ^ - —  6 Z [ i] \{ 0 } .
Z n+1
Writing bn =  2 .^ — 1 /zn + i for each n  ^  0, w e obtain a continued frac­
tion as above. We can obtain an iteration sequence from any Gaussian  
integer continued fraction algorithm or choice function, but there are 
iteration sequences that cannot be obtained from any algorithm or 
choice function. The class of continued fraction expansions obtained 
through iteration sequences is, therefore, relatively general.
In [11], results are obtained that give conditions for the continued  
fractions obtained through choice functions or iteration sequences to 
converge. A n analogue of Lagrange's theorem (see Section 3.2.5) for 
iteration sequences is given too.
It is likely that both choice functions and iteration sequences have 
a geometric interpretation w ithin the Farey graph Tp; perhaps, for ex­
ample, the corresponding continued fractions w ill always lie w ithin  
the chain of octahedra in £Fp described above. If this is the case, then  
the results of Dani and N ogueira in [11] may be illum inated by study­
ing the paths w ithin these chains. In particular, it m ight be possible  
to better understand the conditions for convergence given in [11]; this 
could potentially lead to new  conditions on the coefficients b i for the 
Gaussian integer continued fraction [bi , b z , . • • ] to converge.
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4.2 B I A N C H I  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S
We define a Bianchi continued fraction to be a continued fraction of the 
form
1
b i ----------------------- ,
1
where each lies in the set
Z[y/ l i ]  = { z  — x  +  y y / l i  E C | x , y  E Z}.
A s u su a l, w e denote an infinite Bianchi continued fraction by  
[b i , b2 , . . . ] ,  and a finite Bianchi continued fraction by [ b i , . . . , b n ]. 
Bianchi continued fractions are so called because they arise in  the 
study of a Kleinian group called the Bianchi group, m uch in the 
same w ay that Gaussian integer continued fractions arise in the study  
of the Picard group. Since the set Z [ \ /2i] is a natural analogue of 
the set Z[i], Bianchi continued fractions are a natural analogue of 
Gaussian integer continued fractions. There has, however, been lit­
tle research into Bianchi continued fraction, aside from works by  
Schmidt [44, 46] and Vulakh [59, 62] that focus on the approximation  
of com plex numbers by elem ents of the imaginary quadratic field 
Q h /2i] =  {x +  y y / 2i  E C | x ,y  E Q}. .
In this section w e take a thoroughly different approach to that used  
in Section 4.1 to study Gaussian integer continued fractions. In partic­
ular, w e adapt a technique used by Moeckel [35] and Series [52] (see 
Section 1.2.4) in order to associate to each geodesic in H 3 a Bianchi 
continued fraction. This leads to a new  Bianchi continued fraction 
expansion of a com plex number.
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4.2.1 B I A N C H I  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S  A N D  H Y P E R B O L I C  G E O M ­
ETRY
In this section w e introduce the Farey graph 5Fb that forms the basis 
of our connection betw een geodesics in H 3 and Bianchi continued  
fractions. This graph is a direct analogue of the Farey graph TP that 
was introduced in Section 4.1 and used to study Gaussian integer 
continued fractions. Because of the similarity betw een Tb and TP/ w e  
omit m any of the details in our discussion of the construction of Tb-
Let cu =  \ / 2i. The Bianchi group Ib is the group of M obius transfor­
mations generated by
Ti (z) =  z  +  1, To, (z) =  z  +  cu, and <r(z) =  —
z
The Bianchi group was introduced by Luigi Bianchi [4] as a natural 
exam ple of a Kleinian group of the first kind. It consists of precisely  
those M obius transformations of the form
az +  b
=  77T T  ' (4-1)cz +  a .
where a, b, c, and d lie in Z[cu] and ad — be =  1, and is hence isomor­
phic to PSL(2,Z [a >]). As in Section 4.1, a Bianchi continued fraction 
[ b i , . . . , b n] can be view ed as a sequence F  ^ =  fi • • -f^ of Mobius 
transformations belonging to the Bianchi group. Similarly, an infinite 
Bianchi continued fraction can be view ed as an infinite sequence of 
M obius transformations belonging to the Bianchi group.
To produce the graph 5Fb w e use the extended Bianchi group rather 
than the Bianchi group. The extended Bianchi group Tb is the group of 
M obius transformations generated by Tb and the map u'(z) =  b. It 
consists of all M obius transformations of the form given in Equation
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(4.1) w here a, b, c, and  d lie in  Z[cu] and  |a d  — bc| =  1, an d  it contains 
Tb as an  index tw o no rm al subgroup . The hyperbolic p o lyhedron
D = { z  +  tj e  H 3 | 0 <  Re(z) <  1,0 <  Im (z) <  cu/2,
\z +  tj | >  1, \z — 1 +  tj  | >  1},
is a fundam en tal dom ain  for Tb w ith  side-pairing  transfo rm ations Ti, 
Ti , Ti <j , Ti ucr' and  tier'. The p o ly h ed ro n  D is show n in  Figure 4.6
(a).
Figure 4.6: (a) A fundamental domain for fg (b) A fundamental domain for 
0B
Let v be the vertex 1/2 +  cui/2  +  j /2  o fD . The u n ion  of the im ages 
of D u n d e r the elem ents of the stabiliser of the po in t v u n d er Tb is the 
closed ideal cuboctahedron  E w ith  vertices 00, 0, 1, 1 +  cu, cu, — 1/cu, 
1/(1 — cu), cu/(1 -Ecu), (cu — 1)/cu, 2/(1 — cu), (cu —1)/(1 +cu) an d  (1 +  
cu)/2 . The reg ion  E is show n in  Figure 4.6 (b). It is show n by V ulakh 
[61] th a t E is the fundam en tal dom ain  for a no rm al subg ro u p  0 b of 
Tb , and  the im ages of E u n d er 0 b tessellate H 3 by ideal hyperbolic 
cuboctahedra. The skeleton of this tessellation is a connected graph , 
w hich  we call a Farey graph and  denote by P art of J b  is show n in 
F igure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Part of the Farey graph 343 (b) The projection of part of the 
Farey graph Tg ont° C
A s  in  Section 4.1, w e  m a y  a l te rn a t iv e ly  d e f in e  Tg as  th e  o rb i t  u n d e r  
fg  o f th e  h y p e rb o lic  g e o d e s ic  6 b e tw e e n  00 a n d  0 in  H 3 . W e se e  th a t  
th e  s e t  o f v e r tic e s  o f T g  is  th e  o rb i t  o f 00 u n d e r  Pg, a n d  th e re fo re  
ca ll th e  v e r tic e s  o f T g  00-rationals. T h e  s e t  o f o o -ra tio n a ls  is  th e  s e t  o f 
a ll c o m p le x  n u m b e r s  o f th e  f o rm  x  +  ycu w h e r e  x  a n d  y  a re  r e d u c e d  
r a t io n a ls ,  to g e th e r  w i th  th e  p o in t  oo, w h ic h  w e  id e n t if y  w i th  1 /0 ; th e y  
f o rm  a  c o u n ta b le ,  d e n s e  s u b s e t  o f C , a n d  a re  th e  fu ll  s e t  o f p a ra b o l ic  
f ix e d  p o in ts  o f Tg. W e m a y  a lso  u s e  th is  a l te rn a t iv e  d e s c r ip t io n  o f 
fFg to  d e te r m in e  th a t  th e  n e ig h b o u rs  o f 00 in  T g  a re  p re c is e ly  th e  
e le m e n ts  o f Z [cu], a n d  to  s h o w  th a t  th e  a u to m o r p h is m  g r o u p  o f 5Fg 
is  th e  g r o u p  g e n e r a te d  b y  fg  a n d  th e  a n t ic o n f o r m a l  m a p  k (z ) =  —z.
4 .2 .2  T H E  C U T T I N G  S E Q U E N C E  OF A G E O D E S I C  I N  H 3
C o n s id e r  a  g e o d e s ic   ^ in  th e  u p p e r  h a lf - s p a c e  IH 3 . S u c h  a  g e o d e s ic  
w ill  in te r s e c t  a  b i- in f in ite  s e q u e n c e  o f c u b  o c ta h e d ra  o f th e  g r a p h  T g .  
R eca ll f ro m  Section 1.2.4 th a t  e a c h  t im e  a  g e o d e s ic  in  th e  u p p e r  h a l f ­
p la n e  H  in te r s e c ts  a  fac e  o f th e  F a re y  g r a p h  3 , w e  sa y  th a t  i t  cu ts  th a t  
face , a n d  w e  c a n  d e s c r ib e  e a c h  c u t a s  e i th e r  a  left c u t o r  a  righ t cut; 
th is  g iv e s  r ise  to  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  Ls a n d  Rs, s y m b o l is in g  le f t  c u ts  a n d  
r ig h t  c u ts  re sp e c tiv e ly , c a lle d  th e  c u ttin g  sequence o f th e  g e o d e s ic , th a t
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describes the way in w hich  i  cuts through the faces of T. We w ish  to 
associate to leach geodesic t  in  H 3 a cutting sequence w ith  respect to 
the Farey graph Tb • h i Section 4.2.3 w e use the cutting sequence to 
obtain a Bianchi continued fraction expansion of a com plex number.
The nature of Tb as a three-dimensional graph w ith  cuboctahedra 
as its tessellating entities m eans that such a cutting sequence is not as 
straightforward to describe as in the classical case. W hen the geodesic 
t  intersects, or cuts, a cuboctahedron P, it m ay enter and leave at at 
one of the fourteen faces of P, or at any one of the 24 edges of P. Fur­
thermore, sim ply describing the position of the entry and exit faces or 
edges relative to one another does not uniquely determine the faces 
or edges. In order to associate to the geodesic  ^a cutting sequence, we 
'pull back' the cuboctahedra that i  cuts by applying certain elem ents 
of Tb that map them  onto the cuboctahedron E pictured in Figure 4.6
(b), allow ing us to classify the cut w ithout ambiguity. Before describ­
ing this m ethod in full detail, w e introduce som e term inology that 
w ill be important for describing cuboctahedra in Tb -
Recall that E denotes the closed ideal cuboctahedron w ith vertices 
00, 0, 1, 1 +  cu, cu,—1/tu, 1/(1 — cu), cu/(l +  cu), (cu — 1 )/cu, 2/(1 — cu), 
(cu — 1 ) / ( l  +  cu) and (1 +  cu)/2, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. We call the 
four vertical faces of E, together w ith  their vertical edges, the walls 
of E; the remaining faces, together w ith  their edges, are the floor of 
E. We label the faces of the floor of E Ti , . . . ,  Tg and Q i , . . . ,  Q4 as in  
Figure 4.8.
We let E denote the region that is the union of all im ages of E under 
translates from Tb- The region F is convex, and meets the ideal bound­
ary C only at a discrete set of oo-rational points. We define the floor 
of E to be the union of all im ages of the floor of E under the translates 
from fB.
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Figure 4.8: The faces of the  floor of E
Let I be a d irected  geodesic in  H 3 th a t intersects the walls of E, 
em anating  from  the inside of E ou tw ards, an d  w hich  m eets the com ­
plex p lane a t a com plex n u m b er x. We w ill assum e first th a t x is n o t 
an  oo-rational. U pon  leaving E,  ^ passes th ro u g h  an  infinite sequence 
of cuboctahedra E ], E2 , . . .  of Tg. The first of these, E-|, is the im age 
of E u n d e r one of the translates t -\, t W/ or t ~ \  an d  hence lies 
w ith in  the reg ion  F. F urtherm ore , there is som e k for w hich  Ej lies 
in  F for all j =  1, . . . ,  k, an d  Ej lies ou tside F for all j >  k. In short, 
u p o n  leaving E, t travels th ro u g h  a n u m b er of cuboctahedra of Tg in  
F, un til it passes th ro u g h  E^, after w hich  it enters a cuboctahedron  
Efc+i th a t does n o t lie in  F. This is illu stra ted  in  Figure 4.9
Figure 4.9: The geodesic t p asses th ro u g h  a finite n u m b e r of cu boc tahed ra  
w ith  00 a vertex
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-Cirr- b■cuThe cuboctahedron Eg is the im age of E under the translate 
for som e integers a and b. Consider the hyperbolic geodesic V =  
q  aT^b (f). Since t  passes through Eg, leaving it to enter Eg+i ,  V 
passes through E, leaving it to enter som e cuboctahedron T^aT“ b (Eg+i ). 
Since Eg+i does not lie in E, and E is invariant under the translates 
from Tb, V  cannot exit the cuboctahedron E through its walls, and 
hence m ust exit through the floor of E.
We now  apply a transformation 4> that is one of four maps <h i , 
4*2, 4*3 and 4>4 that w e w ill define shortly. The map 4» fixes E and 
maps T j^ T ^ fE ic+ i) inside E. We can then write the cuboctahedron 
E^ as TfT^,(|)(E). Furthermore, 4,T7 a'riLb ( )^ is a directed geodesic in  
H 3 that intersects the walls of E, emanating from the inside of E 
outwards, m eeting the com plex plane at the com plex number x i , and 
so w e m ay repeat the process described above.
We define the map 4> as follows. Consider the follow ing four M obius 
transformations
4)i (z) - 
<|>2(z) =
4>3 [z) = 
4>4 (z) =
(1 — cu)z — 1 '
2z — (1 +  cu) _
(1 — cu)z —27
(cu — l)z +  2 
(1 +cu)z+  (1 —cu)'
cuz— (1 — cu)
(1 +  cu)z— cu*
The involutions 4>i for i  =  1, 2, 3,4  are elem ents of Eb that fix the 
cuboctahedra E. Furthermore, the map 4>i takes the faces Ti, T2, Qi 
and Q2 to the walls of E; the map 4*2 takes the faces T3, T4, Q3 and 
Q4 to the walls of E; the map 4>3 takes the faces T3, T5, Qi and Q3 
to the walls of E; and the map §4  takes the faces T2, Tg, Q2 and 
Q4 to the w alls of E. We subdivide the floor of E as follows. We
let Ri =  Ti UT2 U Q i U Q2 where S is denotes the closure of a set
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S. We let R2 =  T3 U  T4 U  Q 3 U Q 4 \  R i, R3 =  T4 \  {Ri U  R2}, an d  R4 =  
T6 \{R i U R2}. These reg ions are illu stra ted  in Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: The faces of the floor of E
If V  in tersects the floor of E in  the reg ion  Rj then  w e let cf) =  cjq. Let 
U =  <j>*' = <Kj"aT~b(£).
L em m a 4.7. The geodesic ti  is a directed geodesic in H 3 that intersects the 
wall o f E, emanating from the inside o f E outwards, and which meets the 
complex plane at a complex number that is not an oo-rational.
Proof The m ap 4> =  4>j is chosen so th a t the p o in t a t w hich  V  in ­
tersects the floor of E is m ap p ed  into the w alls of E. The resu lt fol­
lows. □
We can therefore repeat the process described  in  th is section in ­
definitely, p ro d u c in g  a sequence of M obius transfo rm ations of the 
form
Tc = T ^ kTbk(f)jk
such  that the d irected  geodesic  ^cuts th ro u g h  the cuboctahedra E, f  1 (E), f  1 f2 ( E) , . . .  
in  th a t order. We call the sequence of trip les
(j1, a 1/ b i ) / (j2, a 2/b 2)/ .
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the cutting sequence of t  w ith  respect to 5Fb .
We now  consider the case in which the endpoint x  of the vertex i  is 
oo-rational. In this case, w e may produce a cutting sequence following  
precisely the same procedure as in the case w hen  x  is not oo-rational. 
In this case, however, w e m ay come to a point where x  is a vertex 
of one of the cuboctahedra f  i • • • fn (E), and the procedure terminates. 
We then obtain a finite cutting sequence (j 1, a i , b i , ) . . . ,  (jn , an , bn ).
4 .2 .3  T H E  B I A N C H I  C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N  E X P A N S I O N  OF A  C O M ­
PLEX N U M B E R
We w ill now  use the cutting sequence process described in Section 4.2.2 
to obtain a Bianchi continued fraction expansion of a com plex num ­
ber x. We begin by considering the case in w hich x  is not an oo- 
rational. Let 6X denote the geodesic between 00 and x, directed from  
00 towards x. A lthough Sx does not emanate from inside the cuboc­
tahedron E, it is clear that there are integers ai and bi such that 
T ^ a i T^,bl  (6X) intersects the floor of the cuboctahedron E. It follows 
that w e may apply the procedure described in Section 4.2.2 to ob­
tain a cutting sequence (ji, a i , b i ) ,  (32,012,b 2 ) , . . . of 6X. Write =  
^ i^ cu ^ jk  and Ett, =  f i  • • • fn . Then the geodesic 6X intersects each of 
the cuboctahedra En (E) for n  =  1, 2, . . . .
Theorem  4.8. Let y  be a vertex of E. Then En (-y) -» x as n  —> 00.
Proof This theorem follow s from [44, Theorem 5]; w e sketch a proof 
here. For each n , let En denote the cuboctahedron En (E). There is 
som e face E^ of En such that every vertex of E^ lies on or w ithin  
the Euclidean circle e n in C that circumscribes En . In fact, the circles 
Ctl form a nested chain of circles w hose radii converge to zero, all of 
w hich contain x. It follows that En (y) converges as n  —> 00, and that 
E ^ y ) m ust converge to x. □
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We show  next that the m aps En give rise to an infinite Bianchi 
continued fraction of x. From now  on, given a com plex number z  =  
x +  y cu w ith  x and y  integers, w e shall write t z for the map t*To,<j.
We can write the maps 4>j for j =  1 ,... ,4 as follows:
cj)! (z) =  t 0ti_cutou';
4*2 (2 ) =  ta)t—1 _ojtcut] CT )
4*3 (2) = tof cu—11_ 1 —cutajti CT )
4>4 (z) = t 0t _ i t a,ti(T/.
Consider the map En =  f 1 • • • f n . By using relations of the group fe ,  
and in particular the relation
° M to> =  o r fxT“y cnr',
w e can write
En — t TXl • • • tn m CT ,
where nj 7^  0 for j =  2, . . . ,  m  — 1. Furthermore, it can be show n that
En+1 = t ( TX+1)1 •■•t(n + i ) l CJ7,
where at least the first m  —2 terms ( n +  1)j are equal to nj. There­
fore w e can find an infinite sequence of maps t*,,, tb2, . . .  such that if 
Tn =  tb, • • • tbn, En =  Tn gn where gn (oo) lies in the unit disc in C. It 
follows that •
HTRn—*oo"En (oo) — lim n_).00ErL(oo) — x,
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and so  the maps F^ give rise to the Bianchi continued fraction expan­
sion [b i ,b 2 , . . . ]  of x.
We end this section by considering the case in w hich x  is an oo- 
rational. The procedure explained in Section 4.2.2 gives rise to a finite 
sequence of m aps Fi . . .  F^ such that x  is a vertex of Fn (F.). Writing
Fn =  hbi Fbmcr,
w e see that [ b i , . . . , b m] is a Bianchi continued fraction expansion of 
the vertex F^O) of FTl(E). However, it may be the case that x is not 
the vertex FrL(0), say x  =  Frtg(0) where g is an elem ent of fe  fixing 
F. In this situation, w e can obtain a finite Bianchi continued fraction 
expansion of x by writing g in terms of the m aps t z and o'.
4.3 S E M I G R O U P S  O F  M O B I U S  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S
So far, this thesis has focused on ways of using hyperbolic geom e­
try to study classes of continued fractions that can be seen as gen­
eralisations of the classical regular continued fractions. Many other 
attempts to generalise the theory of regular continued fractions may 
be found in the literature, from higher-dimensional analogues to con­
tinued fractions w hose coefficients belong to more general number 
system s, such as the set of quaternions. In this section w e look at an 
altogether different w ay of generalising regular continued fractions.
Consider the classical regular continued fraction
ai
[b i ,b 2, . . . ]  = b i  + -------------------,
a2
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where each bt is an integer, and b  ^ >  0 for i  >  1. In Section 1.2.1, 
it is noted that a regular continued fraction may be view ed as a se­
quence of M obius transformations belonging to the modular group F. 
We w ill now  exam ine a slightly different connection betw een regular 
continued fractions and M obius transformations. Consider the two  
M obius transformations
f(z) =  = TTTTz and 9(2> = z + 1 -
The maps f  and g generate the modular group V. Given a sim ple 
continued fraction [b i ,b 2 , . . . ]  w e can write the convergents ck =  
[bt, . .  . , b k] as
c k =  g b , f b 2 g b3 • • • h b k ( o o ) ,  (4 .2 )
where the map h  equals f  if k is even, and g if k is odd. Since f  and 
g generate F, any elem ent of V m ay be written in the form given in  
Equation (4.2). N ot all such elem ents, however, w ill correspond to a 
regular continued fraction; it is precisely those in w hich b2, . . .  , b k are 
positive -  those that lie in the sem igroup generated by f  and g -  that 
correspond to regular continued fractions. Our idea is, therefore, to 
generalise regular continued fractions by considering two-generator 
sem igroups of (real) Mobius transformations. Before explaining this 
generalisation in more detail, w e introduce the relevant background  
material on the theory of sem igroups.
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4.3.I S E M I G R O U P S  OF M O B I U S  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S
Let M. denote the set of all conformal real M obius transformations, 
that is, the set of M obius transformations of the form
 ^ az +  b 
c z +  a
such that a, b, c and d are real numbers and ad —be >  0. Such 
M obius transformations act on the upper half-plane H . We consider 
a semigroup of M obius transformations S to be any subset of M that 
is closed under com position. Given a finite subset F of M, the set of 
all com positions f  1 • • • f n where n  ^  1 and f  i G F for each i  =  1, . . . ,  n  
forms a sem igroup Sp; w e call this sem igroup the semigroup generated 
byT.
Given a finite subset F of M w e define a composition sequence gen­
erated by F to be a sequence Fk =  f-| • • • f k where f i  G F for each  
i  =  1, . . . , k .  Notice that the set of all com position sequences gener­
ated by F is in bijection w ith  the set of elem ents of the sem igroup Sp 
generated by F. We say that a com position sequence converges ideally 
to a point x  in IR if there is som e point C in H  such that Fk(C) —> x  as 
k —> 00. Here, convergence is in  the spherical metric on H . N ote that 
the definition is independent of the choice of C
We define the forward limit set A + (Sp) of Sp to be the set of accu­
mulation points in IR of the set (f(£) | f  G Sp) for som e C G H . Again, 
convergence is in the spherical metric on H , and the definition is in-
I
dependent of the choice of C We may also define the backward limit 
set A~(Sp) of Sp to be the set of accumulation points in  IR of the set 
{f-1 (C) I f  G Sp). For the sem igroups that w e are interested in, the 
intersection A + (Sp) fl A~(Sp) of the forward and backward limit sets 
is empty. This im plies firstly that every com position sequence gen­
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erated by F converges ideally, and secondly that the forward lim it 
set of Sp is precisely the set of lim it points of com position sequences 
generated by F.
4.3.2 S - C O N T I N U E D  F R A C T I O N S
Let f  and g be two conformal real M obius tranfromations that are 
either parabolic or hyperbolic, and let S be the sem igroup generated 
by the set { f ,  g). Let a and b be the attracting fixed points of f  and g  
respectively (if f  is parabolic then a is the unique fixed point of f ,  and  
similarly for b and g). We w ill assum e henceforth that —00 <  b ^  00, 
and that both f  and g map the interval I =  [a, b] strictly w ithin itself. 
Notice that for any com position sequence F i , F2, . . .  generated by
{ f ,  g L
I D F , ( I ) D F 2 ( I ) D - . .
It can be show n that any such com position sequence converges ide­
ally to a point x  in I; furthermore, the com position sequence con­
verges to x  locally uniformly on the interior of I.
Let x  denote the limit point of a com position sequence f b l g b2 • • • .  
We write x  =  [0 , b i , b 2, . . .  ]. If x  is the lim it point of a com posi­
tion sequence g b ° f b i • • • . Then w e write x  =  [bo, b i , . . .  ].  In sum ­
mary, the lim it point of any com position sequence can be represented 
by [bo, b i , b 2, . . .  ], where bo is zero or a positive integer, and each  
other bp is a positive integer. We call [bo, b 1, b 2, . . .  ] the S-continued 
fraction expansion of x. Let R (S ) denote the set of im ages of the points 
a and b under elem ents of S. We call points in R(S) S-rationals. Ev­
ery point in  A + (Sp) \  R(S) can be represented by an S-continued  
fraction, although this representation may not be unique.
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The nam ing of these com position sequences as S-continued frac­
tions is motivated by the follow ing example. Let
f(z) = — = i i \ / and g( z ) =z+l .z +  1 1 +  1 / z
The m aps f  and g are parabolic conformal M obius tranfromations 
w ith f  fixing 0 and g fixing oo. The sem igroup S generated by {f, g} 
has forward limit set [0,oo], and the set R(S) is the set of all ratio­
nal numbers in the interval [0,oo] and the point oo. By the above 
discussion, any rational number x in [0, oo] may be represented by  
an S-continued fraction [bo,bi,...]. Furthermore, [bo,bi,...] is sim­
p ly  the sequence of M obius transformations Fi,F2, • • • such that the 
points Fi ( o o ) ,  F 2 ( o o ) ,  . . .  are the consecutive convergents of the regu­
lar continued fraction expansion of x. In this sense, S-continued frac­
tions are a natural generalisation of regular continued fractions. In 
the remainder of this section w e explore som e topics in the classical 
theory of regular continued fractions, w ith  the aim of generalising 
these results to S-continued fractions.
The behaviour of S-continued fractions is determined largely by 
the behaviour of the m aps f  and g, which can be classified into one of 
three categories depending on the order in w hich the points f  (b) and 
g(a) lie on IR. We have three possibilities: f(b) <  g(a); f(b) >  g(a); 
f(b) =  g(a).  These three cases are illustrated in Figure 4.11.
It can be show n that A + (S) =  I if and only if f  (b) >  g(a).  It follows 
that there is an S-continued fraction expansion of every real number 
in A + (S) \  R(S) if and only if f(b) >  g(a).  On the other hand, only  
w hen f(b) ^  g(a) is there a unique S-continued fraction expansion of
every real number A + (S) \R(S) .  It is only w hen f(b) =  g(a),  there-
\
fore, that every real number in A + (S) \  R(S) has a unique S-continued  
fraction expansion.
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f \ b )  f \ b )  g \ a )  g \ a )
(a)
(b)
a f \ b ) /(ft) fl(a) g \ a) b
f \ b )  f \ b ) s \a )  S4(a)
a  / 3(ft) fl(a) / ©  <;3(a) 6
/'(ft) /\f t )  g \ a )  g \ a )
(c) a / 3(fe) /(ft)=9 (a) <?\a) 6
Figure 4.11: (a) f(b) < g(a) (b) f(b) >  g(a) (c) f(b) =  g(a)
O O
From now  on, w e shall assum e that f(b) =  g(a) =  c for som e real 
number c e  I. We begin  by show ing that the collection of all such  
pairs {f, g}, up to conjugation, forms a two-parameter fam ily that can 
be determined by the multipliers of f  and g. Consider real numbers 
a, b and c, w ith  a <  c <  b ^  00, and write c' =  (c — a ) / ( c  — b). Given  
real numbers 0 <  m .f , m g ^  1, there are unique maps
(a — bc' +  a c ' / m f ) z — (a2 — abc'-f- abc'/trif)
(1 — c' +  c' /mfjz-f - ( a c ; — a — bc'/trif)
and
g(z) -
(a — be' — b / m g)z +  a b /m g +  b 2c' — ab 
(1 — c ' — 1 / m g) z + a / m  + b e ' — b
such that a is the attracting fixed point of f, b is the attracting fixed  
point of g, and f(b) =  g(a) =  c; the real numbers m f and m g are the 
multipliers of f  and g respectively. There is a unique M obius transfor­
m ation m apping a to 0, b to 00 and c to 1; conjugating by this map 
gives us
f(z] = T7^ T z  and  9 W = * / m 9 + '-
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Therefore/ up to conjugation, w e have only a two-parameter family 
of m aps to consider, determined by the multipliers m .f and m g of the 
maps f  and g. In the special case rrif =  m g =  1, the m aps f  and g give 
rise to regular continued fractions.
Given 0 <  m f , m g ^  1, let
Denote by S the sem igroup generated by the set {f, g}. The point 0 
is the attracting fixed point of f, the point oo is the attracting fixed  
point of g, and f(oo) =  g (0) =  1. The action of the m aps f  and g on 
the interval [0,oo] is illustrated in Figure 4.12
We may define a Farey graph Ts in H  as follows. Let 6 denote the 
hyperbolic geodesic between 0 and 00. Then the graph Ts is the orbit
endpoints of a com m on interval h(I) for som e h  in S. In the special 
case where f  and g are such that the multipliers rrif and m g are both  
1, w e obtain the classical Farey graph 5F, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 
(although only the portion of £F w ith  vertices in the interval [0,00] is 
included). In all other cases, the graph Ts is isomorphic as a graph  
to T. This is a likely indicator that the theory of S-continued fractions 
w ill have parallels w ith  the theory of regular continued fractions.
Given a point x  in I that is not an S-rational, w e may construct 
an S-continued fraction expansion of x  as follows. Firstly, notice that 
x lies inside the interval gb°(I) for som e maximal bo =  0 , 1 , . . . ;  see
£
f(z) =  —------—  and 'g(z) =  z /m g +  1.
I /r r i f  +  z
9 f
Figure 4.12: The action of the maps f  and g on [0,00]
of 6 under S. The vertices of the graph are precisely the S-rationals. 
Two vertices are joined by an edge in Ts if and only if they are the
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Figure 4.13. N ow  define xi =  g_b° (x). Since x  lies betw een gb° (0) and  
gbo+1.(0), xi lies betw een 0 and g(0) =  f(b). N ow  define bi to be the 
largest integer such that x i lies inside fbl (I). Since xi lies between 0 
and f(a), bi ^  1. N ow  define xz =  f -bl ( x i ) =  f -bl g_b° (x). Since xi 
lies between fbl (0) and fbl+1 (0), xz lies between g(0) and oo, and w e  
can define \>z to be the largest integer such that xi lies inside gb l (I). 
We can continue in this fashion to obtain a sequence of m aps gb°, fbl, 
gb2, . . .  such that
x  =  gb°fb' gb2 • ■ ■ h bMxk- i } =  Fk(xk_ , )
where h  =  f  if k is even and g if k is odd. Since each x^ lies in I, 
and any com position sequence generated by {f, g} converges locally  
uniform ly on the interior of I, and x  G Fk(I) for each k, [bo, b i , \>z, - • • ] 
is an S-continued fraction expansion of x.
x
f \ b ) f \ b )  g \ a )  1 g \ a )
O O—^  O O “ O O ■■ 'O
a f \ b )  f ( b ) = 9 ( a )  g \ a )  b
Figure 4.13: The point x lies inside gbl (I)
j
W hen x is an S-rational, w e may apply the sam e procedure as w hen  
x is not S-rational, except that eventually x^ w ill be equal to f bk(0) 
(or gbk(0)), and the algorithm terminates. Then w e obtain a finite 
S-continued fraction expansion [bo,..  •, b^] of x.
It can be show n that the sequence of edges of Ts given by Fk(6) 
for k =  1 , 2 , . . .  forms an infinite (or finite) path in !Ts from 00 to x. 
In the case in w hich Ts =  this path coincides w ith  the path of 
convergents of the regular continued fraction expansion of x.
This algorithm establishes the existence and uniqueness of an S- 
continued fraction expansion of any non-negative real number. In Sec­
tion 4.3.4 w e consider other properties of regular continued fractions
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that may hold for S-continued fractions, w ith  a v iew  to building up 
a theory of S-continued fractions analogous to the theory of regular 
continued fractions.
4.3.3 D I O P H A N T I N E  A P P R O X I M A T I O N
One of the principle uses of regular continued fractions is in the field 
of Diophantine approximation, as discussed in Section 3.3. Consider 
the maps
f(z) =  t~t  =  n and g ( z ) = z + 1 .z +  1 1 +  1/ z
Recall that the maps f  and g are parabolic conformal M obius transfor­
mations w ith  f  fixing 0 and g fixing 00. The sem igroup S generated 
by {f, g) gives rise to the classical regular continued fractions. It has 
forward lim it set A + (S) =  [0,00], and the set of S-rational numbers 
R(S) is the set of all rational numbers in the interval [0,oo]. Classical 
Diophantine approximation looks at the approximation of irrational 
numbers by rational numbers, or, in other words, the approximation  
of points in  A + (S) \  R(S) by points in R(S).
Consider a sem igroup Sp, as defined in Section 4.3.1, that is gen­
erated by two maps f  and g w ith attracting fixed points a  and b 
respectively, and f(b) =  g(a) =  c. We m ay generalise the notion of 
Diophantine approximation by look more generally at the approxima­
tion of points in A + (Sp) \  R(Sp) by points in R(Sp). A lthough there is a 
wealth of literature on the approximation of points in the lim it set of a 
Fuchsian group (beginning, for example, w ith  works such as [40] and
[58]), there seem s to be no such research into the analogous problem  
for sem igroups. In this section w e look at how  results such as those 
obtained in Section 3.3 might adapt for the approximation of points
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in  A + (Sp) \  R(Sp) by points in R(Sp), and be begin  by generalising the 
notion of Ford circles.
Recall that a Ford circle Cx is the horocycle based at x  w ith  Eu­
clidean radius rad[Cx] =  1 / ( 2b2). The Ford circle Coo is the line 
Im(z) =  1 in  C together w ith  the point oo. N ote that the rational num ­
bers are the im age of oo under the modular group F. Correspondingly, 
the collection of all Ford circles is the im age of C^ under V. The fact 
that the collection of all Ford circles is invariant under F follows from  
the fact that the multiplier of both generating m aps f  and g is 1. N o  
collection of horocycles in H  w ill be invariant under the action of 
the sem igroup Sp w hen  one of the multipliers is not equal to 1; this 
causes som e difficulty w hen  working w ith Ford circles in  this setting.
We w ill now  show  how  to construct the fam ily of horocycles that 
w e call Ford Sy-circles. We w ill assume, w ithout loss of generality, that 
the generators f  and g of Sp have been conjugated so that
£
f  (z) =  — ------—  and g(z) =  z /m g +  1.
1 /m f +  z
Every Sp-rational is therefore the image of either 0 or oo under Sp. We 
begin by placing two initial horocyles, Co and Coo, at the points 0 and 
oo; all others may be produced by taking the im ages of Co and C^  
under Sp. We choose the radii of Co and Coo so that f(Coo) =  g(c0) 
and the three horocycles Co, Coo and f  (Coo) are pairwise tangent. This 
is the case if and. only if the radius ro of Co and the height hoo of Coo 
are
The im ages of these two horocycles under Sp give rise to an infinite
that m f and m g are not both 1). Examples of the collection of Ford
collection of horocycles based at each Sp-rational number (providing
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Sp-circles for w hich  m f =  m g =  0.5, m f =  0.5 an d  m g =  0.2 and  
m f =  0.5 an d  m g =  0.8 are show n in  F igure 4.14, F igure 4.15 and  
Figure 4.16 respectively. We define the Ford S^-circle based  a t an  Sp- 
ra tional n um ber x to be the largest of the horocycles based  at x.
Figure 4.14: P art of th e  collection of Sp-Ford circles w h e n  S f is g enera ted  by 
{f, g} w ith  m u ltip lie rs  m f =  0.5 an d  m g =  0.5
F igure  4.15: P art of the  collection of Sp-Ford circles w h e n  Sp is g enera ted  by 
{f, g} w ith  m u ltip lie rs  m f =  0.5 a n d  m g =  0.2
We w ill look briefly  a t several w ays in  w hich  Ford Sp-circles m ay be 
used  to s tu d y  the approx im ation  of po in ts in  A + (Sp) \  R(S) by points 
in  R(S).
As in  Section 3.3.2, for each Sp-rational n u m b er u , we define a 
function  Ru such  th a t for any  real n um ber x, Ru (x) is the Euclidean 
rad iu s  of the horocycle based  at x th a t is externally  tangen t to Cu ; this
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F igure 4.16: P art of the collection of Sp-Ford circles w h e n  Sp is g enera ted  by 
(f, g} w ith  m u ltip lie rs  m f =  0.3 a n d  m g =  0.8
is illustra ted  in  Figure 3.21. We define a strong  Sp-approxim ant of a 
p o in t in  A + (Sp) \  R(S) to be an  Sp-rational u  w ith  the p ro p e rty  th a t for 
each Sp-rational w  w ith  rad[CuJ ^  rad[C w], w e have RUM  ^  R w M / 
w ith  equality  if and  only  if w  =  u .
C onjecture . A n  S^-rational is a strong Sf-approximant o f an Sf-irrational 
number x i f  and only if it is a convergent of the Sf-continued fraction ofx.
It m ay also be possible to use Ford Sp-circles to define and  find  a 
H u rw itz  constan t for approx im ation  by  Sp-rationals, as in  Section 3.3.3 
This leads to the subject of b ad ly  approx im able num bers. A p o in t 
x G 1R \  Q is badly approximable if for any  ra tional p /q ,
for som e un ifo rm  constan t c. Recall th a t in  Section 3.3.3, generalised  
Ford circles, called Ford k-circles, w ere in troduced: the Ford k-circle 
based  at a po in t x is ob tained  by scaling the Ford circle based  a t x by 
a factor of k. Then a p o in t x is bad ly  approxim able if an d  only  if there 
is som e k such  th a t the vertical line 5X from  x to 00 in tersects no Ford 
k-circle.
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Just as w e can introduce Ford k-circles, w e can also introduce Ford 
Sp-k-circles, which w e obtain from Ford Sp-circles by uniformly scal­
ing them by a factor of k. Then w e can define a badly Sy-approximable 
number to be an Sp-irrational number x  such that the vertical line 6X 
from x to oo intersects no Ford Sp-k-circle for Sp. We end this section  
w ith  the follow ing conjecture.
Conjecture. An Sy-irrational number x  is badly Sy-approximable if and 
only ifx  =  [bo, b i , . . .  ] where the set {bp | i  =  0 , 1 , . . . }  is bounded above.
4.3.4 A R E A S  FOR F U R T H E R  R E S E A R C H
The generalisation of regular continued fractions to S-continued frac­
tions introduced in this section is new  and is hence relatively un­
developed. There seem s to be, however, potential for a rich theory of 
S-continued fractions to be developed. In this section w e outline som e 
areas for further study that may lead to new  and interesting results. 
Throughout, w e w ill consider Sp to be a sem igroup, as defined in Sec­
tion 4.3.1, that is generated by two maps f  and g w ith  attracting fixed  
points a  and b respectively, w ith  a <  b and both f([a,b]) C [a,b] and 
g([a,b]) C [a,b].
A  theory of Sy-continued fractions
The techniques discussed previously in this section, nam ely the Farey 
graph T sF and Ford Sp-circles, were introduced w ith  the aim of build­
ing up a theory of Sp-continued fractions. The existence and unique­
ness of the Sp-continued fraction expansion of a point in A + (Sp) 
was discussed, as were possible results in Diophantine approxima­
tion. The structure of the Farey graph Sp suggests that other classical 
results in  the theory of regular continued fractions m ight hold for 
Sp-continued fractions.
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We begin by considering the well-known theorem of Lagrange re­
garding periodic regular continued fractions (see Section 3.2.5). We 
say that an Sp-continued fraction is periodic if it is of the form
X =  [b i,b 2 , • • b n ,  CLi, 0-2/ • • • / Q-rrJ/
where the string a-\,. . a m repeats infinitely. We say that the expan­
sion is purely periodic if the length of the sequence b i , . . . , b n has 
length zero. Let A(Sf) denote the set of attracting fixed points of Sp.
Conjecture. The set of attracting fixed points A(Sp) of elements of Sy is 
equal to the set of points x  in I that have purely periodic S^-continued frac­
tion expansions.
Corollary 4.9. The set o/Sp(A(Sp)) is equal to the set of points x in I that 
have periodic Sy-continued fraction expansions.
The m otivation behind this conjecture is as follows. Lagrange's the­
orem states that the regular continued fraction expansion of an irra­
tional number x  is periodic if and only if x  is a quadratic irrational. 
The set of all quadratic irrationals is, w e believe, also the set Sp (A(Sp)) 
the sem igroup Sp that gives rise to regular continued fractions (see 
also Theorem 3.14).
It is likely that other classical results from the theory of continued  
fractions, such as Serret's theorem (see, for exam ple, Section 3.2.4), 
w ill also have analogues for Sp-continued fractions. Given a point x  
that is not Sp-rational, w e say that a point y  is Sp-equivalent to x if 
there is som e elem ent h  of Sp such that y  =  h(x).
Conjecture. Given a point x  that is not Sy-rational, a point y  is Sy-equivalent 
to x  if and only if  there is a positive integer k such that the Sy-continued 
fraction expansions of x  and y ,
x =  [ a i , a 2, . . . ]  and y  =  [bi ,b2, . . . ] ,
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satisfy at =  bic+t for a l i i  =  2, 3, —
The cases f(b) < g(a) and f(b) > g(a)
So far, this section has focused on Sp-continued fractions where the 
generators f and g of Sp satisfy f(b) =  g(a) =  c for som e a <  c <  b.
We now  briefly consider the two cases w hen  f(b) < g(a) and f(b) >
g(a)«
The case f(b) <  g(a) is relatively simple. Every point in  the set 
A + (Sp) \  R(Sp) has a unique Sp-continued fraction expansion, but 
now  [a,b] lies strictly inside in A + (Sp); in fact, A + (S) is a Cantor 
set. In order to determine precisely w hich  real numbers can be repre­
sented by an Sp-continued fraction, it is first necessary to determine 
w hich points lie in  A + (Sp). A s a starting point, it m ight be possible to 
use results from the literature to com pute the Hausdorff dim ension  
of these lim it sets.
In the case f(b) >  g(a),  the two intervals f([a,b]) and g([a,b]) over­
lap. This means that every point in A^Sp) can be represented by an 
Sp-continued fraction, but this expansion may not be unique. W hen 
applying the algorithm described in Section 4.3.2, a point may lie in  
two intervals, in  w hich case w e have to make a choice as to which in­
terval w e use before w e can continue the algorithm. A n idea w ould  be 
d o use a choice function, as in the work of Dani and Nogueira [11] (see 
Section 4.1.3), to associate an interval to each point. Given a choice 
function, a unique Sp-continued fraction expansion of every point in  
[a, b] w ould be obtained, and it may be possible to study such con­
tinued fractions exactly as in  the case in w hich  f(b) =  g(a).  Another 
direction to explore in the case f(b) >  g(a) w ould  be the number of 
Sp-continued fraction expansions of a given point in  [a, b].
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Other areas for further research
The sem igroups Sp in troduced  th u s far are very  special exam ples 
w ith in  the m uch  m ore general class of tw o-generator sem ig roups of 
M obius transform ations. It w ou ld  be in teresting  to see w h e th e r or n o t 
a sim ilar theo ry  of S-continued fractions can be developed  w h en  S is 
a m ore general sem igroup. O ne possib ility  w ou ld  be to investigate 
the  situation  w here  the m aps f  and  g th a t generate S d o n 't  m ap the 
in terval [a,b] strictly  w ith in  itself. This h ap p en s w h en  f  an d  g are 
hyperbolic an d  their axes p o in t in  d ifferent directions, as illu stra ted  
in  Figure 4.17.
Figure 4.17: The axes of the hyperbolic Mobius transformations f and g 
point in opposite directions
A nother possib ility  w ould  be to consider the case in  w hich  S is 
generated  by  three, or m ore, M obius transfo rm ations, or w h en  the 
M obius transfo rm ations f  an d  g have com plex coefficients. These 
questions m igh t lead to  a m ore general s tu d y  of the th eo ry  of sem i­
g roups of M obius transform ations, a relatively young  b u t fertile area.
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